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Introduction 
This compilation presents school discipline-related laws and regulations for U.S. states, U.S. territories, 

and the District of Columbia, and, where available, links to education agency websites or resources 

related to school discipline and student conduct. The discipline laws and regulations presented in this 

compilation have been categorized by type of specific discipline issue covered, according to an 

organizational framework developed by the National Center for Safe and Supportive Learning 

Environments (NCSSLE). For example, one major category encompasses all laws or regulations 

governing states or territories that mandate specific disciplinary sanctions (such as suspension) for 

specific offenses (such as drug possession on school grounds). The school discipline laws and 

regulations were compiled through exhaustive searches of legislative websites that identified all laws and 

regulations relevant to each specific category. Compiled materials were subsequently reviewed by state 

education agency (SEA) representatives in the 50 states, Washington D.C., and the U.S. territories. 

 

Discipline categories were not mutually exclusive. Laws and regulations often appeared across multiple 

categories. For jurisdictions with more extensive laws covering a breadth of topical areas, relevant 

sections were excerpted from the larger legislative text for inclusion in the appropriate discipline category. 

Laws, ordered by chapter and section number, appear first within each category followed by regulations. 

All laws and regulations listed within categories in the compilation also appear in the sources cited section 

of the document, which lists laws by chapter and section number and title, and where available, includes 

active hyperlinks to source websites supported or maintained by state legislatures. Additional links to 

government websites or resources are provided at the end of this document. 

 
Notes & Disclaimers 
To the best of the preparer’s knowledge, this Compilation of School Discipline Laws and Regulations is 

complete and current as of June 2022. Readers should also note that the information in this document 

was compiled from individual sources that are created by each jurisdiction and which are maintained and 

updated with varying frequencies. Readers should consult the source information provided directly in 

order to check for updates to laws and regulations reported in this document or to conduct further 

research. 

 

For further information, including definitions of the different policy categories, please refer to the Discipline 

Laws and Regulations Compendium posted on the Center’s website. 

 
 

Prepared by: 
 

 

 

http://safesupportivelearning.ed.gov/school-discipline-compendium
http://safesupportivelearning.ed.gov/school-discipline-compendium
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Massachusetts State Codes Cited 
 
Massachusetts Revised Laws 

General Laws 

Part I. Administration of the Government 

Title I. Jurisdiction and Emblems of the Commonwealth, the General Court, Statutes and 

Public Documents 

Chapter 3. The General Court 

Section 67. Commission on lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer and questioning youth; 

membership; terms; powers and duties 

Title II. Executive and Administrative Officers of the Commonwealth 

Chapter 15. Department of Elementary and Secondary Education 

Section 1G. Advisory councils to board; membership; duties 

Title XII. Education 

Chapter 69. Powers and Duties of the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education 

Section 1A. Department of elementary and secondary education; commissioner; duties 

Section 1D. Statewide educational goals; academic standards; vocational training; grant program 

Section 1I. Performance of public-school districts and individual public schools; evaluation 

system; assessment instruments; report 

Section 1N. Alternative education grant program 

Section 1O. Truancy prevention program certification process 

Section 1P. Safe and supportive schools framework 

Chapter 71. Public Schools 

Section 1. Maintenance; double sessions; subjects; twelve-month school year 

Section 2A. Use of tobacco products within school buildings or facilities or on school grounds 

Section 2C. Implementation of policy and discipline code addressing teen dating violence in 

public schools 

Section 37G. Corporal punishment of pupils prohibited; use of physical restraint; regulations 

Section 37Q. Mental health support plans 

Section 37H. Policies relative to conduct of teachers or students; student handbooks 

Section 37H1/2. Felony complaint or conviction of student; suspension; expulsion; right to appeal 

Section 37H3/4. Suspension or expulsion on grounds other than those set forth in Sections 37H or 

37H1/2 

Section 37L. Notification to school personnel of reporting requirements for child abuse and neglect 

and fires; reports of students possessing or using dangerous weapons on school 

premises; transferred students’ school records 

Section 37O. School bullying prohibited; bullying prevention and intervention plans; reporting of 

bullying incident date 

Section 37P. School resource officers 

https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/Search
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/titleI
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/titleI
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleI/Chapter3
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleI/Chapter3/Section67
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII#titleII
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleII/Chapter15
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleII/Chapter15/Section1G
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter69
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter69/Section1A
http://www.malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter69/Section1D
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter69/Section1I
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter69/Section1N
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter69/Section1O
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter69/Section1P
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter71
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter71/Section1
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter71/Section2A
http://www.malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter71/Section2C
http://www.malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter71/Section37G
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter71/Section37Q
http://www.malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter71/Section37H
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter71/Section37H1~2
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter71/Section37H3~4
http://www.malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter71/Section37L
http://www.malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter71/Section37O
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter71/Section37P
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Section 95. Reimbursement aid to municipalities for costs incurred for federal military reservation 

students 

Section 96. Substance use prevention and abuse education policies for public schools 

Section 97. Verbal screening tool for substance abuse disorders 

Chapter 74. Vocational Education 

Section 58. Use of tobacco products within school buildings or facilities or on school grounds 

Chapter 76. School Attendance 

Section 1A. Pupil absence notification programs 

Section 1B. Pupil absence notification program 
 

Section 16. Children excluded from school; remedies 

Section 17. Hearing prerequisite to exclusion 

Section 18. Notice to parent or guardian and meeting with school committee prerequisite to 

student permanently leaving school; annual report; application of section 

Section 19. Supervisors of attendance; employment 

Section 20. Powers and duties of supervisors of attendance 

Section 21. Opportunity for academic progress for suspended students; education service plans; 

alternative educational services 

Title XVI. Public Health 

Chapter 111. Public Health 

Section 223. Nutritional standards for sale or provision of foods or beverages in public schools; school 

wellness advisory committees; food safety inspections at public schools 

Part IV. Crimes, Punishments, and Proceedings in Criminal Cases 

Title I. Crimes and Punishments 

Chapter 269. Crimes Against Public Peace 

Section 17. Hazing; organizing or participating; hazing defined 

Section 18. Failure to report hazing 

Section 19. Copy of Secs. 17 to 19; issuance to students and student groups, teams and 

organizations; report 

 

Administrative Regulations 

Education Laws and Regulations 

603 CMR 18.00. Program and Safety Standards for Approved Public or Private Day and 

Residential Special Education School Programs 

18.05. Required policies and procedures 

603 CMR 26.00. Access to Equal Educational Opportunity 

26.07. Active efforts 

26.08. Notification and complaint procedure 

603 CMR 33.00. Anti-Hazing Reporting 

33.01. Authority 

https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter71/Section95
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter71/Section96
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter71/Section97
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter74
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter74/Section58
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter76
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter76/Section1A
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter76/Section1b
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter76/Section16
http://www.malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter76/Section17
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter76/Section18
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter76/Section19
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter76/Section20
http://www.malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXII/Chapter76/Section21
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/titleXVI
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXVI/Chapter111
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXVI/Chapter111/Section223
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartIV
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartIV/TitleI
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartIV/TitleI/Chapter269
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartIV/TitleI/Chapter269/Section17
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartIV/TitleI/Chapter269/Section18
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartIV/TitleI/Chapter269/Section19
http://www.doe.mass.edu/lawsregs/stateregs.html
http://www.doe.mass.edu/lawsregs/603cmr18.html
http://www.doe.mass.edu/lawsregs/603cmr18.html
http://www.doe.mass.edu/lawsregs/603cmr18.html?section=05
https://www.doe.mass.edu/lawsregs/603cmr26.html
http://www.doe.mass.edu/lawsregs/603cmr33.html
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33.02. Scope and purpose 

33.03. Definitions 

33.04. Filing of reports 

33.05. Notifying the Attorney General 

603 CMR 46.00. Preventing of Physical Restraint and Requirements If Used 

46.01. Authority, scope, purpose and construction 

46.02. Definitions 

46.03. Use of restraint 

46.04. Policy and procedures; Training 

46.05. Proper administration of physical restraint 

46.06. Reporting requirements 

46.07. Effective date 

603 CMR 49.00. Notification of Bullying or Retaliation Regulations 

49.01. Authority 

49.02. Scope and purpose 

49.03. Definitions and terms 

49.04. Bullying and retaliation prohibited 

49.05. Notice to parents 

49.06. Notice to law enforcement agency 

49.07: Confidentiality of records 

603 CMR 53.00. Student Discipline 

53.01. Purpose and scope 

53.02. Definitions 

53.03. Policies and procedures 

53.05. Alternatives to suspension under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H¾ 

53.06. Notice of suspension and hearing under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H¾ 

53.07. Emergency removal under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H¾ 

53.08. Principal's hearing under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H¾ 

53.09. Superintendent's hearing under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H¾ 

53.10. In-school suspension under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H¾ 

53.12. Disciplinary offenses under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H or 37H½ 

53.13. Education services and academic progress under M.G.L. c. 71, §§ 37H, 37H½, 

37H¾ 

53.14. Student suspension and expulsion data collection and reporting 

http://www.doe.mass.edu/lawsregs/603cmr46.html?section=all
http://www.doe.mass.edu/lawsregs/603cmr49.html?section=all
http://www.doe.mass.edu/lawsregs/603cmr49.html?section=07
http://www.doe.mass.edu/lawsregs/603cmr53.html?section=all
http://www.doe.mass.edu/lawsregs/603cmr53.html?section=53.10
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Codes of Conduct 
 

Authority to Develop and Establish Codes of Conduct 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 71, § 37H. Policies relative to conduct of teachers or students; student handbooks. 

Each school district's policies pertaining to the conduct of students shall include the following: disciplinary 

proceedings, including procedures assuring due process; standards and procedures for suspension and 

expulsion of students; procedures pertaining to discipline of students with special needs; standards and 

procedures to assure school building security and safety of students and school personnel; and the 

disciplinary measures to be taken in cases involving the possession or use of illegal substances or 

weapons, the use of force, vandalism, or violation of a student's civil rights. Codes of discipline, as well as 

procedures used to develop such codes shall be filed with the department of education for informational 

purposes only. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 37O. School bullying prohibited; bullying prevention and intervention plans; 

reporting of bullying incident date. 

(d)(1) Each school district, charter school, non-public school, approved private day or residential school 

and collaborative school shall develop, adhere to and update a plan to address bullying prevention and 

intervention in consultation with teachers, school staff, professional support personnel, school volunteers, 

administrators, community representatives, local law enforcement agencies, students, parents and 

guardians. The plan shall apply to students and members of a school staff, including, but not limited to, 

educators, administrators, school nurses, cafeteria workers, custodians, bus drivers, athletic coaches, 

advisors to an extracurricular activity and paraprofessionals. The consultation shall include, but not be 

limited to, notice and a public comment period; provided, however, that a non-public school shall only be 

required to give notice to and provide a comment period for families that have a child attending the 

school. The plan shall be updated at least biennially. 

(2) Each plan shall include, but not be limited to: (i) descriptions of and statements prohibiting bullying, 

cyber-bullying and retaliation, including procedures for collecting, maintaining and reporting bullying 

incident data required under subsection (k); (ii) clear procedures for students, staff, parents, guardians 

and others to report bullying or retaliation; (iii) a provision that reports of bullying or retaliation may be 

made anonymously; provided, however, that no disciplinary action shall be taken against a student 

solely on the basis of an anonymous report; (iv) clear procedures for promptly responding to and 

investigating reports of bullying or retaliation; (v) the range of disciplinary actions that may be taken 

against a perpetrator for bullying or retaliation; provided, however, that the disciplinary actions shall 

balance the need for accountability with the need to teach appropriate behavior; (vi) clear procedures 

for restoring a sense of safety for a victim and assessing that victim's needs for protection; (vii) 

strategies for protecting from bullying or retaliation a person who reports bullying, provides information 

during an investigation of bullying or witnesses or has reliable information about an act of bullying; (viii) 

procedures consistent with state and federal law for promptly notifying the parents or guardians of a 

victim and a perpetrator; provided, that the parents or guardians of a victim shall also be notified of the 

action taken to prevent any further acts of bullying or retaliation; and provided, further, that the 

procedures shall provide for immediate notification pursuant to regulations promulgated under this 

subsection by the principal or person who holds a comparable role to the local law enforcement agency 

when criminal charges may be pursued against the perpetrator; (ix) a provision that a student who 

knowingly makes a false accusation of bullying or retaliation shall be subject to disciplinary action; and 

(x) a strategy for providing counseling or referral to appropriate services for perpetrators and victims 
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and for appropriate family members of said students. The plan shall afford all students the same 

protection regardless of their status under the law. 

 
REGULATIONS 

 
603 CMR 53.01. Purpose and scope. 

(1) The purpose of 603 CMR 53.00 is: 

(a) for those discipline offenses subject to M.G.L. 71, § 37H 3/4 , as set forth in 603 CMR 53.01(2)(a), to 

limit the use of long-term suspension as a consequence for student misconduct until other 

consequences have been considered and tried as appropriate; 

(b) to promote engagement of a student's parent in discussion of the student's misconduct, and options 

for responding to it; 

(c) to assure that every student who is expelled or suspended, regardless of the reason for suspension 

or expulsion, has the opportunity to receive education services to make academic progress during the 

period of suspension or expulsion; and 

(d) to keep schools safe and supportive for all students while ensuring fair and effective disciplinary 

practices. 

(2) 603 CMR 53.00 sets forth, for all public preschool, elementary, and secondary schools and programs 

in Massachusetts, including charter and virtual schools: 

(a) at 603 CMR 53.03 through 53.11, the minimum procedural requirements applicable to the 

suspension of a student for a disciplinary offense other than: 

1. possession of a dangerous weapon; 

2. possession of a controlled substance; 

3. assault on a member of the educational staff; or 

4. a felony charge or felony delinquency complaint or conviction, or adjudication or admission of guilt 

with respect to such felony, if a principal determines that the student's continued presence in school 

would have a substantial detrimental effect on the general welfare of the school, as provided in 

M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H or 37H 1/2; 

(b) the minimum requirements and procedures necessary to ensure that all students who have been 

suspended, in-school or out-of-school, or expelled, regardless of the type of offense, have an 

opportunity to make academic progress during their period of suspension, expulsion, or removal from 

regular classroom activities; and 

(c) requirements pertaining to school discipline data reporting and analysis. 
 
603 CMR 53.03. Policies and procedures. 

Each school committee and board of trustees shall ensure that policies and procedures are in place in 

public preschool, elementary, and secondary schools and programs under its jurisdiction that meet, at a 

minimum, the requirements of M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H 3/4, M.G.L. c. 76, § 21, and 603 CMR 53.00. 

 

603 CMR 53.12. Disciplinary offenses under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H or 37H½. 

(1) School districts shall adopt disciplinary policies and procedures applicable to a student who is 

accused of a disciplinary offense under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H or 37H 1/2. Such policies and procedures 

shall be consistent with the applicable statute and provide due process of law. 

(2) The principal may remove a student who has committed a disciplinary offense under M.G.L. c. 71, § 

37H or 37H 1/2 from school for more than 90 days in a school year. 
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(3) Any student who is removed from school for a disciplinary offense under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H or 37H 

1/2 shall have an opportunity to receive education services and make academic progress during the 

period of removal, as provided in 603 CMR 53.13. 

 

Scope 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 71, § 2A. Use of tobacco products within school buildings or facilities or on school 

grounds. 

No person shall use a tobacco product, as defined in section 6 of chapter 270, within the school buildings 

or facilities or on the grounds or school buses of a public or private primary or secondary school or at a 

school-sponsored event. 

Each school committee or board of trustees shall establish a policy regarding violations of this section. 

The policy may include, but shall not be limited to, mandatory education classes on the hazards of using 

tobacco products. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 37H. Policies relative to conduct of teachers or students; student handbooks. 

The superintendent of every school district shall publish the district's policies pertaining to the conduct of 

teachers and students. Said policies shall prohibit the use of any tobacco products within the school 

buildings, the school facilities or on the school grounds or on school buses by any individual, including 

school personnel. Said policies shall further restrict operators of school buses and personal motor 

vehicles, including students, faculty, staff and visitors, from idling such vehicles on school grounds, 

consistent with section 16B of chapter 90 and regulations adopted pursuant thereto and by the 

department. The policies shall also prohibit bullying as defined in section 37O and shall include the 

student-related sections of the bullying prevention and intervention plan required by said section 37O. 

Copies of these policies shall be provided to any person upon request and without cost by the principal of 

every school within the district. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 37O. School bullying prohibited; bullying prevention and intervention plans; 

reporting of bullying incident date. 

(b) Bullying shall be prohibited: (i) on school grounds, property immediately adjacent to school grounds, at 

a school-sponsored or school-related activity, function or program whether on or off school grounds, at a 

school bus stop, on a school bus or other vehicle owned, leased or used by a school district or school, or 

through the use of technology or an electronic device owned, leased or used by a school district or school 

and (ii) at a location, activity, function or program that is not school-related, or through the use of 

technology or an electronic device that is not owned, leased or used by a school district or school, if the 

bullying creates a hostile environment at school for the victim, infringes on the rights of the victim at 

school or materially and substantially disrupts the education process or the orderly operation of a school. 

Nothing contained herein shall require schools to staff any non-school related activities, functions, or 

programs. 

 

ALM GL ch. 74, § 58. Use of tobacco products within school buildings or facilities or on school 

grounds. 

No person shall use a tobacco product, as defined in section 6 of chapter 270, within the school buildings 

or facilities or on the grounds or school buses of a public or private vocational school or at a vocational 

school-sponsored event. 
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Each school committee or board of trustees shall establish a policy regarding violations of this section. 

The policy may include, but shall not be limited to, mandatory education classes on the hazards of using 

tobacco products. 

 
REGULATIONS 

 
603 CMR 49.04. Bullying and retaliation prohibited. 

(2) Bullying shall be prohibited on school grounds, property immediately adjacent to school grounds, at a 

school-sponsored or school-related activity, function or program whether on or off school grounds, at a 

school bus stop, on a school bus or other vehicle owned, leased or used by a school district or school, or 

through the use of technology or an electronic device owned, leased or used by a school district or 

school. Bullying at a location, activity, function or program that is not school-related, or through the use of 

technology or an electronic device that is not owned, leased or used by a school district or school, shall 

be prohibited if the bullying: 

(a) creates a hostile environment at school for the target; 

(b) infringes on the rights of the target at school; or 

(c) materially and substantially disrupts the education process or the orderly operation of a school. 

 

Communication of Policy 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 71, § 37H. Policies relative to conduct of teachers or students; student handbooks. 

The superintendent of every school district shall publish the district's policies pertaining to the conduct of 

teachers and students. Said policies shall prohibit the use of any tobacco products within the school 

buildings, the school facilities or on the school grounds or on school buses by any individual, including 

school personnel. Said policies shall further restrict operators of school buses and personal motor 

vehicles, including students, faculty, staff and visitors, from idling such vehicles on school grounds, 

consistent with section 16B of chapter 90 and regulations adopted pursuant thereto and by the 

department. The policies shall also prohibit bullying as defined in section 37O and shall include the 

student-related sections of the bullying prevention and intervention plan required by said section 37O. 

Copies of these policies shall be provided to any person upon request and without cost by the principal of 

every school within the district. [...] 

In each school building containing the grades nine to twelve, inclusive, the principal, in consultation with 

the school council, shall prepare and distribute to each student a student handbook setting forth the rules 

pertaining to the conduct of students. The student handbook shall include an age-appropriate summary of 

the student-related sections of the bullying prevention and intervention plan required by section 37O. The 

school council shall review the student handbook each spring to consider changes in disciplinary policy to 

take effect in September of the following school year, but may consider policy changes at any time. The 

annual review shall cover all areas of student conduct, including but not limited to those outlined in this 

section. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 37O. School bullying prohibited; bullying prevention and intervention plans; 

reporting of bullying incident date. 

(e)(1) Each school district, charter school, non-public school, approved private day or residential school 

and collaborative school shall provide to students and parents or guardians, in age-appropriate terms and 

in the languages which are most prevalent among the students, parents or guardians, annual written 

notice of the relevant student-related sections of the plan. 
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(2) Each school district, charter school, non-public school, approved private day or residential school 

and collaborative school shall provide to all school staff annual written notice of the plan. The faculty 

and staff at each school shall be trained annually on the plan applicable to the school. Relevant 

sections of the plan relating to the duties of faculty and staff shall be included in a school district or 

school employee handbook. 

(3) The plan shall be posted on the website of each school district, charter school, non-public school, 

approved private day or residential school and collaborative school. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 96. Substance use prevention and abuse education policies for public schools. 

Each public school shall have a policy regarding substance use prevention and the education of its 

students about the dangers of substance abuse. The school shall notify the parents or guardians of all 

students attending the school of the policy and shall post the policy on the school's website. The policy, 

and any standards and rules enforcing the policy, shall be prescribed by the school committee in 

conjunction with the superintendent or the board of trustees of a charter school. 

The department of elementary and secondary education, in consultation with the department of public 

health, shall provide guidance and recommendations to assist schools with developing and implementing 

effective substance use prevention and abuse education policies and shall make such guidance and 

recommendations publicly available on the department's website. Guidance and recommendations may 

include educating parents or guardians on recognizing warning signs of substance abuse and providing 

available resources. Guidance and recommendations shall be reviewed and regularly updated to reflect 

applicable research and best practices. 

Each school district and charter school shall file its substance use prevention and abuse education 

policies with the department of elementary and secondary education in a manner and form prescribed by 

the department. 

ALM GL ch. 269, § 19. Copy of Secs. 17 to 19; issuance to students and student groups, teams 

and organizations; report. 

Each institution of secondary education and each public or private institution of post secondary education 

shall file, at least annually, a report with the board of higher education and in the case of secondary 

institutions, the board of education, certifying that such institution has complied with its responsibility to 

inform student groups, teams or organizations and to notify each full time student enrolled by it of the 

provisions of this section and sections seventeen and eighteen and also certifying that said institution has 

adopted a disciplinary policy with regard to the organizers and participants of hazing, and that such policy 

has been set forth with appropriate emphasis in the student handbook or similar means of communicating 

the institution's policies to its students. The board of higher education and, in the case of secondary 

institutions, the board of education shall promulgate regulations governing the content and frequency of 

such reports, and shall forthwith report to the attorney general any such institution which fails to make 

such report. 

 
REGULATIONS 

 
603 CMR 18.05. Required policies and procedures. 

(1) Admissions. 

(b) Prior to admission, the school shall provide to the parents and the local school district a written copy 

of the school's policies and procedures, including: 

7. Methods of behavior support, violence prevention, discipline, management of harmful behavior by a 

student to himself or herself or others, and proper use of restraints as described in 603 CMR 

18.05(5). [...] 
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(5) Behavior Support. 

(c) Prior to admission, the school shall provide students and parents with a written copy of its behavior 

support policy. 

(6) Suspension. 

(a) Upon admission of a student, the school shall provide a written policy on suspensions to the 

parents, and the school district or human service agency that placed the student. Such policy shall 

conform to the federal requirements on discipline pursuant to 34 CFR § 300. 

603 CMR 26.08. Notification and complaint procedure. 

(1) The superintendent shall be responsible for ensuring that all school handbooks and codes of conduct 

reference M.G.L. c. 76, § 5 and affirmatively state and explain the school's obligations under M.G.L. c. 76, 

§ 5. In order to ensure that such obligations are fulfilled, all school handbooks and codes of conduct shall 

also contain the following: 

(a) A nondiscrimination policy that is consistent with M.G.L. c. 76, § 5 and affirms the school's non- 

tolerance for harassment or discrimination, including that based upon race, color, sex, gender identity, 

religion, national origin or sexual orientation; and 

(b) The school's procedure for accepting, investigating and resolving complaints alleging discrimination 

or harassment; and 

(c) The disciplinary measures that the school may impose if it determines that harassment or 

discrimination has occurred. 

(2) The principal shall ensure that the applicable school handbook and district code of conduct are 

annually distributed to students, parents and school personnel and, when requested, ensure that such 

school handbook and district code of conduct are available in the primary language of a parent or student 

whose primary language is not English. 

 

603 CMR 33.02. Scope and purpose. 

603 CMR 33.00 governs the content and frequency of reports secondary schools must file with the Board 

of Education regarding the distribution of copies of the law against hazing and the adoption of a 

disciplinary policy concerning the organizers of and participants in hazing activities. 

 

603 CMR 46.04. Policy and procedures; Training. 

(1) Procedures. Public education programs shall develop and implement written restraint prevention and 

behavior support policy and procedures consistent with 603 CMR 46.00 regarding appropriate responses 

to student behavior that may require immediate intervention. Such policy and procedures shall be 

annually reviewed and provided to program staff and made available to parents of enrolled students. 
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In-School Discipline 
 

Discipline Frameworks 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 71, § 37H. Policies relative to conduct of teachers or students; student handbooks. 

The superintendent of every school district shall publish the district's policies pertaining to the conduct of 

teachers and students. Said policies shall prohibit the use of any tobacco products within the school 

buildings, the school facilities or on the school grounds or on school buses by any individual, including 

school personnel. Said policies shall further restrict operators of school buses and personal motor 

vehicles, including students, faculty, staff and visitors, from idling such vehicles on school grounds, 

consistent with section 16B of chapter 90 and regulations adopted pursuant thereto and by the 

department. The policies shall also prohibit bullying as defined in section 37O and shall include the 

student-related sections of the bullying prevention and intervention plan required by said section 37O. 

Copies of these policies shall be provided to any person upon request and without cost by the principal of 

every school within the district. 

Each school district's policies pertaining to the conduct of students shall include the following: disciplinary 

proceedings, including procedures assuring due process; standards and procedures for suspension and 

expulsion of students; procedures pertaining to discipline of students with special needs; standards and 

procedures to assure school building security and safety of students and school personnel; and the 

disciplinary measures to be taken in cases involving the possession or use of illegal substances or 

weapons, the use of force, vandalism, or violation of a student's civil rights. Codes of discipline, as well as 

procedures used to develop such codes shall be filed with the department of education for informational 

purposes only. 

In each school building containing the grades nine to twelve, inclusive, the principal, in consultation with 

the school council, shall prepare and distribute to each student a student handbook setting forth the rules 

pertaining to the conduct of students. The student handbook shall include an age-appropriate summary of 

the student-related sections of the bullying prevention and intervention plan required by section 37O. The 

school council shall review the student handbook each spring to consider changes in disciplinary policy to 

take effect in September of the following school year, but may consider policy changes at any time. The 

annual review shall cover all areas of student conduct, including but not limited to those outlined in this 

section. 

Notwithstanding any general or special law to the contrary, all student handbooks shall contain the 

following provisions: 

(a) Any student who is found on school premises or at school-sponsored or school-related events, 

including athletic games, in possession of a dangerous weapon, including, but not limited to, a gun or a 

knife; or a controlled substance as defined in chapter ninety-four C, including, but not limited to, 

marijuana, cocaine, and heroin, may be subject to expulsion from the school or school district by the 

principal. 

(b) Any student who assaults a principal, assistant principal, teacher, teacher's aide or other 

educational staff on school premises or at school-sponsored or school-related events, including athletic 

games, may be subject to expulsion from the school or school district by the principal. 

(c) Any student who is charged with a violation of either paragraph (a) or (b) shall be notified in writing 

of an opportunity for a hearing; provided, however, that the student may have representation, along with 

the opportunity to present evidence and witnesses at said hearing before the principal. 
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After said hearing, a principal may, in his discretion, decide to suspend rather than expel a student who 

has been determined by the principal to have violated either paragraph (a) or (b). 

(d) Any student who has been expelled from a school district pursuant to these provisions shall have 

the right to appeal to the superintendent. The expelled student shall have ten days from the date of the 

expulsion in which to notify the superintendent of his appeal. The student has the right to counsel at a 

hearing before the superintendent. The subject matter of the appeal shall not be limited solely to a 

factual determination of whether the student has violated any provisions of this section. 

(e) Any school district that suspends or expels a student under this section shall continue to provide 

educational services to the student during the period of suspension or expulsion, under section 21 of 

chapter 76. If the student moves to another district during the period of suspension or expulsion, the 

new district of residence shall either admit the student to its schools or provide educational services to 

the student in an education service plan, under section 21 of chapter 76. 

(f) Districts shall report to the department of elementary and secondary education the specific reasons 

for all suspensions and expulsions, regardless of duration or type, in a manner and form established by 

the commissioner. The department of elementary and secondary education shall use its existing data 

collection tools to obtain this information from districts and shall modify those tools, as necessary, to 

obtain the information. On an annual basis, the department of elementary and secondary education 

shall make district level de-identified data and analysis, including the total number of days each student 

is excluded during the school year, available to the public online in a machine readable format. This 

report shall include district level data disaggregated by student status and categories established by the 

commissioner. 

(g) Under the regulations promulgated by the department, for each school that suspends or expels a 

significant number of students for more than 10 cumulative days in a school year, the commissioner 

shall investigate and, as appropriate, shall recommend models that incorporate intermediary steps prior 

to the use of suspension or expulsion. The results of the analysis shall be publicly reported at the 

school district level. 

 
REGULATIONS 

No relevant regulations found. 

 

Teacher Authority to Remove Students From Classrooms 
 
LAWS 

No relevant laws found. 

 
REGULATIONS 

No relevant regulations found. 

 

Alternatives to Suspension 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 71, § 37H3/4. Suspension or expulsion on grounds other than those set forth in 

Sections 37H or 37H1/2. 

(b) Any principal, headmaster, superintendent or other person acting as a decision-maker at a student 

meeting or hearing, when deciding the consequences for the student, shall exercise discretion; consider 
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ways to re-engage the student in the learning process; and avoid using expulsion as a consequence until 

other remedies and consequences have been employed. 

 
REGULATIONS 

 
603 CMR 53.02. Definitions. 

In-school Suspension means removal of a student from regular classroom activities, but not from the 

school premises, for no more than ten consecutive school days, or no more than ten school days 

cumulatively for multiple infractions during the school year. Removal solely from participation in 

extracurricular activities or school-sponsored events, or both, shall not count as removal in calculating 

school days. In-school suspension for ten days or less, consecutively or cumulatively during a school 

year, shall not be considered a short-term suspension under these regulations. If a student is placed in in- 

school suspension for more than ten days, consecutively or cumulatively during a school year, such 

suspension shall be deemed a long-term suspension for due process, appeal, and reporting purposes. 

 

603 CMR 53.05. Alternatives to suspension under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H¾. 

In every case of student misconduct for which suspension may be imposed, a principal shall exercise 

discretion in deciding the consequence for the offense; consider ways to reengage the student in learning; 

and avoid using long-term suspension from school as a consequence until alternatives have been tried. 

Alternatives may include the use of evidence-based strategies and programs such as mediation, conflict 

resolution, restorative justice, and positive interventions and supports. 

603 CMR 53.10. In-school suspension under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H¾. 

(1) The principal may use in-school suspension as an alternative to short-term suspension for disciplinary 

offenses. 

(2) The principal may impose an in-school suspension for a disciplinary offense under 603 CMR 53.10, 

provided that the principal follows the process set forth in 603 CMR 53.10(3) through (5) and the student 

has the opportunity to make academic progress as set forth in 603 CMR 53.13(1). 
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Conditions on Use of Certain Forms of Discipline 
 

Corporal Punishment 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 71, § 37G. Corporal punishment of pupils prohibited; use of physical restraint; 

regulations. 

(a) The power of the school committee or of any teacher or any other employee or agent of the school 

committee to maintain discipline upon school property shall not include the right to inflict corporal 

punishment upon any pupil. 

(b) The provisions of this section shall not preclude any member of the school committee or any teacher 

or any employee or agent of the school committee from using such reasonable force as is necessary to 

protect pupils, other persons, and themselves from an assault by a pupil. When such an assault has 

occurred, the principal shall file a detailed report of such with the school committee. 

 
REGULATIONS 

 
603 CMR 18.05. Required policies and procedures. 

(5) Behavior Support. 

(e) No student shall be subjected to abuse or neglect, cruel, unusual, severe or corporal punishment, 

including the following practices: 

1. Any type of physical hitting or pain inflicted in any manner upon the body; 

2. Requiring or forcing the student to take an uncomfortable position such as squatting or bending or 

requiring or forcing the student to repeat physical movements when used as punishment; 

3. Punishments which subject the student to verbal abuse, ridicule or humiliation; 

4. Denial of visitation or communication privileges with family; 

5. Denial of sufficient sleep; 

6. Denial of shelter, bedding, food or bathroom facilities. 

 

Search and Seizure 
 
LAWS 

No relevant laws found. 

 
REGULATIONS 

No relevant regulations found. 

 

Restraint and Seclusion 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 71, § 37G. Corporal punishment of pupils prohibited; use of physical restraint; 

regulations. 

(c) The board of education shall promulgate regulations regarding the use of physical restraint for 

students. Such regulations shall not preclude any teacher or employee or agent of the school from using 
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reasonable force to protect pupils, other persons and themselves from an assault by a pupil as set forth 

above in section (b). Such regulations shall require training of all personnel authorized to administer any 

forms of restraint. Such regulations shall provide for procedures for notification to the department and to 

the parents. 

 
REGULATIONS 

 
603 CMR 18.05. Required policies and procedures. 

(1) Admissions. 

(b) Prior to admission, the school shall provide to the parents and the local school district a written copy 

of the school's policies and procedures, including: 

1. Methods of behavior support, violence prevention, discipline, management of harmful behavior by a 

student to himself or herself or others, and proper use of restraints as described in 603 CMR 

18.05(5). [...] 

(5) Behavior Support. 

(a) Each school shall provide a written statement of the rules, policies and procedures for the behavior 

support of students. The statement shall contain a description of the safeguards for the emotional, 

physical and psychological well-being of the population served; measures for positive responses to 

appropriate behavior; and definition and explanation of behavior management procedures used in the 

facility including, where applicable: 

1. Methods of assessing and monitoring students' progress in the program; 

2. The type and range of restrictions a staff member can impose for behavior which is unacceptable; 

3. The type of restraint used in an emergency situation of last resort; the array of interventions used 

as alternatives to restraint; and the controls on the misuse and abuse of restraint; 

4. The use of the behavioral support strategy of time-out; 

5. Any denial or restrictions of on-grounds program services. 

(b) Students shall participate in the establishment of such rules, policies and procedures whenever 

feasible and appropriate. 

(c) Prior to admission, the school shall provide students and parents with a written copy of its behavior 

support policy. 

(d) The school shall inform parents and students of any significant changes in the behavior 

management procedures. 

(e) No student shall be subjected to abuse or neglect, cruel, unusual, severe or corporal punishment, 

including the following practices: 

1. Any type of physical hitting or pain inflicted in any manner upon the body; 

2. Requiring or forcing the student to take an uncomfortable position such as squatting or bending or 

requiring or forcing the student to repeat physical movements when used as punishment; 

3. Punishments which subject the student to verbal abuse, ridicule or humiliation; 

4. Denial of visitation or communication privileges with family; 

5. Denial of sufficient sleep; 

6. Denial of shelter, bedding, food or bathroom facilities. 

(f) The goal of behavior support shall be to maximize the growth and development of the student and to 

protect the group and the individuals in it. 
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(g) The school shall directly relate consequences to the specific misbehavior and shall apply such 

consequences without prolonged delay. 

(h) Day educational programs approved under 603 CMR 28.09: Approval of Public or Private Day and 

Residential Special Education School Programs shall develop a policy on the use of physical restraint 

and administer physical restraint in accordance with the requirements of 603 CMR 46.00: Physical 

Restraint. Residential educational programs approved under 603 CMR 28.09: Approval of Public or 

Private Day and Residential Special Education School Programs shall comply with the requirements 

contained in 102 CMR 3.00: Standards for the Licensure or Approval of Residential Programs Serving 

Children and Teen Parents except for the school day, during which the requirements of 603 CMR 

46.00: Physical Restraint shall apply for students enrolled in such programs. Educational programs 

within a program or facility subject to M.G.L. c. 123 or Department of Mental Health Regulations shall 

comply with the restraint requirements of M.G.L. c. 123, 104 CMR 27.12: Prevention of Restraint and 

Seclusion and Requirements When Used or 104 CMR 28.05: Physical Restraint, as applicable. 

(i) Any behavior support policy which results in a student being separated in a room apart from the 

group or program activities shall include, but not be limited to, the following: 

1. Guidelines for staff in the utilization of such an area; 

2. Persons responsible for implementing such procedures; 

3. The duration of the procedures including procedures for approval by the chief administrative person 

or his or her designee for any period longer than 30 minutes, except that during the school day in a 

residential educational program, and in a day educational program approved under 603 CMR 28.09: 

Approval of Public or Private Day and Residential Special Education School Programs, the duration of 

the procedures shall be governed by 603 CMR 46.00: Physical Restraint; 

4. Requirement that students shall be observable at all times and in all parts of the room, and that the 

staff shall be in close proximity at all times; 

5. A procedure for staff to directly observe the student at least every 15 minutes; 

6. A means of documenting the use of such area including, at a minimum, length of time, reasons for 

this intervention, who approved the procedure, and who directly observed the student at least every 

15 minutes. 

a. Time out rooms shall not be locked. 

b. Any room or space used for the practice of separation must be physically safe and appropriate to 

the population served by the facility. 

603 CMR 46.01. Authority, scope, purpose and construction. 

(1) Scope. 603 CMR 46.00 governs the use of physical restraint on students in publicly funded 

elementary and secondary education programs, including all Massachusetts public school districts, 

charter schools, virtual schools, collaborative education programs, and the school day of special 

education schools approved under 603 CMR 28.09: Approval of Public or Private Day and Residential 

Special Education School Programs, as provided in 603 CMR 18.05(5)(h). Educational programs in 

facilities operated by the Department of Youth Services, the Department of Mental Health, the 

Department of Public Health, or County Houses of Correction shall be governed by the restraint, 

seclusion, and time-out requirements of such agencies. 

(2) Purpose. The purpose of 603 CMR 46.00 is to ensure that every student participating in a 

Massachusetts public education program is free from the use of physical restraint that is inconsistent with 

603 CMR 46.00. Physical restraint shall be used only in emergency situations of last resort, after other 

lawful and less intrusive alternatives have failed or been deemed inappropriate, and with extreme caution. 

School personnel shall use physical restraint with two goals in mind: 
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(a) To administer a physical restraint only when needed to protect a student and/or a member of the 

school community from assault or imminent, serious, physical harm; and 

(b) To prevent or minimize any harm to the student as a result of the use of physical restraint. 

(3) Construction. Nothing in 603 CMR 46.00 shall be construed to limit the protection afforded publicly 

funded students under other state or federal laws, including those laws that provide for the rights of 

students who have been found eligible to receive special education services. Nothing in 603 CMR 46.00 

precludes any teacher, employee or agent of a public education program from using reasonable force to 

protect students, other persons or themselves from assault or imminent, serious, physical harm. 

 

603 CMR 46.02. Definitions. 

As used in 603 CMR 46.00, the following terms shall have the following meanings: 

Mechanical Restraint shall mean the use of any physical device or equipment to restrict a student's 

freedom of the movement. Mechanical Restraint does not include devices implemented by trained school 

personnel, or utilized by a student that have been prescribed by an appropriate medical or related 

services professional, and are used for the specific and approved positioning or protective purposes for 

which such devices were designed. Examples of such devices include: adaptive devices or mechanical 

supports used to achieve proper body position, balance, or alignment to allow greater freedom of mobility 

than would be possible without the use of such devices or mechanical supports; vehicle safety restraints 

when used as intended during the transport of a student in a moving vehicle; restraints for medical 

immobilization; or orthopedically prescribed devices that permit a student to participate in activities 

without risk of harm. 

Medication Restraint shall mean the administration of medication for the purpose of temporarily 

controlling behavior. Medication prescribed by a licensed physician and authorized by the parent for 

administration in the school setting is not medication restraint. 

Physical Restraint shall mean direct physical contact that prevents or significantly restricts a student's 

freedom of movement. Physical restraint does not include: brief physical contact to promote student 

safety, providing physical guidance or prompting when teaching a skill, redirecting attention, providing 

comfort, or a physical escort. 

Prone Restraint shall mean a physical restraint in which a student is placed face down on the floor or 

another surface, and physical pressure is applied to the student's body to keep the student in the face- 

down position. 

Seclusion shall mean the involuntary confinement of a student alone in a room or area from which the 

student is physically prevented from leaving. Seclusion does not include a time-out as defined in 603 

CMR 46.02. 

Time-out shall mean a behavioral support strategy developed pursuant to 603 CMR 46.04(1) in which a 

student temporarily separates from the learning activity or the classroom, either by choice or by direction 

from staff, for the purpose of calming. During time-out, a student must be continuously observed by a staff 

member. Staff shall be with the student or immediately available to the student at all times. The space 

used for time-out must be clean, safe, sanitary, and appropriate for the purpose of calming. Time-out shall 

cease as soon as the student has calmed. 

 

603 CMR 46.03. Use of restraint. 

(1) Prohibition. 

(a) Mechanical restraint, medication restraint, and seclusion shall be prohibited in public education 

programs. 
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(b) Prone restraint shall be prohibited in public education programs except on an individual student 

basis, and only under the following circumstances: 

1. The student has a documented history of repeatedly causing serious self-injuries and/or injuries to 

other students or staff; 

2. All other forms of physical restraints have failed to ensure the safety of the student and/or the 

safety of others; 

3. There are no medical contraindications as documented by a licensed physician; 

4. There is psychological or behavioral justification for the use of prone restraint and there are no 

psychological or behavioral contraindications, as documented by a licensed mental health 

professional; 

5. The program has obtained consent to use prone restraint in an emergency as set out in 603 CMR 

46.03(1)(b), and such use has been approved in writing by the principal; and, 

6. The program has documented 603 CMR 46.03(1)(b)1. through 5. in advance of the use of prone 

restraint and maintains the documentation. 

(c) Physical restraint, including prone restraint where permitted, shall be considered an emergency 

procedure of last resort and shall be prohibited in public education programs except when a student's 

behavior poses a threat of assault, or imminent, serious, physical harm to self or others and the student 

is not responsive to verbal directives or other lawful and less intrusive behavior interventions, or such 

interventions are deemed to be inappropriate under the circumstances. 

(d) All physical restraints, including prone restraint where permitted, shall be administered in 

compliance with 603 CMR 46.05. 

(2) Physical restraint shall not be used: 

(a) As a means of discipline or punishment; 

(b) When the student cannot be safely restrained because it is medically contraindicated for reasons 

including but not limited to asthma, seizures, cardiac condition, obesity, bronchitis, communication- 

related disabilities, or risk of vomiting; 

(c) As a response to property destruction, disruption of school order, a student's refusal to comply with 

a public education program rule or staff directive, or verbal threats when those actions do not constitute 

a threat of assault, or imminent, serious, physical harm; or 

(d) As a standard response for any individual student. No written individual behavior plan or 

individualized education program (IEP) may include use of physical restraint as a standard response to 

any behavior. Physical restraint is an emergency procedure of last resort. 

(3) Limitations on Use of Restraint. Physical restraint in a public education program shall be limited to the 

use of such reasonable force as is necessary to protect a student or another member of the school 

community from assault or imminent, serious, physical harm. 

(4) Referral to Law Enforcement or Other State Agencies. Nothing in 603 CMR 46.00 prohibits: 

(a) The right of any individual to report to appropriate authorities a crime committed by a student or 

other individual; 

(b) Law enforcement, judicial authorities or school security personnel from exercising their 

responsibilities, including the physical detainment of a student or other person alleged to have 

committed a crime or posing a security risk; or 

(c) The exercise of an individual's responsibilities as a mandated reporter pursuant to M.G.L. c. 119, § 

51A. 603 CMR 46.00 shall not be used to deter any individual from reporting neglect or abuse to the 

appropriate state agency. 
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603 CMR 46.04. Policy and procedures; Training. 

(1) Procedures. Public education programs shall develop and implement written restraint prevention and 

behavior support policy and procedures consistent with 603 CMR 46.00 regarding appropriate responses 

to student behavior that may require immediate intervention. Such policy and procedures shall be 

annually reviewed and provided to program staff and made available to parents of enrolled students. 

Such policy and procedures shall include, but not be limited to: 

(a) Methods for preventing student violence, self-injurious behavior, and suicide, including individual 

crisis planning and de-escalation of potentially dangerous behavior occurring among groups of students 

or with an individual student; 

(b) Methods for engaging parents and youth in discussions about restraint prevention and the use of 

restraint solely as an emergency procedure; 

(c) A description and explanation of the program's alternatives to physical restraint and method of 

physical restraint in emergency situations; 

(d) A statement prohibiting: medication restraint, mechanical restraint, prone restraint unless permitted 

pursuant to 603 CMR 46.03(1)(b), seclusion, and the use of physical restraint in a manner inconsistent 

with 603 CMR 46.00; 

(e) A description of the program's training requirements, reporting requirements, and follow-up 

procedures; 

(f) A procedure for receiving and investigating complaints regarding restraint practices; 

(g) A procedure for conducting periodic review of data and documentation on the use of physical 

restraints as described in 603 CMR 46.06(5) and (6); 

(h) A procedure for implementing the reporting requirements as described in 603 CMR 46.06; 

(i) A procedure for making reasonable efforts to orally notify a parent of the use of restraint on a student 

within 24 hours of the restraint, and for sending written notification to the parent within three school 

working days following the use of restraint to an email address provided by the parent for the purpose of 

communicating about the student, or by regular mail to the parent postmarked within three school 

working days of the restraint; and 

(j) If the program uses time-out as a behavioral support strategy, a procedure for the use of time-out 

that includes a process for obtaining principal approval of time-out for more than 30 minutes based on 

the individual student's continuing agitation. 

(2) Required Training for All Staff. Each principal or director shall determine a time and method to provide 

all program staff with training regarding the program's restraint prevention and behavior support policy 

and requirements when restraint is used. Such training shall occur within the first month of each school 

year and, for employees hired after the school year begins, within a month of their employment. Training 

shall include information on the following: 

(a) The role of the student, family, and staff in preventing restraint; 

(b) The program's restraint prevention and behavior support policy and procedures, including use of 

time-out as a behavior support strategy distinct from seclusion; 

(c) Interventions that may preclude the need for restraint, including de-escalation of problematic 

behaviors and other alternatives to restraint in emergency circumstances; 

(d) When behavior presents an emergency that requires physical restraint, the types of permitted 

physical restraints and related safety considerations, including information regarding the increased risk 

of injury to a student when any restraint is used, in particular a restrain of extended duration; 

(e) Administering physical restraint in accordance with medical or psychological limitations, known or 

suspected trauma history, and/or behavioral intervention plans applicable to an individual student; and 
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(f) Identification of program staff who have received in-depth training pursuant to 603 CMR 46.04(3) in 

the use of physical restraint. 

(3) In-depth Staff Training in the Use of Physical Restraint. At the beginning of each school year, the 

principal of each public education program or his or her designee shall identify program staff who are 

authorized to serve as a school-wide resource to assist in ensuring proper administration of physical 

restraint. Such staff shall participate in in-depth training in the use of physical restraint. The Department 

recommends that such training be competency-based and be at least 16 hours in length with refresher 

training occurring annually thereafter. 

(4) Content of In-depth Training. In-depth training in the proper administration of physical restraint shall 

include, but not be limited to: 

(a) Appropriate procedures for preventing the use of physical restraint, including the de-escalation of 

problematic behavior, relationship building and the use of alternatives to restraint; 

(b) A description and identification of specific dangerous behaviors on the part of students that may lead 

to the use of physical restraint and methods for evaluating the risk of harm in individual situations in 

order to determine whether the use of restraint is warranted; 

(c) The simulated experience of administering and receiving physical restraint, instruction regarding the 

effect(s) on the person restrained, including instruction on monitoring physical signs of distress and 

obtaining medical assistance; 

(d) Instruction regarding documentation and reporting requirements and investigation of injuries and 

complaints; 

(e) Demonstration by participants of proficiency in administering physical restraint; and 

(f) Instruction regarding the impact of physical restraint on the student and family, recognizing the act of 

restraint has impact, including but not limited to psychological, physiological, and social-emotional 

effects. 

 

603 CMR 46.05. Proper administration of physical restraint. 

(1) Trained Personnel. Only public education program personnel who have received training pursuant to 

603 CMR 46.03(2) or (3) shall administer physical restraint on students. Whenever possible, the 

administration of a restraint shall be witnessed by at least one adult who does not participate in the 

restraint. The training requirements contained in 603 CMR 46.00 shall not preclude a teacher, employee 

or agent of a public education program from using reasonable force to protect students, other persons or 

themselves from assault or imminent, serious, physical harm. 

(2) Use of Force. A person administering a physical restraint shall use only the amount of force necessary 

to protect the student or others from physical injury or harm. 

(3) Safest Method. A person administering physical restraint shall use the safest method available and 

appropriate to the situation subject to the safety requirements set forth in 603 CMR 46.05(5). Floor 

restraints, including prone restraints otherwise permitted under 603 CMR 46.03(1)(b), shall be prohibited 

unless the staff members administering the restraint have received in-depth training according to the 

requirements of 603 CMR 46.04(3) and, in the judgment of the trained staff members, such method is 

required to provide safety for the student or others present. 

(4) Duration of Restraint. All physical restraint must be terminated as soon as the student is no longer an 

immediate danger to himself or others, or the student indicates that he or she cannot breathe, or if the 

student is observed to be in severe distress, such as having difficulty breathing, or sustained or prolonged 

crying or coughing. 

(5) Safety Requirements. Additional requirements for the use of physical restraint: 
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(a) No restraint shall be administered in such a way that the student is prevented from breathing or 

speaking. During the administration of a restraint, a staff member shall continuously monitor the 

physical status of the student, including skin temperature and color, and respiration. 

(b) Restraint shall be administered in such a way so as to prevent or minimize physical harm. If, at any 

time during a physical restraint, the student expresses or demonstrates significant physical distress 

including, but not limited to, difficulty breathing, the student shall be released from the restraint 

immediately, and school staff shall take steps to seek medical assistance. 

(c) If a student is restrained for a period longer than 20 minutes, program staff shall obtain the approval 

of the principal. The approval shall be based upon the student's continued agitation during the restraint 

justifying the need for continued restraint. 

(d) Program staff shall review and consider any known medical or psychological limitations, known or 

suspected trauma history, and/or behavioral intervention plans regarding the use of physical restraint on 

an individual student. 

(e) After the release of a student from a restraint, the public education program shall implement follow- 

up procedures. These procedures shall include reviewing the incident with the student to address the 

behavior that precipitated the restraint, reviewing the incident with the staff person(s) who administered 

the restraint to discuss whether proper restraint procedures were followed, and consideration of 

whether any follow-up is appropriate for students who witnessed the incident. 

 

603 CMR 46.06. Reporting requirements. 

(1) Circumstances under which a physical restraint must be reported. Program staff shall report the use of 

any physical restraint as specified in 603 CMR 46.06(2). 

(2) Informing the Principal. The program staff member who administered the restraint shall verbally inform 

the principal of the restraint as soon as possible, and by written report no later than the next school 

working day. The written report shall be provided to the principal for review of the use of the restraint. If 

the principal has administered the restraint, the principal shall prepare the report and submit it to an 

individual or team designated by the superintendent or board of trustees for review. The principal shall 

maintain an on-going record of all reported instances of physical restraint, which shall be made available 

for review by the Department or the student's parent, upon request. 

(3) Informing Parents. The principal shall make reasonable efforts to verbally inform the student's parent 

of the restraint within 24 hours of the event, and shall notify the parent by written report sent either within 

three school working days of the restraint to an email address provided by the parent for communications 

about the student, or by regular mail postmarked no later than three school working days of the restraint. 

If the program customarily provides a parent of a student with report cards and other necessary school- 

related information in a language other than English, the written restraint report shall be provided to the 

parent in that language. The principal shall provide the student and the parent an opportunity to comment 

orally and in writing on the use of the restraint and on information in the written report. 

(4) Contents of Report. The written report required by 603 CMR 46.06(2) and (3) shall include: 

(a) The name of the student; the names and job titles of the staff who administered the restraint, and 

observers, if any; the date of the restraint; the time the restraint began and ended; the name of the 

principal or designee who was verbally informed following the restraint; and, as applicable, the name of 

the principal or designee who approved continuation of a restraint beyond 20 minutes pursuant to 603 

CMR 46.05(5)(c). 

(b) A description of the activity in which the restrained student and other students and staff in the same 

room or vicinity were engaged immediately preceding the use of physical restraint; the behavior that 

prompted the restraint; the efforts made to prevent escalation of behavior, including the specific de- 
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escalation strategies used; alternatives to restraint that were attempted; and the justification for initiating 

physical restraint. 

(c) A description of the administration of the restraint including the holds used and reasons such holds 

were necessary; the student's behavior and reactions during the restraint; how the restraint ended; and 

documentation of injury to the student and/or staff, if any, during the restraint and any medical care 

provided. 

(d) Information regarding any further action(s) that the school has taken or may take, including any 

consequences that may be imposed on the student. 

(e) Information regarding opportunities for the student's parents to discuss with school officials the 

administration of the restraint, any consequences that may be imposed on the student, and any other 

related matter. 

(5) Individual Student Review. The principal shall conduct a weekly review of restraint data to identify 

students who have been restrained multiple times during the week. If such students are identified, the 

principal shall convene one or more review teams as the principal deems appropriate to assess each 

student's progress and needs. The assessment shall include at least the following: 

(a) review and discussion of the written reports submitted in accordance with 603 CMR 46.06 and any 

comments provided by the student and parent about such reports and the use of the restraints; 

(b) an analysis of the circumstances leading up to each restraint, including factors such as time of day, 

day of the week, antecedent events, and individuals involved; 

(c) consideration of factors that may have contributed to escalation of behaviors, consideration of 

alternatives to restraint, including de-escalation techniques and possible interventions, and such other 

strategies and decisions as appropriate, with the goal of reducing or eliminating the use of restraint in 

the future; 

(d) an agreement on a written plan of action by the program. 

If the principal directly participated in the restraint, a duly qualified individual designated by the 

superintendent or board of trustees shall lead the review team's discussion. The principal shall ensure 

that a record of each individual student review is maintained and made available for review by the 

Department or the parent, upon request. 

(6) Administrative Review. The principal shall conduct a monthly review of school-wide restraint data. This 

review shall consider patterns of use of restraints by similarities in the time of day, day of the week, or 

individuals involved; the number and duration of physical restraints school-wide and for individual 

students; the duration of restraints; and the number and type of injuries, if any, resulting from the use of 

restraint. The principal shall determine whether it is necessary or appropriate to modify the school's 

restraint prevention and management policy, conduct additional staff training on restraint reduction or 

prevention strategies, such as training on positive behavioral interventions and supports, or take such 

other action as necessary or appropriate to reduce or eliminate restraints. 

(7) Report All Restraint-related Injuries to the Department. When a physical restraint has resulted in an 

injury to a student or program staff member, the program shall send a copy of the written report required 

by 603 CMR 46.06(4) to the Department postmarked no later than three school working days of the 

administration of the restraint. The program shall also send the Department a copy of the record of 

physical restraints maintained by the principal pursuant to 603 CMR 46.06(2) for the 30-day period prior 

to the date of the reported restraint. The Department shall determine if additional action by the program is 

warranted and, if so, shall notify the program of any required actions within 30 calendar days of receipt of 

the required written report(s). 
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(8) Report All Physical Restraints to the Department. Every program shall collect and annually report data 

to the Department regarding the use of physical restraints. Such data shall be reported in a manner and 

form directed by the Department. 
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Exclusionary Discipline: Suspension, Expulsion, and Alternative 

Placement 

Grounds for Suspension or Expulsion 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 71, § 37H. Policies relative to conduct of teachers or students; student handbooks. 

Notwithstanding any general or special law to the contrary, all student handbooks shall contain the 

following provisions: 

(a) Any student who is found on school premises or at school-sponsored or school-related events, 

including athletic games, in possession of a dangerous weapon, including, but not limited to, a gun or a 

knife; or a controlled substance as defined in chapter ninety-four C, including, but not limited to, 

marijuana, cocaine, and heroin, may be subject to expulsion from the school or school district by the 

principal. 

 
REGULATIONS 

 
603 CMR 53.02. Definitions. 

Expulsion means the removal of a student from the school premises, regular classroom activities, and 

school activities for more than 90 school days, indefinitely, or permanently, as permitted under M.G.L. c. 

71, § 37H or 37H 1/2 for: 

(a) possession of a dangerous weapon; 

(b) possession of a controlled substance; 

(c) assault on a member of the educational staff; or 

(d) a felony charge or felony delinquency complaint or conviction, or adjudication or admission of guilt 

with respect to such felony, if a principal determines that the student's continued presence in school 

would have a substantial detrimental effect on the general welfare of the school, as provided in M.G.L. 

c. 71, § 37H or 37H 1/2. 

 

603 CMR 53.07. Emergency removal under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H¾. 

(1) Nothing in 603 CMR 53.00 shall prevent a principal from removing a student from school temporarily 

when a student is charged with a disciplinary offense and the continued presence of the student poses a 

danger to persons or property, or materially and substantially disrupts the order of the school and, in the 

principal's judgment, there is no alternative available to alleviate the danger or disruption. The temporary 

removal shall not exceed two school days following the day of the emergency removal, during which time 

the principal shall: 

(a) Make immediate and reasonable efforts to orally notify the student and the student's parent of the 

emergency removal, the reason for the need for emergency removal, and the other matters set forth in 

603 CMR 53.06(2); 

(b) Provide written notice to the student and parent as provided in 603 CMR 53.06(2); 

(c) Provide the student an opportunity for a hearing with the principal that complies with 603 CMR 

53.08(2) or (3), as applicable, and the parent an opportunity to attend the hearing, before the expiration 

of the two school days, unless an extension of time for hearing is otherwise agreed to by the principal, 

student, and parent. 
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(d) Render a decision orally on the same day as the hearing, and in writing no later than the following 

school day, which meets the requirements of 603 CMR 53.08(2)(c) and (d) or (3)(c) and (d), as 

applicable. 

(2) A principal may not remove a student from school on an emergency basis for a disciplinary offense 

until adequate provisions have been made for the student's safety and transportation. 

 

603 CMR 53.12. Disciplinary offenses under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H or 37H½. 

(1) School districts shall adopt disciplinary policies and procedures applicable to a student who is 

accused of a disciplinary offense under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H or 37H 1/2. Such policies and procedures 

shall be consistent with the applicable statute and provide due process of law. 

(2) The principal may remove a student who has committed a disciplinary offense under M.G.L. c. 71, § 

37H or 37H 1/2 from school for more than 90 days in a school year. 

(3) Any student who is removed from school for a disciplinary offense under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H or 37H 

1/2 shall have an opportunity to receive education services and make academic progress during the 

period of removal, as provided in 603 CMR 53.13. 

 

Limitations or Conditions on Exclusionary Discipline 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 71, § 37H3/4. Suspension or expulsion on grounds other than those set forth in 

Sections 37H or 37H1/2. 

(b) Any principal, headmaster, superintendent or other person acting as a decision-maker at a student 

meeting or hearing, when deciding the consequences for the student, shall exercise discretion; consider 

ways to re-engage the student in the learning process; and avoid using expulsion as a consequence until 

other remedies and consequences have been employed. 

 

ALM GL ch. 76, § 17. Hearing prerequisite to exclusion. 

A school committee shall not permanently exclude a pupil from the public schools for alleged misconduct 

without first giving him and his parent or guardian an opportunity to be heard. 

 
REGULATIONS 

 
603 CMR 18.05. Required policies and procedures. 

(6) Suspension. 

(c) No student may be suspended and sent home unless a responsible adult is available to receive the 

student. 

(d) Once a student has been suspended for three consecutive school days or five non-consecutive 

school days in a school year, the school, parents, and public school district, consistent with federal 

requirements, shall explore together all possible program modifications within the school in an attempt 

to prevent total suspension of the student from the program. 

 

603 CMR 53.01. Purpose and scope. 

(1) The purpose of 603 CMR 53.00 is: 

(a) for those discipline offenses subject to M.G.L. 71, § 37H 3/4 , as set forth in 603 CMR 53.01(2)(a), to 

limit the use of long-term suspension as a consequence for student misconduct until other 

consequences have been considered and tried as appropriate. 
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603 CMR 53.05. Alternatives to suspension under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H¾. 

In every case of student misconduct for which suspension may be imposed, a principal shall exercise 

discretion in deciding the consequence for the offense; consider ways to reengage the student in learning; 

and avoid using long-term suspension from school as a consequence until alternatives have been tried. 

Alternatives may include the use of evidence-based strategies and programs such as mediation, conflict 

resolution, restorative justice, and positive interventions and supports. 

 

Due Process 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 71, § 37H. Policies relative to conduct of teachers or students; student handbooks. 

Each school district's policies pertaining to the conduct of students shall include the following: disciplinary 

proceedings, including procedures assuring due process; standards and procedures for suspension and 

expulsion of students; procedures pertaining to discipline of students with special needs; standards and 

procedures to assure school building security and safety of students and school personnel; and the 

disciplinary measures to be taken in cases involving the possession or use of illegal substances or 

weapons, the use of force, vandalism, or violation of a student's civil rights. Codes of discipline, as well as 

procedures used to develop such codes shall be filed with the department of education for informational 

purposes only. [...] 

Notwithstanding any general or special law to the contrary, all student handbooks shall contain the 

following provisions: 

(a) Any student who is found on school premises or at school-sponsored or school-related events, 

including athletic games, in possession of a dangerous weapon, including, but not limited to, a gun or a 

knife; or a controlled substance as defined in chapter ninety-four C, including, but not limited to, 

marijuana, cocaine, and heroin, may be subject to expulsion from the school or school district by the 

principal. 

(b) Any student who assaults a principal, assistant principal, teacher, teacher's aide or other 

educational staff on school premises or at school-sponsored or school-related events, including athletic 

games, may be subject to expulsion from the school or school district by the principal. 

(c) Any student who is charged with a violation of either paragraph (a) or (b) shall be notified in writing 

of an opportunity for a hearing; provided, however, that the student may have representation, along with 

the opportunity to present evidence and witnesses at said hearing before the principal. 

After said hearing, a principal may, in his discretion, decide to suspend rather than expel a student who 

has been determined by the principal to have violated either paragraph (a) or (b). 

(d) Any student who has been expelled from a school district pursuant to these provisions shall have 

the right to appeal to the superintendent. The expelled student shall have ten days from the date of the 

expulsion in which to notify the superintendent of his appeal. The student has the right to counsel at a 

hearing before the superintendent. The subject matter of the appeal shall not be limited solely to a 

factual determination of whether the student has violated any provisions of this section. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 37H1/2. Felony complaint or conviction of student; suspension; expulsion; right 

to appeal. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of section eighty-four and sections sixteen and seventeen of chapter 

seventy-six: 

(1) Upon the issuance of a criminal complaint charging a student with a felony or upon the issuance of a 

felony delinquency complaint against a student, the principal or headmaster of a school in which the 
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student is enrolled may suspend such student for a period of time determined appropriate by said 

principal or headmaster if said principal or headmaster determines that the student's continued 

presence in school would have a substantial detrimental effect on the general welfare of the school. The 

student shall receive written notification of the charges and the reasons for such suspension prior to 

such suspension taking effect. The student shall also receive written notification of his right to appeal 

and the process for appealing such suspension; provided, however, that such suspension shall remain 

in effect prior to any appeal hearing conducted by the superintendent. 

The student shall have the right to appeal the suspension to the superintendent. The student shall notify 

the superintendent in writing of his request for an appeal no later than five calendar days following the 

effective date of the suspension. The superintendent shall hold a hearing with the student and the 

student's parent or guardian within three calendar days of the student's request for an appeal. At the 

hearing, the student shall have the right to present oral and written testimony on his behalf, and shall 

have the right to counsel. The superintendent shall have the authority to overturn or alter the decision of 

the principal or headmaster, including recommending an alternate educational program for the student. 

The superintendent shall render a decision on the appeal within five calendar days of the hearing. Such 

decision shall be the final decision of the city, town or regional school district with regard to the 

suspension. 

(2) Upon a student being convicted of a felony or upon an adjudication or admission in court of guilt with 

respect to such a felony or felony delinquency, the principal or headmaster of a school in which the 

student is enrolled may expel said student if such principal or headmaster determines that the student's 

continued presence in school would have a substantial detrimental effect on the general welfare of the 

school. The student shall receive written notification of the charges and reasons for such expulsion prior 

to such expulsion taking effect. The student shall also receive written notification of his right to appeal 

and the process for appealing such expulsion; provided, however, that the expulsion shall remain in 

effect prior to any appeal hearing conducted by the superintendent. 

The student shall have the right to appeal the expulsion to the superintendent. The student shall notify 

the superintendent, in writing, of his request for an appeal no later than five calendar days following the 

effective date of the expulsion. The superintendent shall hold a hearing with the student and the 

student's parent or guardian within three calendar days of the expulsion. At the hearing, the student 

shall have the right to present oral and written testimony on his behalf, and shall have the right to 

counsel. The superintendent shall have the authority to overturn or alter the decision of the principal or 

headmaster, including recommending an alternate educational program for the student. The 

superintendent shall render a decision on the appeal within five calendar days of the hearing. Such 

decision shall be the final decision of the city, town or regional school district with regard to the 

expulsion. 

Any school district that suspends or expels a student under this section shall continue to provide 

educational services to the student during the period of suspension or expulsion, under section 21 of 

chapter 76. If the student moves to another district during the period of suspension or expulsion, the 

new district of residence shall either admit the student to its schools or provide educational services to 

the student under an education service plan, under section 21 of chapter 76. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 37H3/4. Suspension or expulsion on grounds other than those set forth in 

Sections 37H or 37H1/2. 

(a) This section shall govern the suspension and expulsion of students enrolled in a public school in the 

commonwealth who are not charged with a violation of subsections (a) or (b) of section 37H or with a 

felony under section 37H½. 

(b) Any principal, headmaster, superintendent or other person acting as a decision-maker at a student 

meeting or hearing, when deciding the consequences for the student, shall exercise discretion; consider 
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ways to re-engage the student in the learning process; and avoid using expulsion as a consequence until 

other remedies and consequences have been employed. 

(c) For any suspension or expulsion under this section, the principal or headmaster of a school in which 

the student is enrolled, or a designee, shall provide, to the student and to the parent or guardian of the 

student, notice of the charges and the reason for the suspension or expulsion in English and in the 

primary language spoken in the home of the student. The student shall receive the written notification and 

shall have the opportunity to meet with the principal or headmaster, or a designee, to discuss the charges 

and reasons for the suspension or expulsion prior to the suspension or expulsion taking effect. The 

principal or headmaster, or a designee, shall ensure that the parent or guardian of the student is included 

in the meeting, provided that such meeting may take place without the parent or guardian only if the 

principal or headmaster, or a designee, can document reasonable efforts to include the parent or 

guardian in that meeting. The department shall promulgate rules and regulations that address a 

principal's duties under this subsection and procedures for including parents in student exclusion 

meetings, hearings or interviews under this subsection. 

(d) If a decision is made to suspend or expel the student after the meeting, the principal or headmaster, or 

a designee, shall update the notification for the suspension or expulsion to reflect the meeting with the 

student. If a student has been suspended or expelled for more than 10 school days for a single infraction 

or for more than 10 school days cumulatively for multiple infractions in any school year, the student and 

the parent or guardian of the student shall also receive, at the time of the suspension or expulsion 

decision, written notification of a right to appeal and the process for appealing the suspension or 

expulsion in English and in the primary language spoken in the home of the student; provided, however, 

that the suspension or expulsion shall remain in effect prior to any appeal hearing. The principal or 

headmaster or a designee shall notify the superintendent in writing, including, but not limited to, by 

electronic means, of any out-of-school suspension imposed on a student enrolled in kindergarten through 

grade 3 prior to such suspension taking effect. That notification shall describe the student's alleged 

misconduct and the reasons for suspending the student out-of-school. For the purposes of this section, 

the term "out-of-school suspension" shall mean a disciplinary action imposed by school officials to remove 

a student from participation in school activities for 1 day or more. 

(e) A student who has been suspended or expelled from school for more than 10 school days for a single 

infraction or for more than 10 school days cumulatively for multiple infractions in any school year shall 

have the right to appeal the suspension or expulsion to the superintendent. The student or a parent or 

guardian of the student shall notify the superintendent in writing of a request for an appeal not later than 5 

calendar days following the effective date of the suspension or expulsion; provided, that a student and a 

parent or guardian of the student may request, and if so requested, shall be granted an extension of up to 

7 calendar days. The superintendent or a designee shall hold a hearing with the student and the parent or 

guardian of the student within 3 school days of the student's request for an appeal; provided that a 

student or a parent or guardian of the student may request and, if so requested, shall be granted an 

extension of up to 7 calendar days; provided further, that the superintendent, or a designee, may proceed 

with a hearing without a parent or guardian of the student if the superintendent, or a designee, makes a 

good faith effort to include the parent or guardian. At the hearing, the student shall have the right to 

present oral and written testimony, cross-examine witnesses and shall have the right to counsel. The 

superintendent shall render a decision on the appeal in writing within 5 calendar days of the hearing. That 

decision shall be the final decision of the school district with regard to the suspension or expulsion. 

(f) No student shall be suspended or expelled from a school or school district for a time period that 

exceeds 90 school days, beginning the first day the student is removed from an assigned school building. 
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ALM GL ch. 76, § 16. Children excluded from school; remedies. 

Any pupil who has attained age eighteen, or the parent, guardian or custodian of a pupil who has not 

attained said age of eighteen, who has been refused admission to or excluded from the public schools or 

from the advantages, privileges and courses of study of such public schools shall on application be 

furnished by the school committee with a written statement of the reasons therefor, and thereafter, if the 

refusal to admit or exclusion was unlawful, such pupil may recover from the town or, in the case of such 

refusal or exclusion by a regional school district from the district, in tort and may examine any member of 

the school committee or any other officer of the town or regional school district upon interrogatories. 

 

ALM GL ch. 76, § 17. Hearing prerequisite to exclusion. 

A school committee shall not permanently exclude a pupil from the public schools for alleged misconduct 

without first giving him and his parent or guardian an opportunity to be heard. 

 
REGULATIONS 

 
603 CMR 53.06. Notice of suspension and hearing under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H¾. 

(1) Except as provided in 603 CMR 53.07 and 603 CMR 53.10, a principal may not impose a suspension 

as a consequence for a disciplinary offense without first providing the student and the parent oral and 

written notice, and providing the student an opportunity for a hearing on the charge and the parent an 

opportunity to participate in such hearing. 

(2) The principal shall provide oral and written notice to the student and the parent in English and in the 

primary language of the home if other than English, or other means of communication where appropriate. 

The notice shall set forth in plain language: 

(a) the disciplinary offense; 

(b) the basis for the charge; 

(c) the potential consequences, including the potential length of the student's suspension; 

(d) the opportunity for the student to have a hearing with the principal concerning the proposed 

suspension, including the opportunity to dispute the charges and to present the student's explanation of 

the alleged incident, and for the parent to attend the hearing; 

(e) the date, time, and location of the hearing; 

(f) the right of the student and the student's parent to interpreter services at the hearing if needed to 

participate; 

(g) if the student may be placed on long-term suspension following the hearing with the principal: 

1. the rights set forth in 603 CMR 53.08(3)(b); and 

2. the right to appeal the principal's decision to the superintendent. 

(3) The principal shall make reasonable efforts to notify the parent orally of the opportunity to attend the 

hearing. To conduct a hearing without the parent present, the principal must be able to document 

reasonable efforts to include the parent. The principal is presumed to have made reasonable efforts if the 

principal has sent written notice and has documented at least two attempts to contact the parent in the 

manner specified by the parent for emergency notification. 

(4) Written notice to the parent may be made by hand delivery, first-class mail, certified mail, email to an 

address provided by the parent for school communications, or any other method of delivery agreed to by 

the principal and parent. 
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603 CMR 53.07. Emergency removal under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H¾. 

(1) Nothing in 603 CMR 53.00 shall prevent a principal from removing a student from school temporarily 

when a student is charged with a disciplinary offense and the continued presence of the student poses a 

danger to persons or property, or materially and substantially disrupts the order of the school and, in the 

principal's judgment, there is no alternative available to alleviate the danger or disruption. The temporary 

removal shall not exceed two school days following the day of the emergency removal, during which time 

the principal shall: 

(a) Make immediate and reasonable efforts to orally notify the student and the student's parent of the 

emergency removal, the reason for the need for emergency removal, and the other matters set forth in 

603 CMR 53.06(2); 

(b) Provide written notice to the student and parent as provided in 603 CMR 53.06(2); 

(c) Provide the student an opportunity for a hearing with the principal that complies with 603 CMR 

53.08(2) or (3), as applicable, and the parent an opportunity to attend the hearing, before the expiration 

of the two school days, unless an extension of time for hearing is otherwise agreed to by the principal, 

student, and parent. 

(d) Render a decision orally on the same day as the hearing, and in writing no later than the following 

school day, which meets the requirements of 603 CMR 53.08(2)(c) and (d) or (3)(c) and (d), as 

applicable. 

(2) A principal may not remove a student from school on an emergency basis for a disciplinary offense 

until adequate provisions have been made for the student's safety and transportation. 

 

603 CMR 53.08. Principal's hearing under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H¾. 

(1) The principal shall determine the extent of the rights to be afforded the student at a disciplinary 

hearing based on the anticipated consequences for the disciplinary offense. If the consequence may be 

long-term suspension from school, the principal shall afford the student, at a minimum, all the rights set 

forth in 603 CMR 53.08(3) in addition to those rights afforded to students who may face a short-term 

suspension from school. 

(2) Principal Hearing - Short-term Suspension. 

(a) The purpose of the hearing with the principal is to hear and consider information regarding the 

alleged incident for which the student may be suspended, provide the student an opportunity to dispute 

the charges and explain the circumstances surrounding the alleged incident, determine if the student 

committed the disciplinary offense, and if so, the consequences for the infraction. At a minimum, the 

principal shall discuss the disciplinary offense, the basis for the charge, and any other pertinent 

information. The student also shall have an opportunity to present information, including mitigating 

facts, that the principal should consider in determining whether other remedies and consequences may 

be appropriate as set forth in 603 CMR 53.05. The principal shall provide the parent, if present, an 

opportunity to discuss the student's conduct and offer information, including mitigating circumstances, 

that the principal should consider in determining consequences for the student. 

(b) Based on the available information, including mitigating circumstances, the principal shall determine 

whether the student committed the disciplinary offense, and, if so, what remedy or consequence will be 

imposed. 

(c) The principal shall notify the student and parent of the determination and the reasons for it, and, if 

the student is suspended, the type and duration of suspension and the opportunity to make up 

assignments and such other school work as needed to make academic progress during the period of 

removal, as provided in 603 CMR 53.13(1). The determination shall be in writing and may be in the form 

of an update to the original written notice. 
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(d) If the student is in a preschool program or in grades K through 3, the principal shall send a copy of 

the written determination to the superintendent and explain the reasons for imposing an out-of-school 

suspension, before the short-term suspension takes effect. 

(3) Principal Hearing - Long-term Suspension. 

(a) The purpose of the hearing is the same as the purpose of a short-term suspension hearing. 

(b) At a minimum, in addition to the rights afforded a student in a short-term suspension hearing, the 

student shall have the following rights: 

1. In advance of the hearing, the opportunity to review the student's record and the documents upon 

which the principal may rely in making a determination to suspend the student or not; 

2. the right to be represented by counsel or a lay person of the student's choice, at the 

student's/parent's expense; 

3. the right to produce witnesses on his or her behalf and to present the student's explanation of the 

alleged incident, but the student may not be compelled to do so; and 

4. the right to cross-examine witnesses presented by the school district; and 

5. the right to request that the hearing be recorded by the principal, and to receive a copy of the audio 

recording provided to the student or parent upon request. If the student or parent requests an audio 

recording, the principal shall inform all participants before the hearing that an audio record will be 

made and a copy will be provided to the student and parent upon request. 

(c) The principal shall provide the parent, if present, an opportunity to discuss the student's conduct and 

offer information, including mitigating circumstances, that the principal should consider in determining 

consequences for the student. 

(d) Based on the evidence, the principal shall determine whether the student committed the disciplinary 

offense, and, if so, after considering mitigating circumstances and alternatives to suspension as set 

forth in 603 CMR 53.05, what remedy or consequence will be imposed, in place of or in addition to a 

long-term suspension. The principal shall send the written determination to the student and parent by 

hand-delivery, certified mail, first-class mail, email to an address provided by the parent for school 

communications, or other method of delivery agreed to by the principal and the parent. If the principal 

decides to suspend the student, the written determination shall: 

1. Identify the disciplinary offense, the date on which the hearing took place, and the participants at 

the hearing; 

2. Set out the key facts and conclusions reached by the principal; 

3. Identify the length and effective date of the suspension, as well as a date of return to school; 

4. Include notice of the student's opportunity to receive education services to make academic 

progress during the period of removal from school as provided in 603 CMR 53.13(4)(a); 

5. Inform the student of the right to appeal the principal's decision to the superintendent or designee, 

but only if the principal has imposed a long-term suspension. Notice of the right of appeal shall be in 

English and the primary language of the home if other than English, or other means of 

communication, where appropriate, and shall include the following stated in plain language: 

a. the process for appealing the decision, including that the student or parent must file a written 

notice of appeal with the superintendent within five calendar days of the effective date of the long- 

term suspension; provided that within the five calendar days, the student or parent may request and 

receive from the superintendent an extension of time for filing the written notice for up to seven 

additional calendar days; and that, 

b. the long-term suspension will remain in effect unless and until the superintendent decides to 

reverse the principal's determination on appeal. 
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(e) If the student is in a public preschool program or in grades K through 3, the principal shall send a 

copy of the written determination to the superintendent and explain the reasons for imposing an out-of- 

school suspension, whether short-term or long-term, before the suspension takes effect. 

 

603 CMR 53.09. Superintendent's hearing under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H¾. 

(1) A student who is placed on long-term suspension following a hearing with the principal shall have the 

right to appeal the principal's decision to the superintendent. 

(2) The student or parent shall file a notice of appeal with the superintendent within the time period set 

forth 603 CMR 53.08(3)(d)5.a. If the appeal is not timely filed, the superintendent may deny the appeal, or 

may allow the appeal in his or her discretion, for good cause. 

(3) The superintendent shall hold the hearing within three school days of the student's request, unless the 

student or parent requests an extension of up to seven additional calendar days, in which case the 

superintendent shall grant the extension. 

(4) The superintendent shall make a good faith effort to include the parent in the hearing. The 

superintendent shall be presumed to have made a good faith effort if he or she has made efforts to find a 

day and time for the hearing that would allow the parent and superintendent to participate. The 

superintendent shall send written notice to the parent of the date, time, and location of the hearing. 

(5) The superintendent shall conduct a hearing to determine whether the student committed the 

disciplinary offense of which the student is accused, and if so, what the consequence shall be. The 

superintendent shall arrange for an audio recording of the hearing, a copy of which shall be provided to 

the student or parent upon request. The superintendent shall inform all participants before the hearing 

that an audio record will be made of the hearing and a copy will be provided to the student and parent 

upon request. 

(6) The student shall have all the rights afforded the student at the principal's hearing for long-term 

suspension under 603 CMR 53.08(3)(b). 

(7) The superintendent shall issue a written decision within five calendar days of the hearing which meets 

the requirements of 603 CMR 53.08(3)(d)1. through 4. If the superintendent determines that the student 

committed the disciplinary offense, the superintendent may impose the same or a lesser consequence 

than the principal, but shall not impose a suspension greater than that imposed by the principal's 

decision. 

(8) The decision of the superintendent shall be the final decision of the school district, charter school, or 

virtual school, with regard to the suspension. 

603 CMR 53.10. In-school suspension under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H¾. 

(1) The principal may use in-school suspension as an alternative to short-term suspension for disciplinary 

offenses. 

(2) The principal may impose an in-school suspension for a disciplinary offense under 603 CMR 53.10, 

provided that the principal follows the process set forth in 603 CMR 53.10(3) through (5) and the student 

has the opportunity to make academic progress as set forth in 603 CMR 53.13(1). 

(3) The principal shall inform the student of the disciplinary offense charged and the basis for the charge, 

and provide the student an opportunity to dispute the charges and explain the circumstances surrounding 

the alleged incident. If the principal determines that the student committed the disciplinary offense, the 

principal shall inform the student of the length of the student's in-school suspension, which shall not 

exceed ten days, cumulatively or consecutively in a school year. 

(4) On the same day as the in-school suspension decision, the principal shall make reasonable efforts to 

notify the parent orally as soon as possible of the disciplinary offense, the reasons for concluding that the 
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student committed the infraction, and the length of the in-school suspension. The principal shall also 

invite the parent to a meeting to discuss the student's academic performance and behavior, strategies for 

student engagement, and possible responses to the behavior. Such meeting shall be scheduled on the 

day of the suspension if possible, and if not, as soon thereafter as possible. If the principal is unable to 

reach the parent after making and documenting at least two attempts to do so, such attempts shall 

constitute reasonable efforts for purposes of orally informing the parent of the in-school suspension. 

(5) The principal shall send written notice to the student and parent about the in-school suspension, 

including the reason and the length of the in-school suspension, and inviting the parent to a meeting with 

the principal for the purpose set forth in 603 CMR 53.10(4), if such meeting has not already occurred. The 

principal shall deliver such notice on the day of the suspension by hand-delivery, certified mail, first-class 

mail, email to an address provided by the parent for school communications, or other method of delivery 

agreed to by the principal and the parent. 

603 CMR 53.12. Disciplinary offenses under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H or 37H½. 

(1) School districts shall adopt disciplinary policies and procedures applicable to a student who is 

accused of a disciplinary offense under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H or 37H 1/2. Such policies and procedures 

shall be consistent with the applicable statute and provide due process of law. 

(2) The principal may remove a student who has committed a disciplinary offense under M.G.L. c. 71, § 

37H or 37H 1/2 from school for more than 90 days in a school year. 

(3) Any student who is removed from school for a disciplinary offense under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H or 37H 

1/2 shall have an opportunity to receive education services and make academic progress during the 

period of removal, as provided in 603 CMR 53.13. 

 

Return to School Following Removal 
 
LAWS 

No relevant laws found. 

 
REGULATIONS 

No relevant regulations found. 

 

Alternative Placements 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 69, § 1A. Department of elementary and secondary education; commissioner; duties. 

The commissioner shall assess current programs of alternative education and shall develop a statewide 

action plan to expand and improve the delivery of alternative education programs. 

 

ALM GL ch. 69, § 1N. Alternative education grant program. 

(a) The department of education, hereinafter referred to as the department, shall establish a grant 

program, subject to appropriation, to be known as the alternative education grant program for the purpose 

of providing grants to assist school districts and Horace Mann and commonwealth charter schools with 

the development and establishment of alternative education programs and services to students 

suspended or expelled from school. The grants shall support the development of alternative education 

programs which would: (1) allow school districts to coordinate efforts to establish interdistrict regional 

alternative education collaboratives to provide educational services to suspended or expelled students; or 
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(2) establish a district based alternative education program for those students. The grants may also be 

used to encourage the use of technology in alternative education programs. The grants shall also 

encourage voluntary expansion of existing alternative education programs in the commonwealth, and 

shall be used to provide alternative education programs for students who are at risk of educational failure 

due to truancy, or dropping out of school. Grants may also be used to assist in developing programs that 

provide a range of approaches to address behavior issues, such as behavior specialists, in-school 

suspension rooms and crisis centers, in addition to out-of-school alternative settings. 

Programs designed under the grants shall be developed at the middle and high school levels and shall 

afford students the opportunity to earn a high school diploma in accordance with section 1D, and to be 

taught to the same academic standards and curriculum frameworks established for all students in 

accordance with sections 1D and 1E. The programs shall make use of existing resources in school 

districts, educational collaboratives, community colleges, and other agencies, service providers, and 

organizations. Programs shall be designed as placements that, at a minimum, educate students to the 

same academic standards and curriculum frameworks as taught to all students, address behavioral 

problems, utilize small class size, address individual needs and learning styles, provide engaging 

instruction and a supportive environment, and, where appropriate, utilize flexible scheduling. The 

programs shall also provide a comprehensive array of social services to support a student's remediation 

of issues that cause school failure, excessive absenteeism, truancy and school dropout. Grant recipients 

shall develop remediation plans for students that address both academic and behavioral issues. Grants 

may also be made available for in-school regular education programs that include self-improvement, 

behavior management and life skills training to help provide students with tools to better manage their 

lives and attitudes, to support programs that use family-based approaches, and to assist students and 

teachers during the transition of students back into regular education classrooms. 

A grant awarded pursuant to this subsection, shall require that recipients undertake ongoing program 

evaluations that document the effectiveness of the program in helping students to achieve academically 

to the same academic standards and curriculum frameworks required for all students, to develop self- 

management skills, and to reintegrate and remain in regular education classrooms. In awarding grants, 

priority shall be given to programs that employ interventions that have been empirically validated. 

The department shall establish guidelines governing the alternative education grant program. The 

guidelines shall include, but not be limited to, a requirement that when a student is transferred to an 

alternative education program a representative of the school district shall meet with the student and the 

student's parents or legal guardian to develop an agreement that specifies the responsibilities of the 

school, the student and the student's parents or legal guardian. The agreement shall, at a minimum, 

include: 

(1) a remediation plan to address both academic and behavioral issues; 

(2) a plan for frequent evaluations and assessments of the student's adjustment, and academic 

achievement and progress; 

(3) a requirement that the parents or legal guardian of the student attend specified meetings or 

conferences with teachers, or utilize such other means of communication as determined necessary to 

facilitate communication, to review and assist in the student's progress; 

(4) a timetable for reintegrating the student into a regular education classroom; 

(5) the student's and the parents' or legal guardian's acknowledgement that they understand and accept 

the responsibilities imposed by the agreement. 

(b) The department shall establish a grant program, subject to appropriation, to assist school districts with 

the development and establishment of in-school regular education programs and services to address 

within the regular education school program the educational and psycho-social needs of children whose 

behavior interferes with learning, particularly those who are suffering from the traumatic effects of 
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exposure to violence. As used in this subsection, students suffering from the traumatic effects of 

exposure to violence shall include, but not be limited to, those exposed to abuse, family or community 

violence, war, homelessness or any combination thereof. The grants shall support the development of 

school based teams with community ties that: (1) collaborate with broadly recognized experts in the fields 

of trauma and family and community violence and with battered women shelters; (2) provide ongoing 

training to inform and train teachers, administrators, and other school personnel to understand and 

identify the symptoms and trauma; and (3) evaluate school policy and existing school and community 

programs and services to determine whether and to what extent students identified as suffering from 

exposure to trauma can receive effective supports and interventions that can help them to succeed in 

their public school programs, and where necessary be referred quickly and confidentially to appropriate 

services. 

Grants may also be awarded to assist school districts in developing comprehensive programs to help 

prevent violence in schools, from whatever causes, and to promote school safety. The programs shall be 

designed to meet the following objectives: creating a school environment where students feel safe and 

that prevents problems from starting; helping students to take the lead in keeping the school safe; 

ensuring that school personnel have the skills and resources to identify and intervene with at-risk 

students; equipping students and teachers with the skills needed to avoid conflict and violence; and 

helping schools and individuals to reconnect with the community and share resources. 

The department shall develop guidelines governing the implementation of the grant program authorized 

by this subsection. A grant awarded pursuant to this subsection shall require that recipients undertake 

ongoing evaluations of the effectiveness of the program. In awarding grants, priority shall be given to 

programs that are based on empirically validated interventions. 

The department of education, in consultation with the department of public health and the department of 

mental health, shall establish an advisory committee to assist in implementing the grant program and in 

assisting public schools in addressing the learning and behavior problems of students who manifest 

trauma-related symptoms or classroom behavior that interferes with learning. Members of the advisory 

committee shall include but not be limited to: 3 educators, 1 of whom shall serve as the chair, appointed 

by the commissioner of the department of education; 2 leaders in the field of trauma and its relationship to 

school learning and behavior appointed by the commissioner of the department of public health; 2 leaders 

in mental health with expertise in family and/or community violence appointed by the commissioner of 

mental health; 1 leader in battered women's services appointed by the commissioner of public health; 1 

leader in the area of homelessness and its impact on children appointed by commissioner of mental 

health; and 3 parents, 1 each appointed by the commissioner of education, the commissioner of public 

health, the commissioner of mental health. The advisory committee, at its discretion, may select additional 

members with relevant experience including but not limited to child advocates, medical doctors and 

representatives of juvenile and probate court. 

(c) The commissioner shall evaluate annually the effectiveness of programs established under this 

section including the potential for replicating such programs throughout the commonwealth. The annual 

evaluation shall also examine whether students in alternative education programs funded under this 

section are being taught to the same academic standards required for all students, how much time 

students are spending in the programs, the racial profile of expelled or suspended students and the 

percentages of the students who are in special education or bilingual education. The commissioner shall 

also provide technical assistance to school districts seeking to replicate programs funded under this 

section, and shall provide training for teachers in the development of effective remediation plans for 

students in alternative education, and in the development of skills, techniques, and innovative strategies 

to assist the students. In evaluating programs funded under subsection (b), the commissioner shall 

consult with the department of public health, the department of mental health, and the advisory committee 

established pursuant to said subsection (b). 
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ALM GL ch. 71, § 37H. Policies relative to conduct of teachers or students; student handbooks. 

Notwithstanding any general or special law to the contrary, all student handbooks shall contain the 

following provisions: 

(e) Any school district that suspends or expels a student under this section shall continue to provide 

educational services to the student during the period of suspension or expulsion, under section 21 of 

chapter 76. If the student moves to another district during the period of suspension or expulsion, the 

new district of residence shall either admit the student to its schools or provide educational services to 

the student in an education service plan, under section 21 of chapter 76. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 37H1/2. Felony complaint or conviction of student; suspension; expulsion; right 

to appeal. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of section eighty-four and sections sixteen and seventeen of chapter 

seventy-six: 

The student shall have the right to appeal the suspension to the superintendent. The student shall notify 

the superintendent in writing of his request for an appeal no later than five calendar days following the 

effective date of the suspension. The superintendent shall hold a hearing with the student and the 

student's parent or guardian within three calendar days of the student's request for an appeal. At the 

hearing, the student shall have the right to present oral and written testimony on his behalf, and shall 

have the right to counsel. The superintendent shall have the authority to overturn or alter the decision of 

the principal or headmaster, including recommending an alternate educational program for the student. 

The superintendent shall render a decision on the appeal within five calendar days of the hearing. Such 

decision shall be the final decision of the city, town or regional school district with regard to the 

suspension. 

Any school district that suspends or expels a student under this section shall continue to provide 

educational services to the student during the period of suspension or expulsion, under section 21 of 

chapter 76. If the student moves to another district during the period of suspension or expulsion, the 

new district of residence shall either admit the student to its schools or provide educational services to 

the student under an education service plan, under section 21 of chapter 76. 

ALM GL ch. 76, § 21. Opportunity for academic progress for suspended students; education 

service plans; alternative educational services. 

Principals and headmasters shall ensure that students who are suspended from school for 10 or fewer 

consecutive days, whether in or out of school, shall have an opportunity to make academic progress 

during the period of suspension, to make up assignments and earn credits missed including, but not 

limited to, homework, quizzes, exams, papers and projects missed. Principals shall develop a school-wide 

education service plan for all students who are expelled or suspended from school for more than 10 

consecutive school days, whether in or out of school. Principals shall ensure these students have an 

opportunity to make academic progress during the period of suspension or expulsion, to make up 

assignments and earn credits missed, including, but not limited to, homework, quizzes, exams, papers 

and projects missed. Education service plans may include, but are not limited to, tutoring, alternative 

placement, Saturday school, and online or distance learning. In developing the education service plan, 

principals may seek the cooperation or input of relevant health and human service, housing and nonprofit 

agencies education collaboratives, and other service providers. Any school or school district that expels a 

student or suspends a student for more than 10 consecutive school days shall provide the student and 

the parent or guardian of the student with a list of alternative educational services. Upon selection of an 

alternative educational service by the student and the student's parent or guardian, the school or school 

district shall facilitate and verify enrollment in the service. Students exempt from attending school under 

section 1 of chapter 76 shall not be subject to this section. 
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Instructional costs associated with providing alternative educational services under this section shall be 

eligible for reimbursement under section 5A of chapter 71B, subject to appropriation. The reimbursements 

shall be in addition to amounts distributed under chapter 70 and shall not be included in the calculation of 

base aid, as defined in section 2 of said chapter 70, for any subsequent fiscal year. Instructional costs 

eligible for reimbursement shall include only those costs directly attributable to providing alternative 

educational services under this section, such as salary of educational personnel, salary of related 

services personnel, costs for specialized books, materials or equipment, tuition costs, if the student is 

receiving services from other than the local public school, consultant costs if directly attributable to the 

student's instructional program and instructional costs of extended day or year services if such services 

are a part of the education service plan. Such costs shall be prorated as appropriate to reflect group 

activities or costs for part-time services. Instructional costs shall not include transportation costs, 

administrative or overhead costs, the costs of adapting classrooms or materials that are used by more 

than 1 student, the costs of fringe benefits of personnel employed by the school district, nor the costs 

associated with the development of the education service plan or service coordination for the student. 

Instructional costs associated with an education service plan shall be reported to and approved by the 

department and shall be reimbursed according to the formula and procedures in said section 5A of said 

chapter 71B. 

 
REGULATIONS 

 
603 CMR 53.01. Purpose and scope. 

(1) The purpose of 603 CMR 53.00 is: 

(c) to assure that every student who is expelled or suspended, regardless of the reason for suspension 

or expulsion, has the opportunity to receive education services to make academic progress during the 

period of suspension or expulsion. 

603 CMR 53.02. Definitions. 

School-wide Education Service Plan means the document developed by a principal, in accordance with 

M.G.L. c. 76, § 21, that includes a list of education services available to students who are expelled or 

suspended from school for more than ten consecutive days. 

 

603 CMR 53.08. Principal's hearing under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H¾. 

(3) Principal Hearing - Long-term Suspension. 

(d) Based on the evidence, the principal shall determine whether the student committed the disciplinary 

offense, and, if so, after considering mitigating circumstances and alternatives to suspension as set 

forth in 603 CMR 53.05, what remedy or consequence will be imposed, in place of or in addition to a 

long-term suspension. The principal shall send the written determination to the student and parent by 

hand-delivery, certified mail, first-class mail, email to an address provided by the parent for school 

communications, or other method of delivery agreed to by the principal and the parent. If the principal 

decides to suspend the student, the written determination shall: 

4. Include notice of the student's opportunity to receive education services to make academic 

progress during the period of removal from school as provided in 603 CMR 53.13(4)(a). 

 

603 CMR 53.12. Disciplinary offenses under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H or 37H½. 

(3) Any student who is removed from school for a disciplinary offense under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H or 37H 

1/2 shall have an opportunity to receive education services and make academic progress during the 

period of removal, as provided in 603 CMR 53.13. 
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603 CMR 53.13. Education services and academic progress under M.G.L. c. 71, §§ 37H, 37H½, 

37H¾. 

(1) Any student who is serving an in-school suspension, short-term suspension, or long-term suspension, 

or expulsion shall have the opportunity to earn credits, as applicable, make up assignments, tests, 

papers, and other school work as needed to make academic progress during the period of his or her 

removal from the classroom or school. The principal shall inform the student and parent of this 

opportunity in writing when the suspension or expulsion is imposed. 

(2) Any student who is expelled or suspended from school for more than ten consecutive days, whether in 

school or out of school, shall have an opportunity to receive education services and to make academic 

progress toward meeting state and local requirements, through the school-wide education service plan. 

(3) The principal shall develop a school-wide education service plan describing the education services 

that the school district will make available to students who are expelled or suspended from school for 

more than ten consecutive days. The plan shall include the process for notifying such students and their 

parents of the services and arranging such services. Education services shall be based on, and be 

provided in a manner consistent with, the academic standards and curriculum frameworks established for 

all students under M.G.L. c. 69, §§ 1D and 1F. 

(4) Notice of Education Services for Students in Long-term Suspension and Expulsion; Enrollment 

Reporting. 

(a) The principal shall notify the parent and student of the opportunity to receive education services at 

the time the student is expelled or placed on long-term suspension. Notice shall be provided in English 

and in the primary language spoken in the student's home if other than English, or other means of 

communication as appropriate. The notice shall include a list of the specific education services that are 

available to the student and contact information for a school district staff member who can provide more 

detailed information. 

(b) For each student expelled or suspended from school for more than ten consecutive days, whether in 

school or out of school, the school district shall document the student's enrollment in education 

services. For data reporting purposes, the school shall track and report attendance, academic progress, 

and such other data as directed by the Department. 
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Discipline Addressing Specific Code of Conduct Violations 
 

Firearms and Other Weapons Violations 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 71, § 37H. Policies relative to conduct of teachers or students; student handbooks. 

Each school district's policies pertaining to the conduct of students shall include the following: disciplinary 

proceedings, including procedures assuring due process; standards and procedures for suspension and 

expulsion of students; procedures pertaining to discipline of students with special needs; standards and 

procedures to assure school building security and safety of students and school personnel; and the 

disciplinary measures to be taken in cases involving the possession or use of illegal substances or 

weapons, the use of force, vandalism, or violation of a student's civil rights. Codes of discipline, as well as 

procedures used to develop such codes shall be filed with the department of education for informational 

purposes only. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 37L. Notification to school personnel of reporting requirements for child abuse 

and neglect and fires; reports of students possessing or using dangerous weapons on school 

premises; transferred students’ school records. 

In addition, any school department personnel shall report in writing to their immediate supervisor an 

incident involving a student's possession or use of a dangerous weapon on school premises at any time. 

Supervisors who receive such a weapon report shall file it with the superintendent of said school, who 

shall file copies of said weapon report with the local chief of police, the department of children and 

families, the office of student services or its equivalent in any school district, and the local school 

committee. Said superintendent, police chief, and representative from the department of children and 

families, together with a representative from the office of student services or its equivalent, shall arrange 

an assessment of the student involved in said weapon report. Said student shall be referred to a 

counseling program; provided, however, that said counseling shall be in accordance with acceptable 

standards as set forth by the board of education. Upon completion of a counseling session, a follow-up 

assessment shall be made of said student by those involved in the initial assessment. 

 
REGULATIONS 

 
603 CMR 53.01. Purpose and scope. 

(2) 603 CMR 53.00 sets forth, for all public preschool, elementary, and secondary schools and programs 

in Massachusetts, including charter and virtual schools: 

(a) at 603 CMR 53.03 through 53.11, the minimum procedural requirements applicable to the 

suspension of a student for a disciplinary offense other than: 

1. possession of a dangerous weapon. 
 
603 CMR 53.02. Definitions. 

Disciplinary Offense means any alleged or determined disciplinary infraction by a student, except for: 

(a) possession of a dangerous weapon; […] 

Disciplinary Offense under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37 H or 37H 1/2 means one or more of the following alleged or 

determined disciplinary infractions: 

(a) possession of a dangerous weapon; [...] 
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Expulsion means the removal of a student from the school premises, regular classroom activities, and 

school activities for more than 90 school days, indefinitely, or permanently, as permitted under M.G.L. c. 

71, § 37H or 37H 1/2 for: 

(a) possession of a dangerous weapon. 

 

Students with Chronic Disciplinary Issues 
 
LAWS 

No relevant laws found. 

 
REGULATIONS 

No relevant regulations found. 

 

Chronic Absenteeism and Truancy 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 69, § 1N. Alternative education grant program. 

(a) The department of education, hereinafter referred to as the department, shall establish a grant 

program, subject to appropriation, to be known as the alternative education grant program for the purpose 

of providing grants to assist school districts and Horace Mann and commonwealth charter schools with 

the development and establishment of alternative education programs and services to students 

suspended or expelled from school. The grants shall support the development of alternative education 

programs which would: (1) allow school districts to coordinate efforts to establish interdistrict regional 

alternative education collaboratives to provide educational services to suspended or expelled students; or 

(2) establish a district based alternative education program for those students. The grants may also be 

used to encourage the use of technology in alternative education programs. The grants shall also 

encourage voluntary expansion of existing alternative education programs in the commonwealth, and 

shall be used to provide alternative education programs for students who are at risk of educational failure 

due to truancy, or dropping out of school. Grants may also be used to assist in developing programs that 

provide a range of approaches to address behavior issues, such as behavior specialists, in-school 

suspension rooms and crisis centers, in addition to out-of-school alternative settings. 

Programs designed under the grants shall be developed at the middle and high school levels and shall 

afford students the opportunity to earn a high school diploma in accordance with section 1D, and to be 

taught to the same academic standards and curriculum frameworks established for all students in 

accordance with sections 1D and 1E. The programs shall make use of existing resources in school 

districts, educational collaboratives, community colleges, and other agencies, service providers, and 

organizations. Programs shall be designed as placements that, at a minimum, educate students to the 

same academic standards and curriculum frameworks as taught to all students, address behavioral 

problems, utilize small class size, address individual needs and learning styles, provide engaging 

instruction and a supportive environment, and, where appropriate, utilize flexible scheduling. The 

programs shall also provide a comprehensive array of social services to support a student's remediation 

of issues that cause school failure, excessive absenteeism, truancy and school dropout. Grant recipients 

shall develop remediation plans for students that address both academic and behavioral issues. Grants 

may also be made available for in-school regular education programs that include self-improvement, 

behavior management and life skills training to help provide students with tools to better manage their 
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lives and attitudes, to support programs that use family-based approaches, and to assist students and 

teachers during the transition of students back into regular education classrooms. [...] 

(b) The department shall establish a grant program, subject to appropriation, to assist school districts with 

the development and establishment of in-school regular education programs and services to address 

within the regular education school program the educational and psycho-social needs of children whose 

behavior interferes with learning, particularly those who are suffering from the traumatic effects of 

exposure to violence. As used in this subsection, students suffering from the traumatic effects of 

exposure to violence shall include, but not be limited to, those exposed to abuse, family or community 

violence, war, homelessness or any combination thereof. The grants shall support the development of 

school based teams with community ties that: (1) collaborate with broadly recognized experts in the fields 

of trauma and family and community violence and with battered women shelters; (2) provide ongoing 

training to inform and train teachers, administrators, and other school personnel to understand and 

identify the symptoms and trauma; and (3) evaluate school policy and existing school and community 

programs and services to determine whether and to what extent students identified as suffering from 

exposure to trauma can receive effective supports and interventions that can help them to succeed in 

their public school programs, and where necessary be referred quickly and confidentially to appropriate 

services. [...] 

The department of education, in consultation with the department of public health and the department of 

mental health, shall establish an advisory committee to assist in implementing the grant program and in 

assisting public schools in addressing the learning and behavior problems of students who manifest 

trauma-related symptoms or classroom behavior that interferes with learning. Members of the advisory 

committee shall include but not be limited to: 3 educators, 1 of whom shall serve as the chair, appointed 

by the commissioner of the department of education; 2 leaders in the field of trauma and its relationship to 

school learning and behavior appointed by the commissioner of the department of public health; 2 leaders 

in mental health with expertise in family and/or community violence appointed by the commissioner of 

mental health; 1 leader in battered women's services appointed by the commissioner of public health; 1 

leader in the area of homelessness and its impact on children appointed by commissioner of mental 

health; and 3 parents, 1 each appointed by the commissioner of education, the commissioner of public 

health, the commissioner of mental health. The advisory committee, at its discretion, may select additional 

members with relevant experience including but not limited to child advocates, medical doctors and 

representatives of juvenile and probate court. 

 

ALM GL ch. 69, § 1O. Truancy prevention program certification process. 

The department of elementary and secondary education shall adopt regulations establishing a truancy 

prevention program certification process, consistent with the behavioral health and public schools 

framework developed pursuant to section 19 of chapter 321 of the acts of 2008, and shall require that the 

truancy prevention program evaluate the level of out-of-school support for students and families and 

address conditions that make students more likely to become truant including, but not limited to, 

previously unidentified or inadequately addressed special needs, bullying and harassment. Any truancy 

prevention program established under this section by a school district shall meet the requirements for 

certification adopted by the department. 

 

ALM GL ch. 76, § 1A. Pupil absence notification programs. 

Upon the acceptance of this section by the local legislative body of a city or town, or by a majority vote of 

two-thirds of the member communities of a regional school district, the school committee of a city, town or 

regional school district shall establish a pupil absence notification program in all schools under its control. 

Said program may be developed with the assistance of the department of education. The parents or 

guardians of each pupil shall, annually, at the commencement of each school year, be sent a notice 
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instructing them to call a designated telephone number at a designated time to inform the school of the 

absence of a pupil and the reason therefor. Said notice shall also require such parent or guardian to 

furnish the school with a home, work or other emergency telephone number where they can be contacted 

during the school day. If a pupil is absent and the school has not been notified by the designated time, the 

school shall call the telephone number or numbers furnished to inquire about said absence. 

 

ALM GL ch. 76, § 1B. Pupil absence notification program. 

The school committee of each city, town or regional school district shall have a pupil absence notification 

program in each of its schools. The program shall be designed to ensure that each school notifies a 

parent or guardian of the child's absence if the school has not received notification of the absence from 

the parent or guardian within 3 days of the absence. 

Each school committee shall have a policy of notifying the parent or guardian of a student who has at 

least 5 days in which the student has missed 2 or more periods unexcused in a school year or who has 

missed 5 or more school days unexcused in a school year. The notification policy shall require that the 

school principal or headmaster, or a designee, make a reasonable effort to meet with the parent or 

guardian of a student who has 5 or more unexcused absences to develop action steps for student 

attendance. The action steps shall be developed jointly and agreed upon by the school principal or 

headmaster, or a designee, the student and the student's parent or guardian and with input from other 

relevant school personnel and officials from relevant public safety, health and human service, housing 

and nonprofit agencies. 

 

ALM GL ch. 76, § 16. Children excluded from school; remedies. 

Any pupil who has attained age eighteen, or the parent, guardian or custodian of a pupil who has not 

attained said age of eighteen, who has been refused admission to or excluded from the public schools or 

from the advantages, privileges and courses of study of such public schools shall on application be 

furnished by the school committee with a written statement of the reasons therefor, and thereafter, if the 

refusal to admit or exclusion was unlawful, such pupil may recover from the town or, in the case of such 

refusal or exclusion by a regional school district from the district, in tort and may examine any member of 

the school committee or any other officer of the town or regional school district upon interrogatories. 

 

ALM GL ch. 76, § 18. Notice to parent or guardian and meeting with school committee prerequisite 

to student permanently leaving school; annual report; application of section. 

No student who has not graduated from high school shall be considered to have permanently left public 

school unless an administrator of the school which the student last attended has sent notice within a 

period of 5 days from the student's tenth consecutive absence to the student and the parent or guardian 

of that student in both the primary language of the parent or guardian, to the extent practicable, and 

English. The notice shall initially offer at least 2 dates and times for an exit interview between the 

superintendent, or a designee, and the student and the parent or guardian of the student to occur prior to 

the student permanently leaving school and shall include contact information for scheduling the exit 

interview. The notice shall indicate that the parties shall agree upon a date and time for the exit interview, 

and that interview shall occur within 10 days after the sending of the notice. The time for the exit interview 

may be extended at the request of the parent or guardian and no extension shall be for longer than 14 

days. The superintendent, or a designee, may proceed with any such interview without a parent or 

guardian if the superintendent, or a designee, makes a good faith effort to include the parent or guardian. 

The exit interview shall be for the purpose of discussing the reasons for the student permanently leaving 

school and to consider alternative education or other placements. 

The superintendent or a designee shall convene a team of school personnel, such as the principal, 

guidance counselor, teachers, attendance officer and other relevant school staff, to participate in the exit 
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interview with the student and the parent or guardian of the student. During the exit interview, the student 

shall be given information about the detrimental effects of early withdrawal from school, the benefits of 

earning a high school diploma and the alternative education programs and services available to the 

student. 

The department of elementary and secondary education shall: (i) publish a model protocol for conducting 

exit interviews with students; and (ii) compile and maintain a list of research and information relative to 

the consequences of dropping out, the benefits of earning a high school diploma and a list of alternative 

education resources and programs available to the student, in addition to those that the district may 

provide, that schools shall present at the exit interview. 

The superintendent of every city, town or regional school district shall annually report to the department of 

education the number of students sixteen years of age or older who have permanently left school, the 

reasons for such leaving and any alternative educational or other placement which each such student has 

taken. 

The provisions of this section shall not apply to a student who has completed the regular course of 

education, or apply to a student whose absences have been excused, nor shall this section be construed 

to permanently exclude a student who wishes to resume his education. 

 

ALM GL ch. 76, § 19. Supervisors of attendance; employment. 

Every school committee shall appoint, make regulations governing and fix the compensation of one or 

more supervisors of attendance, who may be either male or female, and who shall meet such standards 

of qualifications for such work as shall be established by the department of education; provided, that such 

supervisors shall have attained the age of twenty-one years. The committees of two or more towns may 

employ the same supervisors of attendance. 

 

ALM GL ch. 76, § 20. Powers and duties of supervisors of attendance. 

Supervisors of attendance shall inquire into all cases arising under sections two and eight of chapter 

seventy-two, sections one, two, four to eleven, inclusive, and fifteen of chapter seventy-six, and sections 

ninety, ninety-two, ninety-three, and ninety-five of chapter one hundred and forty-nine, and may apply for 

petitions under the provisions of section thirty-nine E of chapter one hundred and nineteen. They shall, if 

the court so orders, have oversight of children placed on probation; of minors licensed by the school 

committee under section nineteen of chapter one hundred and one; and of children admitted to or 

attending shows or entertainments in violation of section one hundred and ninety-seven of chapter one 

hundred and forty. They may apprehend and take to school without a warrant any truant or absentee 

found wandering in the streets or public places. 

 
REGULATIONS 

No relevant regulations found. 

 

Substance Use 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 69, § 1I. Performance of public-school districts and individual public schools; 

evaluation system; assessment instruments; report. 

Each school district shall file a description of the following instructional procedures and programs with the 

department every year: 

(i) drug, tobacco and alcohol abuse programs. 
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ALM GL ch. 71, § 2A. Use of tobacco products within school buildings or facilities or on school 

grounds. 

No person shall use a tobacco product, as defined in section 6 of chapter 270, within the school buildings 

or facilities or on the grounds or school buses of a public or private primary or secondary school or at a 

school-sponsored event. 

Each school committee or board of trustees shall establish a policy regarding violations of this section. 

The policy may include, but shall not be limited to, mandatory education classes on the hazards of using 

tobacco products. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 37H. Policies relative to conduct of teachers or students; student handbooks. 

The superintendent of every school district shall publish the district's policies pertaining to the conduct of 

teachers and students. Said policies shall prohibit the use of any tobacco products within the school 

buildings, the school facilities or on the school grounds or on school buses by any individual, including 

school personnel. Said policies shall further restrict operators of school buses and personal motor 

vehicles, including students, faculty, staff and visitors, from idling such vehicles on school grounds, 

consistent with section 16B of chapter 90 and regulations adopted pursuant thereto and by the 

department. The policies shall also prohibit bullying as defined in section 37O and shall include the 

student-related sections of the bullying prevention and intervention plan required by said section 37O. 

Copies of these policies shall be provided to any person upon request and without cost by the principal of 

every school within the district. [...] 

Notwithstanding any general or special law to the contrary, all student handbooks shall contain the 

following provisions: 

(a) Any student who is found on school premises or at school-sponsored or school-related events, 

including athletic games, in possession of a dangerous weapon, including, but not limited to, a gun or a 

knife; or a controlled substance as defined in chapter ninety-four C, including, but not limited to, 

marijuana, cocaine, and heroin, may be subject to expulsion from the school or school district by the 

principal. 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 96. Substance use prevention and abuse education policies for public schools. 

Each public school shall have a policy regarding substance use prevention and the education of its 

students about the dangers of substance abuse. The school shall notify the parents or guardians of all 

students attending the school of the policy and shall post the policy on the school's website. The policy, 

and any standards and rules enforcing the policy, shall be prescribed by the school committee in 

conjunction with the superintendent or the board of trustees of a charter school. 

The department of elementary and secondary education, in consultation with the department of public 

health, shall provide guidance and recommendations to assist schools with developing and implementing 

effective substance use prevention and abuse education policies and shall make such guidance and 

recommendations publicly available on the department's website. Guidance and recommendations may 

include educating parents or guardians on recognizing warning signs of substance abuse and providing 

available resources. Guidance and recommendations shall be reviewed and regularly updated to reflect 

applicable research and best practices. 

Each school district and charter school shall file its substance use prevention and abuse education 

policies with the department of elementary and secondary education in a manner and form prescribed by 

the department. 
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ALM GL ch. 71, § 97. Verbal screening tool for substance abuse disorders. 

(a) Subject to appropriation, each city, town, regional school district, charter school or vocational school 

district shall utilize a verbal screening tool to screen pupils for substance use disorders. Screenings shall 

occur on an annual basis and occur at 2 different grade levels as recommended by the department of 

elementary and secondary education, in consultation with the department of public health. Parents or 

guardians of a pupil to be screened pursuant to this section shall be notified prior to the start of the school 

year. Verbal screening tools shall be approved by the department of elementary and secondary 

education, in conjunction with the department of public health. De-identified screening results shall be 

reported to the department of public health, in a manner to be determined by the department of public 

health, not later than 90 days after completion of the screening. 

(b) A pupil or the pupil's parent or guardian may opt out of the screening by written notification at any time 

prior to or during the screening. A city, town, regional school district, charter school or vocational school 

district utilizing a verbal screening tool shall comply with the department of elementary and secondary 

education's regulations relative to consent. 

(c) Any statement, response or disclosure made by a pupil during a verbal substance use disorder 

screening shall be considered confidential information and shall not be disclosed by a person receiving 

the statement, response or disclosure to any other person without the prior written consent of the pupil, 

parent or guardian, except in cases of immediate medical emergency or a disclosure is otherwise 

required by state law; provided, however, that the screening required under this section shall be 

implemented in accordance with applicable state and federal laws and regulations pertaining to student 

confidentiality, including rules and regulations promulgated pursuant to section 34D. Such consent shall 

be documented on a form approved by the department of public health and shall not be subject to 

discovery or subpoena in any civil, criminal, legislative or administrative proceeding. No record of any 

statement, response or disclosure shall be made in any form, written, electronic or otherwise, that 

includes information identifying the pupil. 

(d) The department of elementary and secondary education shall notify each school district in writing of 

the requirement to screen students for substance use disorders pursuant to this section. School districts 

with alternative substance use screening policies may, on a form provided by the department, opt out of 

the required verbal screening tool. The form shall be signed by the school superintendent and provide a 

detailed description of the alternative substance use program the district has implemented and the 

reasons why the required verbal screening tool is not appropriate for the district. 

(e) No person shall have a cause of action for loss or damage caused by an act or omission resulting 

from the implementation of this section. 

 

ALM GL ch. 74, § 58. Use of tobacco products within school buildings or facilities or on school 

grounds. 

No person shall use a tobacco product, as defined in section 6 of chapter 270, within the school buildings 

or facilities or on the grounds or school buses of a public or private vocational school or at a vocational 

school-sponsored event. 

Each school committee or board of trustees shall establish a policy regarding violations of this section. 

The policy may include, but shall not be limited to, mandatory education classes on the hazards of using 

tobacco products. 
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REGULATIONS 
 
603 CMR 53.01. Purpose and scope. 

(2) 603 CMR 53.00 sets forth, for all public preschool, elementary, and secondary schools and programs 

in Massachusetts, including charter and virtual schools: 

(a) at 603 CMR 53.03 through 53.11, the minimum procedural requirements applicable to the 

suspension of a student for a disciplinary offense other than: 

2. possession of a controlled substance. 
 
603 CMR 53.02. Definitions. 

Disciplinary Offense means any alleged or determined disciplinary infraction by a student, except for: 

(b) possession of a controlled substance; […] 

Disciplinary Offense under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37 H or 37H 1/2 means one or more of the following alleged or 

determined disciplinary infractions: 

(b) possession of a controlled substance; [...] 

Expulsion means the removal of a student from the school premises, regular classroom activities, and 

school activities for more than 90 school days, indefinitely, or permanently, as permitted under M.G.L. c. 

71, § 37H or 37H 1/2 for: 

(b) possession of a controlled substance. 

 

Gang-related Activity 
 
LAWS 

No relevant laws found. 

 
REGULATIONS 

No relevant regulations found. 

 

Bullying, Harassment, or Hazing 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 3, § 67. Commission on lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer and questioning 

youth; membership; terms; powers and duties. 

(c) The commission shall investigate the use of resources from both the public and private sectors to 

enhance and improve the ability of state agencies to provide services to gay and lesbian youth. In 

furtherance of that responsibility, the commission shall: (1) work in partnership with the department of 

education and the department of public health to create school-based and community-based programs 

focusing on suicide prevention, violence intervention, and the promotion of zero-tolerance policies 

regarding harassment and discrimination against gay and lesbian youth; and (2) make recommendations 

about policies and programs supporting gay and lesbian youth on an ongoing basis to the department of 

education, the department of public health and the executive office of health and human services. The 

commission shall annually, on or before June 2, report the results of its findings and activities of the 

preceding year and make recommendations relating to the concerns of gay and lesbian youth to the 

governor and to the clerks of the senate and house of representatives. 
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ALM GL ch. 69, § 1D. Statewide educational goals; academic standards; vocational training; grant 

program. 

The board shall establish a set of statewide educational goals for all public elementary and secondary 

schools in the commonwealth. […] 

The standards shall provide for instruction in at least the major principles of the Declaration of 

Independence, the United States Constitution, and the Federalist Papers. They shall be designed to 

inculcate respect for the cultural, ethnic and racial diversity of the commonwealth and for the contributions 

made by diverse cultural, ethnic and racial groups to the life of the commonwealth. The standards may 

provide for instruction in the fundamentals of the history of the commonwealth as well as the history of 

working people and the labor movement in the United States. The standards shall provide for instruction 

in the issues of nutrition and exercise. The standards may provide for instruction in the issues of physical 

education, human immunodeficiency virus and acquired immune deficiency syndrome education, violence 

prevention, including teen dating violence, bullying prevention, conflict resolution and drug, alcohol and 

tobacco abuse prevention. The board may also include the teaching of family life skills, financial literacy 

and consumer skills, and basic career exploration and employability skills. The board may also include in 

the standards a fundamental knowledge of technology education and computer science and keyboarding 

skills; the major principles of environmental science and environmental protection; and an awareness of 

global education and geography. The board may set standards for student community service-learning 

activities and programs. The board may also institute a process for drawing up additional standards in 

other areas of education. 

 

ALM GL ch. 69, § 1O. Truancy prevention program certification process. 

The department of elementary and secondary education shall adopt regulations establishing a truancy 

prevention program certification process, consistent with the behavioral health and public schools 

framework developed pursuant to section 19 of chapter 321 of the acts of 2008, and shall require that the 

truancy prevention program evaluate the level of out-of-school support for students and families and 

address conditions that make students more likely to become truant including, but not limited to, 

previously unidentified or inadequately addressed special needs, bullying and harassment. Any truancy 

prevention program established under this section by a school district shall meet the requirements for 

certification adopted by the department. 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 37H. Policies relative to conduct of teachers or students; student handbooks. 

The superintendent of every school district shall publish the district's policies pertaining to the conduct of 

teachers and students. Said policies shall prohibit the use of any tobacco products within the school 

buildings, the school facilities or on the school grounds or on school buses by any individual, including 

school personnel. Said policies shall further restrict operators of school buses and personal motor 

vehicles, including students, faculty, staff and visitors, from idling such vehicles on school grounds, 

consistent with section 16B of chapter 90 and regulations adopted pursuant thereto and by the 

department. The policies shall also prohibit bullying as defined in section 37O and shall include the 

student-related sections of the bullying prevention and intervention plan required by said section 37O. 

Copies of these policies shall be provided to any person upon request and without cost by the principal of 

every school within the district. [...] 

In each school building containing the grades nine to twelve, inclusive, the principal, in consultation with 

the school council, shall prepare and distribute to each student a student handbook setting forth the rules 

pertaining to the conduct of students. The student handbook shall include an age-appropriate summary of 

the student-related sections of the bullying prevention and intervention plan required by section 37O. The 

school council shall review the student handbook each spring to consider changes in disciplinary policy to 

take effect in September of the following school year, but may consider policy changes at any time. The 
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annual review shall cover all areas of student conduct, including but not limited to those outlined in this 

section. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 37O. School bullying prohibited; bullying prevention and intervention plans; 

reporting of bullying incident date. 

(a) As used in this section the following words shall, unless the context clearly requires otherwise, have 

the following meaning:- 

"Approved private day or residential school", a school that accepts, through agreement with a school 

committee, a child requiring special education pursuant to section 10 of chapter 71B. 

"Bullying", the repeated use by one or more students or by a member of a school staff including, but not 

limited to, an educator, administrator, school nurse, cafeteria worker, custodian, bus driver, athletic 

coach, advisor to an extracurricular activity or paraprofessional of a written, verbal or electronic 

expression or a physical act or gesture or any combination thereof, directed at a victim that: (i) causes 

physical or emotional harm to the victim or damage to the victim's property; (ii) places the victim in 

reasonable fear of harm to himself or of damage to his property; (iii) creates a hostile environment at 

school for the victim; (iv) infringes on the rights of the victim at school; or (v) materially and substantially 

disrupts the education process or the orderly operation of a school. For the purposes of this section, 

bullying shall include cyber-bullying. 

"Charter school", commonwealth charter schools and Horace Mann charter schools established pursuant 

to section 89 of chapter 71. 

"Cyber-bullying", bullying through the use of technology or any electronic communication, which shall 

include, but shall not be limited to, any transfer of signs, signals, writing, images, sounds, data or 

intelligence of any nature transmitted in whole or in part by a wire, radio, electromagnetic, photo 

electronic or photo optical system, including, but not limited to, electronic mail, internet communications, 

instant messages or facsimile communications. Cyber-bullying shall also include (i) the creation of a web 

page or blog in which the creator assumes the identity of another person or (ii) the knowing impersonation 

of another person as the author of posted content or messages, if the creation or impersonation creates 

any of the conditions enumerated in clauses (i) to (v), inclusive, of the definition of bullying. Cyber-bullying 

shall also include the distribution by electronic means of a communication to more than one person or the 

posting of material on an electronic medium that may be accessed by one or more persons, if the 

distribution or posting creates any of the conditions enumerated in clauses (i) to (v), inclusive, of the 

definition of bullying. 

"Collaborative school", a school operated by an educational collaborative established pursuant to section 

4E of chapter 40. 

"Department", the department of elementary and secondary education. 

"Hostile environment", a situation in which bullying causes the school environment to be permeated with 

intimidation, ridicule or insult that is sufficiently severe or pervasive to alter the conditions of the student's 

education. 

"Plan", a bullying prevention and intervention plan established pursuant to subsection (d). 

"Perpetrator", a student or a member of a school staff including, but not limited to, an educator, 

administrator, school nurse, cafeteria worker, custodian, bus driver, athletic coach, advisor to an 

extracurricular activity or paraprofessional who engages in bullying or retaliation. 

"School district", the school department of a city or town, a regional school district or a county agricultural 

school. 
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"School grounds", property on which a school building or facility is located or property that is owned, 

leased or used by a school district, charter school, non-public school, approved private day or residential 

school, or collaborative school for a school-sponsored activity, function, program, instruction or training. 

"Victim", a student against whom bullying or retaliation has been perpetrated. 

(b) Bullying shall be prohibited: (i) on school grounds, property immediately adjacent to school grounds, at 

a school-sponsored or school-related activity, function or program whether on or off school grounds, at a 

school bus stop, on a school bus or other vehicle owned, leased or used by a school district or school, or 

through the use of technology or an electronic device owned, leased or used by a school district or school 

and (ii) at a location, activity, function or program that is not school-related, or through the use of 

technology or an electronic device that is not owned, leased or used by a school district or school, if the 

bullying creates a hostile environment at school for the victim, infringes on the rights of the victim at 

school or materially and substantially disrupts the education process or the orderly operation of a school. 

Nothing contained herein shall require schools to staff any non-school related activities, functions, or 

programs. 

Retaliation against a person who reports bullying, provides information during an investigation of bullying, 

or witnesses or has reliable information about bullying shall be prohibited. 

(c) Each school district, charter school, approved private day or residential school and collaborative 

school shall provide age-appropriate instruction on bullying prevention in each grade that is incorporated 

into the curriculum of the school district or school. The curriculum shall be evidence-based. 

(d)(1) Each school district, charter school, non-public school, approved private day or residential school 

and collaborative school shall develop, adhere to and update a plan to address bullying prevention and 

intervention in consultation with teachers, school staff, professional support personnel, school volunteers, 

administrators, community representatives, local law enforcement agencies, students, parents and 

guardians. The plan shall apply to students and members of a school staff, including, but not limited to, 

educators, administrators, school nurses, cafeteria workers, custodians, bus drivers, athletic coaches, 

advisors to an extracurricular activity and paraprofessionals. The consultation shall include, but not be 

limited to, notice and a public comment period; provided, however, that a non-public school shall only be 

required to give notice to and provide a comment period for families that have a child attending the 

school. The plan shall be updated at least biennially. 

(2) Each plan shall include, but not be limited to: (i) descriptions of and statements prohibiting bullying, 

cyber-bullying and retaliation, including procedures for collecting, maintaining and reporting bullying 

incident data required under subsection (k); (ii) clear procedures for students, staff, parents, guardians 

and others to report bullying or retaliation; (iii) a provision that reports of bullying or retaliation may be 

made anonymously; provided, however, that no disciplinary action shall be taken against a student 

solely on the basis of an anonymous report; (iv) clear procedures for promptly responding to and 

investigating reports of bullying or retaliation; (v) the range of disciplinary actions that may be taken 

against a perpetrator for bullying or retaliation; provided, however, that the disciplinary actions shall 

balance the need for accountability with the need to teach appropriate behavior; (vi) clear procedures 

for restoring a sense of safety for a victim and assessing that victim's needs for protection; (vii) 

strategies for protecting from bullying or retaliation a person who reports bullying, provides information 

during an investigation of bullying or witnesses or has reliable information about an act of bullying; (viii) 

procedures consistent with state and federal law for promptly notifying the parents or guardians of a 

victim and a perpetrator; provided, that the parents or guardians of a victim shall also be notified of the 

action taken to prevent any further acts of bullying or retaliation; and provided, further, that the 

procedures shall provide for immediate notification pursuant to regulations promulgated under this 

subsection by the principal or person who holds a comparable role to the local law enforcement agency 

when criminal charges may be pursued against the perpetrator; (ix) a provision that a student who 
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knowingly makes a false accusation of bullying or retaliation shall be subject to disciplinary action; and 

(x) a strategy for providing counseling or referral to appropriate services for perpetrators and victims 

and for appropriate family members of said students. The plan shall afford all students the same 

protection regardless of their status under the law. 

(3) Each plan shall recognize that certain students may be more vulnerable to becoming a target of 

bullying or harassment based on actual or perceived differentiating characteristics, including race, color, 

religion, ancestry, national origin, sex, socioeconomic status, homelessness, academic status, gender 

identity or expression, physical appearance, pregnant or parenting status, sexual orientation, mental, 

physical, developmental or sensory disability or by association with a person who has or is perceived to 

have 1 or more of these characteristics. The plan shall include the specific steps that each school 

district, charter school, non-public school, approved private day or residential school and collaborative 

school shall take to support vulnerable students and to provide all students with the skills, knowledge 

and strategies needed to prevent or respond to bullying or harassment. A school district, charter school, 

non-public school, approved private day or residential school or collaborative school may establish 

separate discrimination or harassment policies that include additional categories of students. Nothing in 

this section shall alter the obligations of a school district, charter school, non-public school, approved 

private day or residential school or collaborative school to remediate any discrimination or harassment 

based on a person's membership in a legally protected category under local, state or federal law. 

(4) The plan for a school district, charter school, approved private day or residential school and 

collaborative school shall include a provision for ongoing professional development to build the skills of 

all staff members, including, but not limited to, educators, administrators, school nurses, cafeteria 

workers, custodians, bus drivers, athletic coaches, advisors to extracurricular activities and 

paraprofessionals, to prevent, identify and respond to bullying. The content of such professional 

development shall include, but not be limited to: (i) developmentally appropriate strategies to prevent 

bullying incidents; (ii) developmentally appropriate strategies for immediate, effective interventions to 

stop bullying incidents; (iii) information regarding the complex interaction and power differential that can 

take place between and among a perpetrator, victim and witnesses to the bullying; (iv) research findings 

on bullying, including information about students who have been shown to be particularly at risk for 

bullying in the school environment; (v) information on the incidence and nature of cyber-bullying; and 

(vi) internet safety issues as they relate to cyber-bullying. The department shall identify and offer 

information on alternative methods for fulfilling the professional development requirements of this 

section, at least 1 of these alternative methods shall be available at no cost to school districts, charter 

schools, approved private day or residential schools and collaborative schools. 

(5) The plan shall include provisions for informing parents and guardians about the bullying prevention 

curriculum of the school district or school and shall include, but not be limited to: (i) how parents and 

guardians can reinforce the curriculum at home and support the school district or school plan; (ii) the 

dynamics of bullying; and (iii) online safety and cyber-bullying. 

(6) The department shall promulgate rules and regulations on the requirements related to a principal's 

duties under clause (viii) of the second paragraph of this subsection; provided, however, that school 

districts, charter schools, approved private day or residential schools and collaborative schools shall be 

subject to the regulations. A non-public school shall develop procedures for immediate notification by 

the principal or person who holds a comparable role to the local law enforcement agency when criminal 

charges may be pursued against the perpetrator. 

(e)(1) Each school district, charter school, non-public school, approved private day or residential school 

and collaborative school shall provide to students and parents or guardians, in age-appropriate terms and 

in the languages which are most prevalent among the students, parents or guardians, annual written 

notice of the relevant student-related sections of the plan. 
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(2) Each school district, charter school, non-public school, approved private day or residential school 

and collaborative school shall provide to all school staff annual written notice of the plan. The faculty 

and staff at each school shall be trained annually on the plan applicable to the school. Relevant 

sections of the plan relating to the duties of faculty and staff shall be included in a school district or 

school employee handbook. 

(3) The plan shall be posted on the website of each school district, charter school, non-public school, 

approved private day or residential school and collaborative school. 

(f) Each school principal or the person who holds a comparable position shall be responsible for the 

implementation and oversight of the plan at his school. 

(g) A member of a school staff, including, but not limited to, an educator, administrator, school nurse, 

cafeteria worker, custodian, bus driver, athletic coach, advisor to an extracurricular activity or 

paraprofessional, shall immediately report any instance of bullying or retaliation the staff member has 

witnessed or become aware of to the principal or to the school official identified in the plan as responsible 

for receiving such reports or both. Upon receipt of such a report, the school principal or a designee shall 

promptly conduct an investigation. If the school principal or a designee determines that bullying or 

retaliation has occurred, the school principal or designee shall (i) notify the local law enforcement agency 

if the school principal or designee believes that criminal charges may be pursued against a perpetrator; 

(ii) take appropriate disciplinary action; (iii) notify the parents or guardians of a perpetrator; (iv) notify the 

parents or guardians of the victim, and to the extent consistent with state and federal law, notify them of 

the action taken to prevent any further acts of bullying or retaliation; and (v) inform the parents or 

guardians of the victim about the department's problem resolution system and the process for seeking 

assistance or filing a claim through the problem resolution system. 

(h) If an incident of bullying or retaliation involves students from more than one school district, charter 

school, non-public school, approved private day or residential school or collaborative school, the school 

district or school first informed of the bullying or retaliation shall, consistent with state and federal law, 

promptly notify the appropriate administrator of the other school district or school so that both may take 

appropriate action. If an incident of bullying or retaliation occurs on school grounds and involves a former 

student under the age of 21 who is no longer enrolled in a local school district, charter school, non-public 

school, approved private day or residential school or collaborative school, the school district or school 

informed of the bullying or retaliation shall contact law enforcement consistent with the provisions of 

clause (viii) of the second paragraph of subsection (d). 

(i) Nothing in this section shall supersede or replace existing rights or remedies under any other general 

or special law, nor shall this section create a private right of action. 

(j) The department, after consultation with the department of public health, the department of mental 

health, the attorney general, the Massachusetts District Attorneys Association and experts on bullying 

shall: (i) publish a model plan for school districts and schools to consider when creating their plans; and 

(ii) compile a list of bullying prevention and intervention resources, evidence-based curricula, best 

practices and academic-based research that shall be made available to schools. The model plan shall be 

consistent with the behavioral health and public schools framework developed by the department in 

accordance with section 19 of chapter 321 of the acts of 2008. The resources may include, but shall not 

be limited to, print, audio, video or digital media; subscription based online services; and on-site or 

technology-enabled professional development and training sessions. The department shall biennially 

update the model plan and the list of the resources, curricula, best practices and research and shall post 

them on its website. 

(k) Each school district, charter school, approved private day or residential school and collaborative 

school shall annually report bullying incident data to the department. The data shall include, but not be 

limited to: (i) the number of reported allegations of bullying or retaliation; (ii) the number and nature of 
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substantiated incidents of bullying or retaliation; (iii) the number of students disciplined for engaging in 

bullying or retaliation; and (iv) any other information required by the department. Said incident data shall 

be reported in the form and manner established by the department, in consultation with the attorney 

general; provided, that the department shall minimize the costs and resources needed to comply with said 

reporting requirements; and provided further, that the department may use existing data collection and 

reporting mechanisms to collect the information from school districts. The department shall analyze the 

bullying incident data and shall publish an annual report containing aggregate statewide information on 

the frequency and nature of bullying in schools. The department shall file the annual report with the 

attorney general and with the clerks of the senate and the house of representatives who shall forward the 

same to the chairs of the joint committee on education, the joint committee on the judiciary and the house 

and senate committees on ways and means. 

(l) The department shall develop a student survey to assess school climate and the prevalence, nature 

and severity of bullying in schools. The survey shall be administered by each school district, charter 

school, approved private day or residential school and collaborative school at least once every 4 years. 

The survey shall be designed to protect student privacy and allow for anonymous participation by 

students. 

The school official identified in the plan as responsible for receiving reports of bullying or retaliation shall 

verify the completion of the student surveys. All completed surveys shall be forwarded to the department. 

The department shall use the survey results to help assess the effectiveness of bullying prevention 

curricula and instruction developed and administered under subsection (c). The department shall collect 

and analyze the student survey data in order to: compare the survey results with the bullying incident data 

reported under subsection (k); identify long-term trends and areas of improvement; and monitor bullying 

prevention efforts in schools over time. The department shall make its findings available to the school 

official. 

(m) Each school district, charter school, approved private day or residential school or collaborative school 

may adopt an anti-bullying seal to represent the district or school's commitment to bullying prevention and 

intervention. 

(n) The department may investigate certain alleged incidents of bullying. If, upon completion of 

investigation by the department, a school district, charter school, approved private day or residential 

school or collaborative school is found to not have properly implemented its prevention plan as outlined in 

subsection (d), the department may require that school district, charter school, approved private day or 

residential school or collaborative school to properly implement the plan or take other actions to address 

the findings of the investigation. 

 

ALM GL ch. 269, § 17. Hazing; organizing or participating; hazing defined. 

Whoever is a principal organizer or participant in the crime of hazing, as defined herein, shall be punished 

by a fine of not more than three thousand dollars or by imprisonment in a house of correction for not more 

than one year, or both such fine and imprisonment. 

The term "hazing" as used in this section and in sections eighteen and nineteen, shall mean any conduct 

or method of initiation into any student organization, whether on public or private property, which wilfully 

or recklessly endangers the physical or mental health of any student or other person. Such conduct shall 

include whipping, beating, branding, forced calisthenics, exposure to the weather, forced consumption of 

any food, liquor, beverage, drug or other substance, or any other brutal treatment or forced physical 

activity which is likely to adversely affect the physical health or safety of any such student or other person, 

or which subjects such student or other person to extreme mental stress, including extended deprivation 

of sleep or rest or extended isolation. 
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Notwithstanding any other provisions of this section to the contrary, consent shall not be available as a 

defense to any prosecution under this action. 

 

ALM GL ch. 269, § 18. Failure to report hazing. 

Whoever knows that another person is the victim of hazing as defined in section seventeen and is at the 

scene of such crime shall, to the extent that such person can do so without danger or peril to himself or 

others, report such crime to an appropriate law enforcement official as soon as reasonably practicable. 

Whoever fails to report such crime shall be punished by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars. 

 

ALM GL ch. 269, § 19. Copy of Secs. 17 to 19; issuance to students and student groups, teams 

and organizations; report. 

Each institution of secondary education and each public or private institution of post secondary education 

shall file, at least annually, a report with the board of higher education and in the case of secondary 

institutions, the board of education, certifying that such institution has complied with its responsibility to 

inform student groups, teams or organizations and to notify each full time student enrolled by it of the 

provisions of this section and sections seventeen and eighteen and also certifying that said institution has 

adopted a disciplinary policy with regard to the organizers and participants of hazing, and that such policy 

has been set forth with appropriate emphasis in the student handbook or similar means of communicating 

the institution's policies to its students. The board of higher education and, in the case of secondary 

institutions, the board of education shall promulgate regulations governing the content and frequency of 

such reports, and shall forthwith report to the attorney general any such institution which fails to make 

such report. 

 
REGULATIONS 

 
603 CMR 26.07. Active efforts. 

(2) All public schools shall strive to prevent harassment or discrimination based upon students' race, 

color, sex, gender identity, religion, national origin or sexual orientation, and all public schools shall 

respond promptly to such discrimination or harassment when they have knowledge of its occurrence. 

(3) The school committee and the superintendent shall provide in-service training for all school personnel 

at least annually regarding the prevention of discrimination and harassment based upon race, color, sex, 

gender identity, religion, national origin and sexual orientation, and the appropriate methods for 

responding to such discrimination and harassment in a school setting. 

 

603 CMR 26.08. Notification and complaint procedure. 

(1) The superintendent shall be responsible for ensuring that all school handbooks and codes of conduct 

reference M.G.L. c. 76, § 5 and affirmatively state and explain the school's obligations under M.G.L. c. 76, 

§ 5. In order to ensure that such obligations are fulfilled, all school handbooks and codes of conduct shall 

also contain the following: 

(a) A nondiscrimination policy that is consistent with M.G.L. c. 76, § 5 and affirms the school's non- 

tolerance for harassment or discrimination, including that based upon race, color, sex, gender identity, 

religion, national origin or sexual orientation; and 

(b) The school's procedure for accepting, investigating and resolving complaints alleging discrimination 

or harassment; and 

(c) The disciplinary measures that the school may impose if it determines that harassment or 

discrimination has occurred. 
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603 CMR 33.01. Authority. 

603 CMR 33.00 is promulgated by the Board of Education pursuant to M.G.L. c. 269, § 19. 
 
603 CMR 33.02. Scope and purpose. 

603 CMR 33.00 governs the content and frequency of reports secondary schools must file with the Board 

of Education regarding the distribution of copies of the law against hazing and the adoption of a 

disciplinary policy concerning the organizers of and participants in hazing activities. 

603 CMR 33.03. Definitions. 

Hazing shall mean any conduct or method of initiation into any student organization, whether on public or 

private property, which willfully or recklessly endangers the physical or mental health of any student or 

other person. Such conduct shall include whipping, beating, branding, forced calisthenics, exposure to the 

weather, forced consumption of any food, liquor, beverage, drug or other substance, or any other brutal 

treatment or forced physical activity which is likely to adversely affect the physical health or safety of any 

such student or other person, or which subjects such student or other person to extreme mental stress, 

including extended deprivation of sleep or rest or extended isolation. 

 

603 CMR 33.04. Filing of reports. 

(1) On or before October 1 of each year, the principal or headmaster of every secondary school shall file 

a report as required by M.G.L. c. 269, § 19 with the Bureau of Student Services. 

(2) Such reports as required by 603 CMR 33.04(1) shall include the following certifications: 

(a) that the school has issued a copy of M.G.L. c. 269, §§ 17 through 19 to every group or organization 

under its authority and to every member, plebe, pledgee or applicant for membership in such group or 

organization; 

(b) that the school has issued a copy of M.G.L. c. 269, §§ 17 through 19, to every non-school affiliated 

organization; 

(c) that the school has obtained an acknowledgment of receipt from an officer of every group or 

organization under its authority, and every individual which has received a copy of M.G.L. c. 269, §§ 17 

through 19; 

(d) that the school has obtained an acknowledgment from a contact person for each non-school 

affiliated organization that such organization has distributed a copy of M.G.L. c. 269, §§ 17 through 19, 

to every member, plebe, pledgee or applicant for membership in such group or organization; 

(e) that the school has adopted a disciplinary policy with regard to the organizers of and participants in 

hazing which has been approved by the school committee, is available to anyone upon request and has 

been filed with the Bureau of Student Services as required by M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H. 

603 CMR 33.05. Notifying the Attorney General. 

(1) On November 1 of each year, the Commissioner of Education shall notify the Attorney General of any 

failure by a secondary school to file a report as required by M.G.L. c. 269, § 19. 

 

603 CMR 49.01. Authority. 

603 CMR 49.00 is promulgated by the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education pursuant to M.G.L. 

c. 71, § 37O, as added by St. 2010, c. 92. 

 
603 CMR 49.02. Scope and purpose. 

603 CMR 49.00 governs the requirements related to the duty of the principal or leader of a public school, 

approved private day or residential school, collaborative school, or charter school to notify the parents or 
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guardians of a target and an aggressor when there is an incident of bullying or retaliation, and to notify 

the local law enforcement agency when criminal charges may be pursued against the aggressor. 603 

CMR 49.00 also address confidentiality of student record information related to notification of bullying and 

retaliation. 

603 CMR 49.03. Definitions and terms. 

Aggressor means perpetrator of bullying or retaliation as defined in M.G.L. c. 71, § 37O. 

Approved Private Day or Residential School means a school that accepts, through agreement with a 

school committee, a student requiring special education pursuant to M.G.L. c. 71B, § 10 and 603 CMR 

28.09. 

Bullying, pursuant to M.G.L. c. 71, § 37O, means the repeated use by one or more students of a written, 

verbal or electronic expression or a physical act or gesture or any combination thereof, directed at a 

target that: 

(a) causes physical or emotional harm to the target or damage to the target's property; 

(b) places the target in reasonable fear of harm to himself or herself or damage to his or her property; 

(c) creates a hostile environment at school for the target; 

(d) infringes on the rights of the target at school; or 

(e) materially and substantially disrupts the education process or the orderly operation of a school. 

Bullying shall include cyberbullying. 

Charter School, pursuant to M.G.L. c. 71, § 37O, means a Commonwealth charter school or Horace 

Mann charter school established pursuant to M.G.L. c. 71, § 89. 

Collaborative School, pursuant to M.G.L. c. 71, § 37O, means a school operated by an educational 

collaborative established pursuant to M.G.L. c. 40, § 4E. 

Cyberbullying, pursuant to M.G.L. c. 71, § 37O, means bullying through the use of technology or any 

electronic communication, which shall include, but not be limited to, any transfer of signs, signals, writing, 

images, sounds, data or intelligence of any nature transmitted in whole or in part by a wire, radio, 

electromagnetic, photo electronic or photo optical system, including, but not limited to, electronic mail, 

internet communications, instant messages or facsimile communications. Cyberbullying shall also include: 

(a) the creation of a web page or blog in which the creator assumes the identity of another person; or 

(b) the knowing impersonation of another person as the author of posted content or messages, if the 

creation or impersonation creates any of the conditions in 603 CMR 49.03: Bullying(a) through (e). 

Cyberbullying shall also include the distribution by electronic means of a communication to more than 

one person or the posting of material on an electronic medium that may be accessed by one or more 

persons, if the distribution or posting creates any of the conditions in 603 CMR 49.03: Bullying(a) 

through (e). 

Hostile Environment, pursuant to M.G.L. c. 71, § 37O, means a situation in which bullying causes the 

school environment to be permeated with intimidation, ridicule or insult that is sufficiently severe or 

pervasive to alter the conditions of the student's education. 

Local Law Enforcement Agency means a local police department. 

Local Plan means the bullying prevention and intervention plan required to be developed under M.G.L. c. 

71, § 37O. 

Parent means a student's father or mother, or guardian. 

Principal means the administrative leader of a public school, charter school, collaborative school, or 

approved private day or residential school, or his or her designee for the purposes of implementing the 

school's bullying prevention and intervention plan. 
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Retaliation means any form of intimidation, reprisal or harassment directed against a person who reports 

bullying, provides information during an investigation about bullying, or witnesses or has reliable 

information about bullying. 

School means an approved private day or residential school, collaborative school, or charter school. 

School District, pursuant to M.G.L. c. 71, § 37O, means the school department of a city or town, a 

regional school district or a county agricultural school. 

Student Record has the meaning set forth in the Massachusetts Student Records Regulations, 603 CMR 

23.02. 

Target means a student victim of bullying or retaliation as defined in M.G.L. c. 71, § 37O. 
 
603 CMR 49.04. Bullying and retaliation prohibited. 

(1) Bullying of a student is prohibited as provided in M.G.L. c. 71, § 37O. Retaliation is also prohibited. 

(2) Bullying shall be prohibited on school grounds, property immediately adjacent to school grounds, at a 

school-sponsored or school-related activity, function or program whether on or off school grounds, at a 

school bus stop, on a school bus or other vehicle owned, leased or used by a school district or school, or 

through the use of technology or an electronic device owned, leased or used by a school district or 

school. Bullying at a location, activity, function or program that is not school-related, or through the use of 

technology or an electronic device that is not owned, leased or used by a school district or school, shall 

be prohibited if the bullying: 

(a) creates a hostile environment at school for the target; 

(b) infringes on the rights of the target at school; or 

(c) materially and substantially disrupts the education process or the orderly operation of a school. 

(3) Each school district and school shall have procedures for receiving reports of bullying or retaliation; 

promptly responding to and investigating such reports, and determining whether bullying or retaliation has 

occurred; responding to incidents of bullying or retaliation; and reporting to parents and law enforcement 

as set forth in 603 CMR 49.05 and 49.06. 

 

603 CMR 49.05. Notice to parents. 

(1) Upon investigation and determination that bullying or retaliation has occurred, the principal shall 

promptly notify the parents of the target and the aggressor of the determination and the school district or 

school's procedures for responding to the bullying or retaliation. The principal shall inform the target's 

parent of actions that school officials will take to prevent further acts of bullying or retaliation. Nothing in 

603 CMR 49.05(1) prohibits the principal from contacting a parent of a target or aggressor about a report 

of bullying or retaliation prior to a determination that bullying or retaliation has occurred. 

(2) Notice required by 603 CMR 49.05 shall be provided in the primary language of the home. 

(3) Each school district and school shall include the requirements and procedures for communicating with 

the parents of the aggressor and target of bullying or retaliation in the local plan. 

(4) A principal's notification to a parent about an incident or a report of bullying or retaliation must comply 

with confidentiality requirements of the Massachusetts Student Records Regulations, 603 CMR 23.00, 

and the Federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act Regulations, 34 CFR Part 99, as set forth in 

603 CMR 49.07. 

 

603 CMR 49.06. Notice to law enforcement agency. 

(1) Before the first day of each school year, the superintendent or designee of a school district and the 

school leader or designee of an approved private day or residential school, collaborative school, or 

charter school shall communicate with the chief of police or designee of the local police department about 
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the implementation of 603 CMR 49.06. Such communication may include agreeing on a method for 

notification, a process for informal communication, updates of prior written agreements, or any other 

subject appropriate to the implementation of 603 CMR 49.06. 

(2) At any point after receipt of a report of bullying or retaliation, including after an investigation, the 

principal shall notify the local law enforcement agency if the principal has a reasonable basis to believe 

that criminal charges may be pursued against the aggressor. Notice shall be consistent with the 

requirements of 603 CMR 49.00 and established agreements with the local law enforcement agency. The 

principal shall document the reasons for his or her decision to notify law enforcement. Nothing in 603 

CMR 49.06 shall be interpreted to require reporting to a law enforcement agency in situations in which 

bullying and retaliation can be handled appropriately within the school district or school. 

(a) In making the determination whether notification to law enforcement is appropriate, the principal may 

consult with the school resource officer and any other individuals the principal deems appropriate. 

(b) Nothing in 603 CMR 49.06 shall prevent the principal from taking appropriate disciplinary or other 

action pursuant to school district or school policy and state law, provided that disciplinary actions 

balance the need for accountability with the need to teach appropriate behavior. 

(c) The principal shall respond to the incident as set forth in relevant provisions of the local plan 

consistent with 603 CMR 49.06. 

(3) If an incident of bullying or retaliation occurs on school grounds and involves a former student under 

the age of 21 who is no longer enrolled in the school district or school, the principal of the school informed 

of the bullying or retaliation shall notify the local law enforcement agency if the principal has a reasonable 

basis to believe that criminal charges may be pursued against the aggressor. 

(4) Each school district and school shall include the requirements and procedures for communicating with 

the local law enforcement agency in the local plan. 

 

603 CMR 49.07. Confidentiality of records. 

(1) A principal may not disclose information from a student record of a target or aggressor to a parent 

unless the information is about the parent's own child. 

(2) A principal may disclose a determination of bullying or retaliation to a local law enforcement agency 

under 603 CMR 49.06 without the consent of a student or his or her parent. The principal shall 

communicate with law enforcement officials in a manner that protects the privacy of targets, student 

witnesses, and aggressors to the extent practicable under the circumstances. 

(3) A principal may disclose student record information about a target or aggressor to appropriate parties 

in addition to law enforcement in connection with a health or safety emergency if knowledge of the 

information is necessary to protect the health or safety of the student or other individuals as provided in 

603 CMR 23.07(4)(e) and 34 CFR 99.31(a)(10) and 99.36. 603 CMR 49.07(3) is limited to instances in 

which the principal has determined there is an immediate and significant threat to the health or safety of 

the student or other individuals. It is limited to the period of emergency and does not allow for blanket 

disclosure of student record information. The principal must document the disclosures and the reasons 

that the principal determined that a health or safety emergency exists. 

 

Dating and Relationship Violence 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 71, § 1. Maintenance; double sessions; subjects; twelve-month school year. 

Every town shall maintain, for at least the number of days required by the board of education in each 

school year unless specifically exempted as to any one year by said board, a sufficient number of schools 
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for the instruction of all children who may legally attend a public school therein. No town shall hold double 

sessions in any public school, if in any other public school of comparable grade levels in such town there 

are vacant spaces for more than thirty-five children, the number of such vacant spaces to be computed 

without exceeding a maximum of thirty-five children to a classroom. The board of education may suspend 

the application of the preceding sentence in a particular town for a limited period. Such schools shall be 

taught by teachers of competent ability and good morals, and shall give instruction and training in 

orthography, reading, writing, the English language and grammar, geography, arithmetic, drawing, music, 

the history and constitution of the United States, the duties of citizenship, health education, physical 

education and good behavior. Instruction in health education shall include, but shall not be limited to: 

consumer health, ecology, community health, body structure and function, safety, nutrition, fitness and 

body dynamics, dental health, emotional development safe and healthy relationships with a focus on 

preventing sexual and domestic violence, and training in the administration of first aid, including 

cardiopulmonary resuscitation. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 2C. Implementation of policy and discipline code addressing teen dating 

violence in public schools. 

Each school district in the commonwealth, subject to appropriation, shall implement a specific policy and 

discipline code to address teen dating violence in public schools. The policy shall clearly state that dating 

violence will not be tolerated and shall include guidelines for addressing alleged incidents of dating 

violence. The policy may include a teen dating violence prevention task force comprised of staff, students 

and parents to provide awareness training and education for the school community. Topics to be covered 

in the policy include, without limitation, defining the issue of teen dating violence, recognizing warning 

signs, identifying issues of confidentiality, safety and appropriate legal school-based interventions. 

 
REGULATIONS 

No relevant regulations found. 
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Prevention, Behavioral Intervention, and Supports 
 

State Model Policies and Implementation Support 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 3, § 67. Commission on lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer and questioning 

youth; membership; terms; powers and duties. 

(c) The commission shall investigate the use of resources from both the public and private sectors to 

enhance and improve the ability of state agencies to provide services to gay and lesbian youth. In 

furtherance of that responsibility, the commission shall: (1) work in partnership with the department of 

education and the department of public health to create school-based and community-based programs 

focusing on suicide prevention, violence intervention, and the promotion of zero-tolerance policies 

regarding harassment and discrimination against gay and lesbian youth; and (2) make recommendations 

about policies and programs supporting gay and lesbian youth on an ongoing basis to the department of 

education, the department of public health and the executive office of health and human services. The 

commission shall annually, on or before June 2, report the results of its findings and activities of the 

preceding year and make recommendations relating to the concerns of gay and lesbian youth to the 

governor and to the clerks of the senate and house of representatives. 

 

ALM GL ch. 69, § 1N. Alternative education grant program. 

(c) The commissioner shall evaluate annually the effectiveness of programs established under this 

section including the potential for replicating such programs throughout the commonwealth. The annual 

evaluation shall also examine whether students in alternative education programs funded under this 

section are being taught to the same academic standards required for all students, how much time 

students are spending in the programs, the racial profile of expelled or suspended students and the 

percentages of the students who are in special education or bilingual education. The commissioner shall 

also provide technical assistance to school districts seeking to replicate programs funded under this 

section, and shall provide training for teachers in the development of effective remediation plans for 

students in alternative education, and in the development of skills, techniques, and innovative strategies 

to assist the students. In evaluating programs funded under subsection (b), the commissioner shall 

consult with the department of public health, the department of mental health, and the advisory committee 

established pursuant to said subsection (b). 

 

ALM GL ch. 69, § 1P. Safe and supportive schools framework. 

(b) Consistent with the framework recommended by the behavioral health and public schools task force 

created under section 19 of chapter 321 of the acts of 2008, the department of elementary and secondary 

education shall develop a safe and supportive schools framework. The framework shall provide guidance 

and support to schools to assist with the creation of safe and supportive schools that improve education 

outcomes for students. 

(c) Subject to appropriation, any city, town or school district, by vote of its school committee, may 

implement the safe and supportive schools framework developed under subsection (b) in order to 

organize, integrate and sustain school and district-wide efforts to create safe and supportive school 

environments and coordinate and align student support initiatives. [...] 

(f) Subject to appropriation, the department shall facilitate and oversee the implementation of the safe and 

supportive schools framework in schools that vote to develop and implement the framework. The 

department shall, subject to appropriation: (i) provide technical assistance to schools on using the self- 

assessment tool and developing school action plans and to districts on coordinating with community 
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service providers and developing strategies to facilitate the district-wide implementation of the framework; 

(ii) develop and disseminate model protocols and practices identified in the framework; (iii) establish a 

safe and supportive schools grant program, through which grantees shall pilot and share with other 

schools an effective process for developing and implementing school action plans; (iv) update its website 

to include the framework, the self-assessment tool, best practices and other information related to the 

implementation of the framework; (v) host regional trainings for schools and districts; and (vi) provide 

administrative support to the safe and supportive schools commission established under subsection (e). 

Nothing in this section shall be construed as limiting the ability of the department to contract with 

individuals, external partners or other entities to support the functions established under this section; 

provided, however, that the department shall consider opportunities for education collaboratives or other 

regional service organizations to coordinate and disseminate training, technical assistance and 

information to school districts on the implementation of the framework. [...] 

The commission shall: (i) investigate and make recommendations to the board on updating, improving 

and refining the framework and the self-assessment tool as appropriate; (ii) identify strategies for 

increasing schools' capacity to carry out the administrative functions identified by the behavioral health 

and public schools task force; (iii) propose steps for improving schools' access to clinically, culturally and 

linguistically appropriate services; (iv) identify and recommend evidenced-based training programs and 

professional development for school staff on addressing students' behavioral health and creating safe and 

supportive learning environments; (v) identify federal funding sources that can be leveraged to support 

statewide implementation of the framework; (vi) develop recommendations on best practices for 

collaboration with families, including families of children with behavioral health needs; and (vii) examine 

and recommend model approaches for integrating school action plans, required under subsection (e), 

with school improvement plans and for using the framework to organize other school and district 

improvement processes. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 37H. Policies relative to conduct of teachers or students; student handbooks. 

Notwithstanding any general or special law to the contrary, all student handbooks shall contain the 

following provisions: 

(g) Under the regulations promulgated by the department, for each school that suspends or expels a 

significant number of students for more than 10 cumulative days in a school year, the commissioner 

shall investigate and, as appropriate, shall recommend models that incorporate intermediary steps prior 

to the use of suspension or expulsion. The results of the analysis shall be publicly reported at the 

school district level. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 37O. School bullying prohibited; bullying prevention and intervention plans; 

reporting of bullying incident date. 

(j) The department, after consultation with the department of public health, the department of mental 

health, the attorney general, the Massachusetts District Attorneys Association and experts on bullying 

shall: (i) publish a model plan for school districts and schools to consider when creating their plans; and 

(ii) compile a list of bullying prevention and intervention resources, evidence-based curricula, best 

practices and academic-based research that shall be made available to schools. The model plan shall be 

consistent with the behavioral health and public schools framework developed by the department in 

accordance with section 19 of chapter 321 of the acts of 2008. The resources may include, but shall not 

be limited to, print, audio, video or digital media; subscription based online services; and on-site or 

technology-enabled professional development and training sessions. The department shall biennially 

update the model plan and the list of the resources, curricula, best practices and research and shall post 

them on its website. 
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ALM GL ch. 71, § 37P. School resource officers. 

(a) As used in this section the following words shall, unless the context clearly requires otherwise, have 

the following meanings: 

"Chief of police", the chief of police or the board or officer having control of the police department in a city 

or town. 

"Commission", the model school resource officer memorandum of understanding review commission 

established in subsection (b). 

"Model memorandum of understanding", the model school resource officer memorandum of 

understanding developed by the commission. 

"School resource officer", a duly sworn municipal police officer with all necessary training, up-to-date 

certificates, including special school resource officer certification as required by subsection (b) of section 

3 of chapter 6E or a special officer appointed by the chief of police charged with: (i) providing law 

enforcement; (ii) promoting school safety and security services to elementary and secondary public 

schools; and (iii) maintaining a positive school climate for all students, families and staff. For the purpose 

of this section, a school resource officer shall be exempt pursuant to subsection (j) of section 10 of 

chapter 269, while serving in the officer's official capacity. 

(b) There shall be a model school resource officer memorandum of understanding review commission to 

develop and review the model memorandum of understanding and make recommendations for changes 

to the model memorandum of understanding as the commission deems appropriate. 

The commission shall include: the commissioner of elementary and secondary education and the 

secretary of the executive office of public safety and security, who shall serve as co-chairs; the attorney 

general or a designee; the child advocate or a designee; the chief justice of the juvenile court or a 

designee; the secretary of health and human services or a designee; the executive director of the 

Massachusetts Association of School Superintendents, Inc. or a designee ; the president of the 

Massachusetts Chiefs of Police Association Incorporated or a designee; the president of the 

Massachusetts Major City Chiefs, Inc. or a designee; the executive director of the municipal police 

training committee established in section 116 of chapter 6 or a designee; the certification director of the 

division of police certification established in section 4 of chapter 6E or a designee; the executive director 

of the mental health legal advisors committee established in section 34E of chapter 221 or a designee; 

the executive director of Citizens for Juvenile Justice, Inc. or a designee; the executive director of the 

Children's League of Massachusetts, Inc. or a designee; a Massachusetts public school superintendent, 

to be appointed by the senate president; a Massachusetts public school teacher, to appointed by the 

speaker of the house of representatives; a Massachusetts public school social worker, to be appointed by 

the minority leader of the senate; a parent or guardian of a child in a Massachusetts public school, to be 

appointed by the minority leader of the house of representatives; and 4 members to be appointed by the 

governor: 1 of whom shall be a representative of the Massachusetts Association of School Committees, 

Inc., 1 of whom shall be a representative of Massachusetts School Counselors Association, Inc. and 2 of 

whom shall be representatives from Massachusetts youth organizations with proven records of supporting 

services and programs for high numbers of youths in order to ensure healthy development and social 

responsibility. 

The model memorandum of understanding shall be developed for schools and police departments as the 

minimum requirement for schools to formalize and clarify implementation of the partnership between the 

school and the school resource officer. In conducting such development and review, the commission shall 

determine the necessary provisions to achieve the district's educational and school safety goals and to 

help maintain a positive school environment for all students. 

The model memorandum of understanding shall, at minimum, describe: (i) the mission statement, goals 

and objectives of the school resource officer program; (ii) the roles and responsibilities of the school 
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resource officer, the police department and the school; (iii) the process for selecting school resource 

officers; (iv) the mechanisms to incorporate school resource officers into the school environment, 

including school safety meetings; (v) information sharing between school resource officers, school staff 

and other partners; (vi) the organizational structure of the school resource officer program, including 

supervision of school resource officers and the lines of communication between the school district and 

police department; (vii) training for school resource officers, including, but not limited to, continuing 

professional development in child and adolescent development, conflict resolution and diversion 

strategies, de-escalation tactics and any other training required by the municipal police training committee 

established in section 116 of chapter 6; and (viii) the manner and division of responsibility for collecting 

and reporting the school-based arrests, citations and court referrals of students to the department of 

elementary and secondary education in accordance with regulations promulgated by the department. 

The model memorandum of understanding shall expressly state that school resource officers shall not: (i) 

serve as school disciplinarians, enforcers of school regulations or in place of licensed school 

psychologists, psychiatrists or counselors; and (ii) use police powers to address traditional school 

discipline issues, including non-violent disruptive behavior. 

In carrying out its duties under this section, the commissioner of elementary and secondary education 

shall work with the executive office of public safety and security to provide the commission with any data 

and information they consider relevant to the commission's duties. 

The commission shall meet every 5 years for the purpose of developing and reviewing the model 

memorandum of understanding. The model memorandum of understanding shall be subject to final 

approval by the co-chairs of the commission and shall be made publicly available by the department of 

elementary and secondary education, distributed to school districts and filed with the clerks of the house 

of representatives and senate. 

Members shall not receive compensation for their services but may receive reimbursement for the 

reasonable expenses incurred in carrying out their responsibilities as members of the commission. The 

commissioner of elementary and secondary education shall furnish reasonable staff and other support for 

the work of the commission. Prior to issuing its recommendations, the commission shall provide the 

opportunity to seek public input across regions of the commonwealth. It shall not constitute a violation of 

chapter 268A for a person employed by a school district to serve on the commission or to participate in 

commission deliberations that may have a financial impact on the district or municipality employing that 

person. The commission may establish procedures to ensure that no such person participates in 

commission deliberations that may directly affect the school districts employing those persons. 

(c) The executive office of public safety and security, in consultation with the department of elementary 

and secondary education, shall make available to all communities the model memorandum of 

understanding, statements of operating procedures and advisories on how to establish said documents. 

(d) For the purpose of fostering a safe and healthy environment for all students through strategic and 

appropriate use of law enforcement resources and to achieve positive outcomes for youth and public 

safety, a chief of police, at the request of the superintendent and subject to appropriation, shall assign at 

least 1 school resource officer to serve the city, town, commonwealth charter school, regional school 

district or county agricultural school. In the case of a regional school district, commonwealth charter 

school or county agriculture school, the chief of police of the city or town in which the school is located 

shall, at the request of the superintendent, assign the school resource officer who may be the same 

officer for all schools in the city or town. Annually, not later than August 1, the superintendent shall report 

to the department of elementary and secondary education and publicly present to the relevant school 

committee: (i) the cost to the school district of assigning a school resource officer; (ii) a description of the 

proposed budget for mental, social or emotional health support personnel for the school; and (iii) the 
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number of school-based arrests, citations and court referrals made in the previous year disaggregated as 

required by the department of elementary and secondary education. 

In assigning a school resource officer, the chief of police shall assign an officer that the chief believes 

would strive to foster an optimal learning environment and educational community that promotes a strong 

partnership between school and police personnel. The chief of police shall give preference to candidates 

who demonstrate the requisite personality and character to work effectively with children, youth and 

educators in a school environment with a demonstrated ability to work successfully with a population that 

has a similar racial and ethnic background as those prevalent in the student body, and who have received 

specialized training relating to working with adolescents and children, including cognitive development, 

de-escalation tactics, as defined in section 1 of chapter 6E and alternatives to arrest and diversion 

strategies. The appointment shall not be based solely on seniority. The performance of a school resource 

officer shall be reviewed annually by the superintendent and the chief of police. 

The superintendent and the chief of police shall adopt, at minimum, the model memorandum of 

understanding developed by the commission pursuant to subsection (b) and may add further provisions 

as they mutually deem fit; provided, however, that no further provision included in the memorandum of 

understanding adopted by said superintendent and said chief of police shall conflict with or omit any 

provisions of this section. The final memorandum of understanding adopted by the superintendent and 

the chief of police shall be made public and placed on file annually with the department of elementary and 

secondary education and in the offices of the school superintendent and the chief of police. 

The chief of police, in consultation with the school superintendent, shall establish operating procedures to 

provide guidance to school resource officers about daily operations, policies and procedures. At a 

minimum, the operating procedures as established by the chief of police, shall describe the following for 

the school resource officer: 

(i) the school resource officer uniform; 

(ii) use of police force, arrest, citation and court referral on school property; 

(iii) a statement and description of students' legal rights, including the process for searching and 

questioning students and circumstances requiring notification to and presence of parents and 

administrators; 

(iv) chain of command, including delineating to whom the school resource officer reports and how 

school administrators and the school resource officer work together; 

(v) performance evaluation standards, which shall incorporate monitoring compliance with the 

memorandum of understanding and use of arrest, citation and police force in school; 

(vi) protocols for diverting and referring at-risk students to school and community-based supports and 

providers; and 

(vii) information sharing between the school resource officer, school staff and parents or guardians. 

(e) Each school shall annually file its final memorandum of understanding and operating procedures with 

the department of elementary and secondary education. The department of elementary and secondary 

education shall collect data on the number of mental and social emotional health support personnel and 

the number of school resource officers employed by each local education agency and shall publish a 

report of the data on its website. The department shall promulgate rules or regulations necessary to carry 

out this section. 

(f) Notwithstanding subsection (d), if the chief of police, in consultation with the superintendent, 

determines that there are not sufficient resources to assign a school resource officer to serve the city, 

town, regional school district or county agricultural school, the chief of police shall consult with the 

department of state police to ensure that a school resource officer is assigned, subject to appropriation, 

pursuant to the requirements of this section; provided, further, that if a state police officer is assigned to a 
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city, town, regional school district or county agricultural school, said assignment shall not be based solely 

on seniority and a candidate shall be considered who would strive to foster an optimal learning 

environment and educational community; provided, further, that there shall be placed on file in the office 

of the superintendent and the department of state police the final memorandum of understanding clearly 

defining the roles and duties of the school resource officer. 

(g) No public employer shall be liable for injury, loss of property, personal injury or death caused by an act 

or omission of a public employee while acting in the scope of the public employee's employment and 

arising out of the implementation of this section. This section shall not be construed as creating or 

imposing a specific duty of care. 

The department of elementary and secondary education shall collect and publish disaggregated data 

regarding school-based arrests, citations and court referrals of students to the department and shall make 

such report available for public review. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 96. Substance use prevention and abuse education policies for public schools. 

The department of elementary and secondary education, in consultation with the department of public 

health, shall provide guidance and recommendations to assist schools with developing and implementing 

effective substance use prevention and abuse education policies and shall make such guidance and 

recommendations publicly available on the department's website. Guidance and recommendations may 

include educating parents or guardians on recognizing warning signs of substance abuse and providing 

available resources. Guidance and recommendations shall be reviewed and regularly updated to reflect 

applicable research and best practices. 

 
REGULATIONS 

No relevant regulations found. 

 

Multi-tiered Frameworks and Systems of Support 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 69, § 1P. Safe and supportive schools framework. 

(a) As used in this section the term "safe and supportive schools" shall mean schools that foster a safe, 

positive, healthy and inclusive whole-school learning environment that: (i) enables students to develop 

positive relationships with adults and peers, regulate their emotions and behavior, achieve academic and 

non-academic success in school and maintain physical and psychological health and well-being; and (ii) 

integrates services and aligns initiatives that promote students' behavioral health, including social and 

emotional learning, bullying prevention, trauma sensitivity, dropout prevention, truancy reduction, 

children's mental health, foster care and homeless youth education, inclusion of students with disabilities, 

positive behavioral approaches that reduce suspensions and expulsions and other similar initiatives. 

 
REGULATIONS 

 
603 CMR 53.05. Alternatives to suspension under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H¾. 

In every case of student misconduct for which suspension may be imposed, a principal shall exercise 

discretion in deciding the consequence for the offense; consider ways to reengage the student in learning; 

and avoid using long-term suspension from school as a consequence until alternatives have been tried. 

Alternatives may include the use of evidence-based strategies and programs such as mediation, conflict 

resolution, restorative justice, and positive interventions and supports. 
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Prevention 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 15, § 1G. Advisory councils to board; membership; duties. 

There shall be established advisory councils to the board in the following areas: school and district 

accountability and assistance; life management skills; home economics; educational personnel; fine arts 

education; gifted and talented education; math and science education; racial imbalance; parent and 

community education and involvement; special education; bilingual education; digital learning; vocational- 

technical education; violence prevention; adult basic education; global education and comprehensive 

health education and human service programs. [...] 

The advisory council on violence prevention shall consist of twelve members, who shall include one 

assistant district attorney, one assistant attorney general, two teachers of public schools in the 

commonwealth, one duly elected member of a school committee in the commonwealth, one school 

district superintendent in the commonwealth, one principal of a public school in the commonwealth, one 

police chief and two students enrolled in secondary public schools in the commonwealth. Of the student 

members, at least one shall have experience with a youth violence prevention program. 

 

 
ALM GL ch. 69, § 1N. Alternative education grant program. 

Grants may also be awarded to assist school districts in developing comprehensive programs to help 

prevent violence in schools, from whatever causes, and to promote school safety. The programs shall be 

designed to meet the following objectives: creating a school environment where students feel safe and 

that prevents problems from starting; helping students to take the lead in keeping the school safe; 

ensuring that school personnel have the skills and resources to identify and intervene with at-risk 

students; equipping students and teachers with the skills needed to avoid conflict and violence; and 

helping schools and individuals to reconnect with the community and share resources. 

 

ALM GL ch. 69, § 1P. Safe and supportive schools framework. 

(a) As used in this section the term "safe and supportive schools" shall mean schools that foster a safe, 

positive, healthy and inclusive whole-school learning environment that: (i) enables students to develop 

positive relationships with adults and peers, regulate their emotions and behavior, achieve academic and 

non-academic success in school and maintain physical and psychological health and well-being; and (ii) 

integrates services and aligns initiatives that promote students' behavioral health, including social and 

emotional learning, bullying prevention, trauma sensitivity, dropout prevention, truancy reduction, 

children's mental health, foster care and homeless youth education, inclusion of students with disabilities, 

positive behavioral approaches that reduce suspensions and expulsions and other similar initiatives. 

 
REGULATIONS 

No relevant regulations found. 
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Social-emotional Learning (SEL) 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 69, § 1L. Comprehensive interdisciplinary health education and human service 

discretionary grant program; proposals; rejection; funds. 

Instruction in health education shall include, but shall not be limited to, consumer health, ecology, 

community health, body structure and function safety, nutrition, fitness and body dynamics, dental health, 

emotional and character development, promotion of self-esteem skills, AIDS/HIV prevention education in 

accordance with policies or regulations of the board, and training in the administration of first aid, 

including cardiopulmonary resuscitation. 

 

ALM GL ch. 69, § 1P. Safe and supportive schools framework. 

(a) As used in this section the term "safe and supportive schools" shall mean schools that foster a safe, 

positive, healthy and inclusive whole-school learning environment that: 

(i) enables students to develop positive relationships with adults and peers, regulate their emotions and 

behavior, achieve academic and non-academic success in school and maintain physical and 

psychological health and well-being; and (ii) integrates services and aligns initiatives that promote 

students' behavioral health, including social and emotional learning, bullying prevention, trauma 

sensitivity, dropout prevention, truancy reduction, children's mental health, foster care and homeless 

youth education, inclusion of students with disabilities, positive behavioral approaches that reduce 

suspensions and expulsions and other similar initiatives. 

 
REGULATIONS 

No relevant regulations found. 

 

Trauma-informed Practices 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 69, § 1N. Alternative education grant program. 

(b) The department shall establish a grant program, subject to appropriation, to assist school districts 

with the development and establishment of in-school regular education programs and services to address 

within the regular education school program the educational and psycho-social needs of children whose 

behavior interferes with learning, particularly those who are suffering from the traumatic effects of 

exposure to violence. As used in this subsection, students suffering from the traumatic effects of 

exposure to violence shall include, but not be limited to, those exposed to abuse, family or community 

violence, war, homelessness or any combination thereof. The grants shall support the development of 

school based teams with community ties that: (1) collaborate with broadly recognized experts in the fields 

of trauma and family and community violence and with battered women shelters; (2) provide ongoing 

training to inform and train teachers, administrators, and other school personnel to understand and 

identify the symptoms and trauma; and (3) evaluate school policy and existing school and community 

programs and services to determine whether and to what extent students identified as suffering from 

exposure to trauma can receive effective supports and interventions that can help them to succeed in 

their public school programs, and where necessary be referred quickly and confidentially to appropriate 

services. [...] 

The department of education, in consultation with the department of public health and the department of 

mental health, shall establish an advisory committee to assist in implementing the grant program and in 
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assisting public schools in addressing the learning and behavior problems of students who manifest 

trauma-related symptoms or classroom behavior that interferes with learning. Members of the advisory 

committee shall include but not be limited to: 3 educators, 1 of whom shall serve as the chair, appointed 

by the commissioner of the department of education; 2 leaders in the field of trauma and its relationship to 

school learning and behavior appointed by the commissioner of the department of public health; 2 leaders 

in mental health with expertise in family and/or community violence appointed by the commissioner of 

mental health; 1 leader in battered women's services appointed by the commissioner of public health; 1 

leader in the area of homelessness and its impact on children appointed by commissioner of mental 

health; and 3 parents, 1 each appointed by the commissioner of education, the commissioner of public 

health, the commissioner of mental health. The advisory committee, at its discretion, may select additional 

members with relevant experience including but not limited to child advocates, medical doctors and 

representatives of juvenile and probate court. 

 

ALM GL ch. 69, § 1P. Safe and supportive schools framework. 

(a) As used in this section the term "safe and supportive schools" shall mean schools that foster a safe, 

positive, healthy and inclusive whole-school learning environment that: (i) enables students to develop 

positive relationships with adults and peers, regulate their emotions and behavior, achieve academic and 

non-academic success in school and maintain physical and psychological health and well-being; and (ii) 

integrates services and aligns initiatives that promote students' behavioral health, including social and 

emotional learning, bullying prevention, trauma sensitivity, dropout prevention, truancy reduction, 

children's mental health, foster care and homeless youth education, inclusion of students with disabilities, 

positive behavioral approaches that reduce suspensions and expulsions and other similar initiatives. 

 
REGULATIONS 

No relevant regulations found. 

 

Mental Health Literacy Training 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 69, § 1P. Safe and supportive schools framework. 

(g) The commission shall: (i) investigate and make recommendations to the board on updating, improving 

and refining the framework and the self-assessment tool as appropriate; (ii) identify strategies for 

increasing schools' capacity to carry out the administrative functions identified by the behavioral health 

and public schools task force; (iii) propose steps for improving schools' access to clinically, culturally and 

linguistically appropriate services; (iv) identify and recommend evidenced-based training programs and 

professional development for school staff on addressing students' behavioral health and creating safe and 

supportive learning environments; (v) identify federal funding sources that can be leveraged to support 

statewide implementation of the framework; (vi) develop recommendations on best practices for 

collaboration with families, including families of children with behavioral health needs; and (vii) examine 

and recommend model approaches for integrating school action plans, required under subsection (e), 

with school improvement plans and for using the framework to organize other school and district 

improvement processes. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 95. Reimbursement aid to municipalities for costs incurred for federal military 

reservation students. 

(b) The department shall, in consultation with the department of public health and suicide prevention 

experts, develop a list of approved training materials to fulfill the requirements of this section. Approved 
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materials shall include training on how to identify appropriate mental health services both within the 

school and the larger community, and when and how to refer students and their families to those 

services. 

 

ALM GL ch. 111, § 223. Nutritional standards for sale or provision of foods or beverages in public 

schools; school wellness advisory committees; food safety inspections at public schools. 

(b) The department, in consultation with the department of elementary and secondary education and the 

department of mental health, shall establish, and periodically review, guidelines for: 

(i) the training of all public school nurses in behavioral health and appropriate screening and resources 

for the treatment of childhood obesity and behavioral health disorders, including eating disorders. 

 
REGULATIONS 

No relevant regulations found. 

 

School-based Behavioral Health Programs 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 69, § 1A. Department of elementary and secondary education; commissioner; duties. 

The commissioner shall consult with the commissioner of mental health prior to taking an action 

substantially affecting the design and implementation of behavioral health services for children under 

guidelines established by the commissioner and the secretary of health and human services under 

section 16S of chapter 6A. 

 

ALM GL ch. 69, § 1P. Safe and supportive schools framework. 

(a) As used in this section the term "safe and supportive schools" shall mean schools that foster a safe, 

positive, healthy and inclusive whole-school learning environment that: (i) enables students to develop 

positive relationships with adults and peers, regulate their emotions and behavior, achieve academic and 

non-academic success in school and maintain physical and psychological health and well-being; and (ii) 

integrates services and aligns initiatives that promote students' behavioral health, including social and 

emotional learning, bullying prevention, trauma sensitivity, dropout prevention, truancy reduction, 

children's mental health, foster care and homeless youth education, inclusion of students with disabilities, 

positive behavioral approaches that reduce suspensions and expulsions and other similar initiatives. [...] 

(g) The commission shall: (i) investigate and make recommendations to the board on updating, improving 

and refining the framework and the self-assessment tool as appropriate; (ii) identify strategies for 

increasing schools' capacity to carry out the administrative functions identified by the behavioral health 

and public schools task force; (iii) propose steps for improving schools' access to clinically, culturally and 

linguistically appropriate services; (iv) identify and recommend evidenced-based training programs and 

professional development for school staff on addressing students' behavioral health and creating safe and 

supportive learning environments; (v) identify federal funding sources that can be leveraged to support 

statewide implementation of the framework; (vi) develop recommendations on best practices for 

collaboration with families, including families of children with behavioral health needs; and (vii) examine 

and recommend model approaches for integrating school action plans, required under subsection (e), 

with school improvement plans and for using the framework to organize other school and district 

improvement processes. [...] 

The commission shall: (i) investigate and make recommendations to the board on updating, improving 

and refining the framework and the self-assessment tool as appropriate; (ii) identify strategies for 

increasing schools' capacity to carry out the administrative functions identified by the behavioral health 
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and public schools task force; (iii) propose steps for improving schools' access to clinically, culturally and 

linguistically appropriate services; (iv) identify and recommend evidenced-based training programs and 

professional development for school staff on addressing students' behavioral health and creating safe and 

supportive learning environments; (v) identify federal funding sources that can be leveraged to support 

statewide implementation of the framework; (vi) develop recommendations on best practices for 

collaboration with families, including families of children with behavioral health needs; and (vii) examine 

and recommend model approaches for integrating school action plans, required under subsection (e), 

with school improvement plans and for using the framework to organize other school and district 

improvement processes. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 37Q. Mental health support plans. 

(a) As used in this section the following words shall have the following meanings, unless the context 

clearly requires otherwise:- 

"Approved private day or residential school", a school that accepts, through agreement with a school 

committee, a child requiring special education pursuant to section 10 of chapter 71B. 

"Charter school", commonwealth charter schools and Horace Mann charter schools established pursuant 

to section 89. 

"Collaborative school", a school operated by an educational collaborative established pursuant to section 

4E of chapter 40. 

"Plan", a mental health support plan established pursuant to subsection (b). 

"School district", the school department of a city or town, a regional school district or a county agricultural 

school. 

(b) Each school district, charter school, approved private day or residential school and collaborative 

school shall develop and adhere to a plan to address the general mental health needs of its students, 

including the students' families, teachers and school administrators. Each plan shall also address the 

potential need for emergency and acute treatment for students, including the students' families, teachers 

and school administrators as a result of a tragedy or crisis within the district or school. Before September 

1 of each year, each school district, charter school, approved private day or residential school and 

collaborative school shall review and update its plan to achieve best practices. 

(c) The department of elementary and secondary education shall promulgate rules or regulations 

necessary to carry out this section. 

(d) No public employer shall be liable for injury, loss of property, personal injury or death caused by an act 

or omission of a public employee while acting in the scope of the public employee's employment and 

arising out of the implementation of this section. This section shall not be construed as creating or 

imposing a specific duty of care. 

 
REGULATIONS 

No relevant regulations found. 
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Monitoring and Accountability 
 

Formal Incident Reporting of Conduct Violations 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 71, § 37L. Notification to school personnel of reporting requirements for child abuse 

and neglect and fires; reports of students possessing or using dangerous weapons on school 

premises; transferred students’ school records. 

In addition, any school department personnel shall report in writing to their immediate supervisor an 

incident involving a student's possession or use of a dangerous weapon on school premises at any time. 

Supervisors who receive such a weapon report shall file it with the superintendent of said school, who 

shall file copies of said weapon report with the local chief of police, the department of children and 

families, the office of student services or its equivalent in any school district, and the local school 

committee. Said superintendent, police chief, and representative from the department of children and 

families, together with a representative from the office of student services or its equivalent, shall arrange 

an assessment of the student involved in said weapon report. Said student shall be referred to a 

counseling program; provided, however, that said counseling shall be in accordance with acceptable 

standards as set forth by the board of education. Upon completion of a counseling session, a follow-up 

assessment shall be made of said student by those involved in the initial assessment. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 37O. School bullying prohibited; bullying prevention and intervention plans; 

reporting of bullying incident date. 

(d)(2) Each plan shall include, but not be limited to: (i) descriptions of and statements prohibiting bullying, 

cyber-bullying and retaliation, including procedures for collecting, maintaining and reporting bullying 

incident data required under subsection (k); (ii) clear procedures for students, staff, parents, guardians 

and others to report bullying or retaliation; (iii) a provision that reports of bullying or retaliation may be 

made anonymously; provided, however, that no disciplinary action shall be taken against a student solely 

on the basis of an anonymous report; (iv) clear procedures for promptly responding to and investigating 

reports of bullying or retaliation; (v) the range of disciplinary actions that may be taken against a 

perpetrator for bullying or retaliation; provided, however, that the disciplinary actions shall balance the 

need for accountability with the need to teach appropriate behavior; (vi) clear procedures for restoring a 

sense of safety for a victim and assessing that victim's needs for protection; (vii) strategies for protecting 

from bullying or retaliation a person who reports bullying, provides information during an investigation of 

bullying or witnesses or has reliable information about an act of bullying; (viii) procedures consistent with 

state and federal law for promptly notifying the parents or guardians of a victim and a perpetrator; 

provided, that the parents or guardians of a victim shall also be notified of the action taken to prevent any 

further acts of bullying or retaliation; and provided, further, that the procedures shall provide for immediate 

notification pursuant to regulations promulgated under this subsection by the principal or person who 

holds a comparable role to the local law enforcement agency when criminal charges may be pursued 

against the perpetrator; (ix) a provision that a student who knowingly makes a false accusation of bullying 

or retaliation shall be subject to disciplinary action; and (x) a strategy for providing counseling or referral 

to appropriate services for perpetrators and victims and for appropriate family members of said students. 

The plan shall afford all students the same protection regardless of their status under the law. [...] 

(h) If an incident of bullying or retaliation involves students from more than one school district, charter 

school, non-public school, approved private day or residential school or collaborative school, the school 

district or school first informed of the bullying or retaliation shall, consistent with state and federal law, 

promptly notify the appropriate administrator of the other school district or school so that both may take 
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appropriate action. If an incident of bullying or retaliation occurs on school grounds and involves a former 

student under the age of 21 who is no longer enrolled in a local school district, charter school, non-public 

school, approved private day or residential school or collaborative school, the school district or school 

informed of the bullying or retaliation shall contact law enforcement consistent with the provisions of 

clause (viii) of the second paragraph of subsection (d). 

 
REGULATIONS 

 
603 CMR 46.06. Reporting requirements. 

(1) Circumstances under which a physical restraint must be reported. Program staff shall report the use of 

any physical restraint as specified in 603 CMR 46.06(2). 

(2) Informing the Principal. The program staff member who administered the restraint shall verbally inform 

the principal of the restraint as soon as possible, and by written report no later than the next school 

working day. The written report shall be provided to the principal for review of the use of the restraint. If 

the principal has administered the restraint, the principal shall prepare the report and submit it to an 

individual or team designated by the superintendent or board of trustees for review. The principal shall 

maintain an on-going record of all reported instances of physical restraint, which shall be made available 

for review by the Department or the student's parent, upon request. [...] 

(4) Contents of Report. The written report required by 603 CMR 46.06(2) and (3) shall include: 

(a) The name of the student; the names and job titles of the staff who administered the restraint, and 

observers, if any; the date of the restraint; the time the restraint began and ended; the name of the 

principal or designee who was verbally informed following the restraint; and, as applicable, the name of 

the principal or designee who approved continuation of a restraint beyond 20 minutes pursuant to 603 

CMR 46.05(5)(c). 

(b) A description of the activity in which the restrained student and other students and staff in the same 

room or vicinity were engaged immediately preceding the use of physical restraint; the behavior that 

prompted the restraint; the efforts made to prevent escalation of behavior, including the specific de- 

escalation strategies used; alternatives to restraint that were attempted; and the justification for initiating 

physical restraint. 

(c) A description of the administration of the restraint including the holds used and reasons such holds 

were necessary; the student's behavior and reactions during the restraint; how the restraint ended; and 

documentation of injury to the student and/or staff, if any, during the restraint and any medical care 

provided. 

(d) Information regarding any further action(s) that the school has taken or may take, including any 

consequences that may be imposed on the student. 

(e) Information regarding opportunities for the student's parents to discuss with school officials the 

administration of the restraint, any consequences that may be imposed on the student, and any other 

related matter. [...] 

(7) Report All Restraint-related Injuries to the Department. When a physical restraint has resulted in an 

injury to a student or program staff member, the program shall send a copy of the written report required 

by 603 CMR 46.06(4) to the Department postmarked no later than three school working days of the 

administration of the restraint. The program shall also send the Department a copy of the record of 

physical restraints maintained by the principal pursuant to 603 CMR 46.06(2) for the 30-day period prior 

to the date of the reported restraint. The Department shall determine if additional action by the program is 

warranted and, if so, shall notify the program of any required actions within 30 calendar days of receipt of 

the required written report(s). 
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(8) Report All Physical Restraints to the Department. Every program shall collect and annually report data 

to the Department regarding the use of physical restraints. Such data shall be reported in a manner and 

form directed by the Department. 

 

603 CMR 49.04. Bullying and retaliation prohibited. 

(3) Each school district and school shall have procedures for receiving reports of bullying or retaliation; 

promptly responding to and investigating such reports, and determining whether bullying or retaliation has 

occurred; responding to incidents of bullying or retaliation; and reporting to parents and law enforcement 

as set forth in 603 CMR 49.05 and 49.06. 

 

Parental Notification 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 71, § 37H3/4. Suspension or expulsion on grounds other than those set forth in 

Sections 37H or 37H1/2. 

(c) For any suspension or expulsion under this section, the principal or headmaster of a school in which 

the student is enrolled, or a designee, shall provide, to the student and to the parent or guardian of the 

student, notice of the charges and the reason for the suspension or expulsion in English and in the 

primary language spoken in the home of the student. The student shall receive the written notification and 

shall have the opportunity to meet with the principal or headmaster, or a designee, to discuss the charges 

and reasons for the suspension or expulsion prior to the suspension or expulsion taking effect. The 

principal or headmaster, or a designee, shall ensure that the parent or guardian of the student is included 

in the meeting, provided that such meeting may take place without the parent or guardian only if the 

principal or headmaster, or a designee, can document reasonable efforts to include the parent or 

guardian in that meeting. The department shall promulgate rules and regulations that address a 

principal's duties under this subsection and procedures for including parents in student exclusion 

meetings, hearings or interviews under this subsection. 

(d) If a decision is made to suspend or expel the student after the meeting, the principal or headmaster, or 

a designee, shall update the notification for the suspension or expulsion to reflect the meeting with the 

student. If a student has been suspended or expelled for more than 10 school days for a single infraction 

or for more than 10 school days cumulatively for multiple infractions in any school year, the student and 

the parent or guardian of the student shall also receive, at the time of the suspension or expulsion 

decision, written notification of a right to appeal and the process for appealing the suspension or 

expulsion in English and in the primary language spoken in the home of the student; provided, however, 

that the suspension or expulsion shall remain in effect prior to any appeal hearing. The principal or 

headmaster or a designee shall notify the superintendent in writing, including, but not limited to, by 

electronic means, of any out-of-school suspension imposed on a student enrolled in kindergarten through 

grade 3 prior to such suspension taking effect. That notification shall describe the student's alleged 

misconduct and the reasons for suspending the student out-of-school. For the purposes of this section, 

the term "out-of-school suspension" shall mean a disciplinary action imposed by school officials to remove 

a student from participation in school activities for 1 day or more. 

(e) A student who has been suspended or expelled from school for more than 10 school days for a single 

infraction or for more than 10 school days cumulatively for multiple infractions in any school year shall 

have the right to appeal the suspension or expulsion to the superintendent. The student or a parent or 

guardian of the student shall notify the superintendent in writing of a request for an appeal not later than 5 

calendar days following the effective date of the suspension or expulsion; provided, that a student and a 

parent or guardian of the student may request, and if so requested, shall be granted an extension of up to 
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7 calendar days. The superintendent or a designee shall hold a hearing with the student and the parent or 

guardian of the student within 3 school days of the student's request for an appeal; provided that a 

student or a parent or guardian of the student may request and, if so requested, shall be granted an 

extension of up to 7 calendar days; provided further, that the superintendent, or a designee, may proceed 

with a hearing without a parent or guardian of the student if the superintendent, or a designee, makes a 

good faith effort to include the parent or guardian. At the hearing, the student shall have the right to 

present oral and written testimony, cross-examine witnesses and shall have the right to counsel. The 

superintendent shall render a decision on the appeal in writing within 5 calendar days of the hearing. That 

decision shall be the final decision of the school district with regard to the suspension or expulsion. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 37O. School bullying prohibited; bullying prevention and intervention plans; 

reporting of bullying incident date. 

(d)(2) Each plan shall include, but not be limited to: (i) descriptions of and statements prohibiting bullying, 

cyber-bullying and retaliation, including procedures for collecting, maintaining and reporting bullying 

incident data required under subsection (k); (ii) clear procedures for students, staff, parents, guardians 

and others to report bullying or retaliation; (iii) a provision that reports of bullying or retaliation may be 

made anonymously; provided, however, that no disciplinary action shall be taken against a student solely 

on the basis of an anonymous report; (iv) clear procedures for promptly responding to and investigating 

reports of bullying or retaliation; (v) the range of disciplinary actions that may be taken against a 

perpetrator for bullying or retaliation; provided, however, that the disciplinary actions shall balance the 

need for accountability with the need to teach appropriate behavior; (vi) clear procedures for restoring a 

sense of safety for a victim and assessing that victim's needs for protection; (vii) strategies for protecting 

from bullying or retaliation a person who reports bullying, provides information during an investigation of 

bullying or witnesses or has reliable information about an act of bullying; (viii) procedures consistent with 

state and federal law for promptly notifying the parents or guardians of a victim and a perpetrator; 

provided, that the parents or guardians of a victim shall also be notified of the action taken to prevent any 

further acts of bullying or retaliation; and provided, further, that the procedures shall provide for immediate 

notification pursuant to regulations promulgated under this subsection by the principal or person who 

holds a comparable role to the local law enforcement agency when criminal charges may be pursued 

against the perpetrator; (ix) a provision that a student who knowingly makes a false accusation of bullying 

or retaliation shall be subject to disciplinary action; and (x) a strategy for providing counseling or referral 

to appropriate services for perpetrators and victims and for appropriate family members of said students. 

The plan shall afford all students the same protection regardless of their status under the law. [...] 

(g) A member of a school staff, including, but not limited to, an educator, administrator, school nurse, 

cafeteria worker, custodian, bus driver, athletic coach, advisor to an extracurricular activity or 

paraprofessional, shall immediately report any instance of bullying or retaliation the staff member has 

witnessed or become aware of to the principal or to the school official identified in the plan as responsible 

for receiving such reports or both. Upon receipt of such a report, the school principal or a designee shall 

promptly conduct an investigation. If the school principal or a designee determines that bullying or 

retaliation has occurred, the school principal or designee shall (i) notify the local law enforcement agency 

if the school principal or designee believes that criminal charges may be pursued against a perpetrator; 

(ii) take appropriate disciplinary action; (iii) notify the parents or guardians of a perpetrator; (iv) notify the 

parents or guardians of the victim, and to the extent consistent with state and federal law, notify them of 

the action taken to prevent any further acts of bullying or retaliation; and (v) inform the parents or 

guardians of the victim about the department's problem resolution system and the process for seeking 

assistance or filing a claim through the problem resolution system. 
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ALM GL ch. 76, § 1A. Pupil absence notification programs. 

Upon the acceptance of this section by the local legislative body of a city or town, or by a majority vote of 

two-thirds of the member communities of a regional school district, the school committee of a city, town or 

regional school district shall establish a pupil absence notification program in all schools under its control. 

Said program may be developed with the assistance of the department of education. The parents or 

guardians of each pupil shall, annually, at the commencement of each school year, be sent a notice 

instructing them to call a designated telephone number at a designated time to inform the school of the 

absence of a pupil and the reason therefor. Said notice shall also require such parent or guardian to 

furnish the school with a home, work or other emergency telephone number where they can be contacted 

during the school day. If a pupil is absent and the school has not been notified by the designated time, the 

school shall call the telephone number or numbers furnished to inquire about said absence. 

 

ALM GL ch. 76, § 1B. Pupil absence notification program. 

The school committee of each city, town or regional school district shall have a pupil absence notification 

program in each of its schools. The program shall be designed to ensure that each school notifies a 

parent or guardian of the child's absence if the school has not received notification of the absence from 

the parent or guardian within 3 days of the absence. 

Each school committee shall have a policy of notifying the parent or guardian of a student who has at 

least 5 days in which the student has missed 2 or more periods unexcused in a school year or who has 

missed 5 or more school days unexcused in a school year. The notification policy shall require that the 

school principal or headmaster, or a designee, make a reasonable effort to meet with the parent or 

guardian of a student who has 5 or more unexcused absences to develop action steps for student 

attendance. The action steps shall be developed jointly and agreed upon by the school principal or 

headmaster, or a designee, the student and the student's parent or guardian and with input from other 

relevant school personnel and officials from relevant public safety, health and human service, housing 

and nonprofit agencies. 

 

ALM GL ch. 76, § 18. Notice to parent or guardian and meeting with school committee prerequisite 

to student permanently leaving school; annual report; application of section. 

No student who has not graduated from high school shall be considered to have permanently left public 

school unless an administrator of the school which the student last attended has sent notice within a 

period of 5 days from the student's tenth consecutive absence to the student and the parent or guardian 

of that student in both the primary language of the parent or guardian, to the extent practicable, and 

English. The notice shall initially offer at least 2 dates and times for an exit interview between the 

superintendent, or a designee, and the student and the parent or guardian of the student to occur prior to 

the student permanently leaving school and shall include contact information for scheduling the exit 

interview. The notice shall indicate that the parties shall agree upon a date and time for the exit interview, 

and that interview shall occur within 10 days after the sending of the notice. The time for the exit interview 

may be extended at the request of the parent or guardian and no extension shall be for longer than 14 

days. The superintendent, or a designee, may proceed with any such interview without a parent or 

guardian if the superintendent, or a designee, makes a good faith effort to include the parent or guardian. 

The exit interview shall be for the purpose of discussing the reasons for the student permanently leaving 

school and to consider alternative education or other placements. 

 
REGULATIONS 

 
603 CMR 18.05. Required policies and procedures. 

(6) Suspension. 
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(b) Whenever a student is suspended, the school shall immediately notify the parents or the 

Department of Social Services as appropriate, and the public school or human service agency 

responsible for the placement. Within 24 hours, the school shall send a written statement explaining the 

reasons for suspension to the parents or the Department of Social Services as appropriate and the 

public school district and human service agency responsible for the placement. 

 

603 CMR 46.04. Policy and procedures; Training. 

(1) Procedures. Public education programs shall develop and implement written restraint prevention and 

behavior support policy and procedures consistent with 603 CMR 46.00 regarding appropriate responses 

to student behavior that may require immediate intervention. Such policy and procedures shall be 

annually reviewed and provided to program staff and made available to parents of enrolled students. 

Such policy and procedures shall include, but not be limited to: 

(i) A procedure for making reasonable efforts to orally notify a parent of the use of restraint on a student 

within 24 hours of the restraint, and for sending written notification to the parent within three school 

working days following the use of restraint to an email address provided by the parent for the purpose of 

communicating about the student, or by regular mail to the parent postmarked within three school 

working days of the restraint. 

 

603 CMR 46.06. Reporting requirements. 

(3) Informing Parents. The principal shall make reasonable efforts to verbally inform the student's parent 

of the restraint within 24 hours of the event, and shall notify the parent by written report sent either within 

three school working days of the restraint to an email address provided by the parent for communications 

about the student, or by regular mail postmarked no later than three school working days of the restraint. 

If the program customarily provides a parent of a student with report cards and other necessary school- 

related information in a language other than English, the written restraint report shall be provided to the 

parent in that language. The principal shall provide the student and the parent an opportunity to comment 

orally and in writing on the use of the restraint and on information in the written report. 

 

603 CMR 49.02. Scope and purpose. 

603 CMR 49.00 governs the requirements related to the duty of the principal or leader of a public school, 

approved private day or residential school, collaborative school, or charter school to notify the parents or 

guardians of a target and an aggressor when there is an incident of bullying or retaliation, and to notify 

the local law enforcement agency when criminal charges may be pursued against the aggressor. 603 

CMR 49.00 also address confidentiality of student record information related to notification of bullying and 

retaliation. 

 

603 CMR 49.05. Notice to parents. 

(1) Upon investigation and determination that bullying or retaliation has occurred, the principal shall 

promptly notify the parents of the target and the aggressor of the determination and the school district or 

school's procedures for responding to the bullying or retaliation. The principal shall inform the target's 

parent of actions that school officials will take to prevent further acts of bullying or retaliation. Nothing in 

603 CMR 49.05(1) prohibits the principal from contacting a parent of a target or aggressor about a report 

of bullying or retaliation prior to a determination that bullying or retaliation has occurred. 

(2) Notice required by 603 CMR 49.05 shall be provided in the primary language of the home. 

(3) Each school district and school shall include the requirements and procedures for communicating with 

the parents of the aggressor and target of bullying or retaliation in the local plan. 

(4) A principal's notification to a parent about an incident or a report of bullying or retaliation must comply 

with confidentiality requirements of the Massachusetts Student Records Regulations, 603 CMR 23.00, 
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and the Federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act Regulations, 34 CFR Part 99, as set forth in 

603 CMR 49.07. 

 

603 CMR 53.01. Purpose and scope. 

(1) The purpose of 603 CMR 53.00 is: 

(b) to promote engagement of a student's parent in discussion of the student's misconduct, and options 

for responding to it. 

603 CMR 53.06. Notice of suspension and hearing under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H¾. 

(1) Except as provided in 603 CMR 53.07 and 603 CMR 53.10, a principal may not impose a suspension 

as a consequence for a disciplinary offense without first providing the student and the parent oral and 

written notice, and providing the student an opportunity for a hearing on the charge and the parent an 

opportunity to participate in such hearing. 

(2) The principal shall provide oral and written notice to the student and the parent in English and in the 

primary language of the home if other than English, or other means of communication where appropriate. 

The notice shall set forth in plain language: 

(a) the disciplinary offense; 

(b) the basis for the charge; 

(c) the potential consequences, including the potential length of the student's suspension; 

(d) the opportunity for the student to have a hearing with the principal concerning the proposed 

suspension, including the opportunity to dispute the charges and to present the student's explanation of 

the alleged incident, and for the parent to attend the hearing; 

(e) the date, time, and location of the hearing; 

(f) the right of the student and the student's parent to interpreter services at the hearing if needed to 

participate; 

(g) if the student may be placed on long-term suspension following the hearing with the principal: 

1. the rights set forth in 603 CMR 53.08(3)(b); and 

2. the right to appeal the principal's decision to the superintendent. 

(3) The principal shall make reasonable efforts to notify the parent orally of the opportunity to attend the 

hearing. To conduct a hearing without the parent present, the principal must be able to document 

reasonable efforts to include the parent. The principal is presumed to have made reasonable efforts if the 

principal has sent written notice and has documented at least two attempts to contact the parent in the 

manner specified by the parent for emergency notification. 

(4) Written notice to the parent may be made by hand delivery, first-class mail, certified mail, email to an 

address provided by the parent for school communications, or any other method of delivery agreed to by 

the principal and parent. 

 

603 CMR 53.07. Emergency removal under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H¾. 

(1) Nothing in 603 CMR 53.00 shall prevent a principal from removing a student from school temporarily 

when a student is charged with a disciplinary offense and the continued presence of the student poses a 

danger to persons or property, or materially and substantially disrupts the order of the school and, in the 

principal's judgment, there is no alternative available to alleviate the danger or disruption. The temporary 

removal shall not exceed two school days following the day of the emergency removal, during which time 

the principal shall: 
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(a) Make immediate and reasonable efforts to orally notify the student and the student's parent of the 

emergency removal, the reason for the need for emergency removal, and the other matters set forth in 

603 CMR 53.06(2); 

(b) Provide written notice to the student and parent as provided in 603 CMR 53.06(2); 

(c) Provide the student an opportunity for a hearing with the principal that complies with 603 CMR 

53.08(2) or (3), as applicable, and the parent an opportunity to attend the hearing, before the expiration 

of the two school days, unless an extension of time for hearing is otherwise agreed to by the principal, 

student, and parent. 

(d) Render a decision orally on the same day as the hearing, and in writing no later than the following 

school day, which meets the requirements of 603 CMR 53.08(2)(c) and (d) or (3)(c) and (d), as 

applicable. 

(2) A principal may not remove a student from school on an emergency basis for a disciplinary offense 

until adequate provisions have been made for the student's safety and transportation. 

 

603 CMR 53.08. Principal's hearing under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H¾. 

(2) Principal Hearing - Short-term Suspension. 

(c) The principal shall notify the student and parent of the determination and the reasons for it, and, if 

the student is suspended, the type and duration of suspension and the opportunity to make up 

assignments and such other school work as needed to make academic progress during the period of 

removal, as provided in 603 CMR 53.13(1). The determination shall be in writing and may be in the form 

of an update to the original written notice. [...] 

(3) Principal Hearing - Long-term Suspension. 

(d) Based on the evidence, the principal shall determine whether the student committed the disciplinary 

offense, and, if so, after considering mitigating circumstances and alternatives to suspension as set 

forth in 603 CMR 53.05, what remedy or consequence will be imposed, in place of or in addition to a 

long-term suspension. The principal shall send the written determination to the student and parent by 

hand-delivery, certified mail, first-class mail, email to an address provided by the parent for school 

communications, or other method of delivery agreed to by the principal and the parent. If the principal 

decides to suspend the student, the written determination shall: 

1. Identify the disciplinary offense, the date on which the hearing took place, and the participants at 

the hearing; 

2. Set out the key facts and conclusions reached by the principal; 

3. Identify the length and effective date of the suspension, as well as a date of return to school; 

4. Include notice of the student's opportunity to receive education services to make academic 

progress during the period of removal from school as provided in 603 CMR 53.13(4)(a); 

5. Inform the student of the right to appeal the principal's decision to the superintendent or designee, 

but only if the principal has imposed a long-term suspension. Notice of the right of appeal shall be in 

English and the primary language of the home if other than English, or other means of 

communication, where appropriate, and shall include the following stated in plain language: 

a. the process for appealing the decision, including that the student or parent must file a written 

notice of appeal with the superintendent within five calendar days of the effective date of the long- 

term suspension; provided that within the five calendar days, the student or parent may request and 

receive from the superintendent an extension of time for filing the written notice for up to seven 

additional calendar days; and that, 
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b. the long-term suspension will remain in effect unless and until the superintendent decides to 

reverse the principal's determination on appeal. 

 

603 CMR 53.09. Superintendent's hearing under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H¾. 

(4) The superintendent shall make a good faith effort to include the parent in the hearing. The 

superintendent shall be presumed to have made a good faith effort if he or she has made efforts to find a 

day and time for the hearing that would allow the parent and superintendent to participate. The 

superintendent shall send written notice to the parent of the date, time, and location of the hearing. 

 

603 CMR 53.10. In-school suspension under M.G.L. c. 71, § 37H¾. 

(4) On the same day as the in-school suspension decision, the principal shall make reasonable efforts to 

notify the parent orally as soon as possible of the disciplinary offense, the reasons for concluding that the 

student committed the infraction, and the length of the in-school suspension. The principal shall also 

invite the parent to a meeting to discuss the student's academic performance and behavior, strategies for 

student engagement, and possible responses to the behavior. Such meeting shall be scheduled on the 

day of the suspension if possible, and if not, as soon thereafter as possible. If the principal is unable to 

reach the parent after making and documenting at least two attempts to do so, such attempts shall 

constitute reasonable efforts for purposes of orally informing the parent of the in-school suspension. 

(5) The principal shall send written notice to the student and parent about the in-school suspension, 

including the reason and the length of the in-school suspension, and inviting the parent to a meeting with 

the principal for the purpose set forth in 603 CMR 53.10(4), if such meeting has not already occurred. The 

principal shall deliver such notice on the day of the suspension by hand-delivery, certified mail, first-class 

mail, email to an address provided by the parent for school communications, or other method of delivery 

agreed to by the principal and the parent. 

 

Data Collection, Review, and Reporting of Discipline Policies and 

Actions 

LAWS 
 
ALM GL ch. 69, § 1I. Performance of public-school districts and individual public schools; 

evaluation system; assessment instruments; report. 

Each school district shall file a report with the department every year by a date and in a format 

determined by the board. Said report shall include, but not be limited to, the following: 

(a) an outline of the curriculum and graduation requirements of the district; 

(b) pupil/teacher ratios and class size policy and practice; 

(c) teacher and administrator evaluation procedures; 

(d) statistics, policies, and procedures relative to truancy and dropouts; 

(e) statistics, policies, and procedures relative to expulsions and in-school and out-of-school 

suspensions; 

(f) percent of school-age children attending public schools; 

(g) racial composition of teaching and administrative staff; 

(h) enrollment and average daily attendance; 

(i) the annual budgets and expenditures for both the district and the individual schools in the district. 
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ALM GL ch. 69, § 1P. Safe and supportive schools framework. 

School action plans shall be designed to address the areas of need identified through the use of the self- 

assessment tool described in subsection (d) and shall include the following: (i) strategies and initiatives 

for addressing the areas of need identified by the assessment; (ii) a timeline for implementing the 

strategies and initiatives; (iii) outcome goals and indicators for evaluating the effectiveness of the 

strategies and initiatives set forth in the plan, which may include attendance and graduation rates, 

bullying incidences, number of student suspensions, expulsions and office referrals, truancy and 

tardiness rates, time spent on learning and other measures of school success; and (iv) a process and 

schedule for reviewing the plan annually and updating it at least once every 3 years. School action plans 

shall be published on the school district's website. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 37H. Policies relative to conduct of teachers or students; student handbooks. 

Notwithstanding any general or special law to the contrary, all student handbooks shall contain the 

following provisions: 

(f) Districts shall report to the department of elementary and secondary education the specific reasons 

for all suspensions and expulsions, regardless of duration or type, in a manner and form established by 

the commissioner. The department of elementary and secondary education shall use its existing data 

collection tools to obtain this information from districts and shall modify those tools, as necessary, to 

obtain the information. On an annual basis, the department of elementary and secondary education 

shall make district level de-identified data and analysis, including the total number of days each student 

is excluded during the school year, available to the public online in a machine readable format. This 

report shall include district level data disaggregated by student status and categories established by the 

commissioner. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 37O. School bullying prohibited; bullying prevention and intervention plans; 

reporting of bullying incident date. 

(d)(2) Each plan shall include, but not be limited to: (i) descriptions of and statements prohibiting bullying, 

cyber-bullying and retaliation, including procedures for collecting, maintaining and reporting bullying 

incident data required under subsection (k). [...] 

(k) Each school district, charter school, approved private day or residential school and collaborative 

school shall annually report bullying incident data to the department. The data shall include, but not be 

limited to: (i) the number of reported allegations of bullying or retaliation; (ii) the number and nature of 

substantiated incidents of bullying or retaliation; (iii) the number of students disciplined for engaging in 

bullying or retaliation; and (iv) any other information required by the department. Said incident data shall 

be reported in the form and manner established by the department, in consultation with the attorney 

general; provided, that the department shall minimize the costs and resources needed to comply with said 

reporting requirements; and provided further, that the department may use existing data collection and 

reporting mechanisms to collect the information from school districts. The department shall analyze the 

bullying incident data and shall publish an annual report containing aggregate statewide information on 

the frequency and nature of bullying in schools. The department shall file the annual report with the 

attorney general and with the clerks of the senate and the house of representatives who shall forward the 

same to the chairs of the joint committee on education, the joint committee on the judiciary and the house 

and senate committees on ways and means. [...] 

The school official identified in the plan as responsible for receiving reports of bullying or retaliation shall 

verify the completion of the student surveys. All completed surveys shall be forwarded to the department. 

The department shall use the survey results to help assess the effectiveness of bullying prevention 

curricula and instruction developed and administered under subsection (c). The department shall collect 

and analyze the student survey data in order to: compare the survey results with the bullying incident data 
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reported under subsection (k); identify long-term trends and areas of improvement; and monitor bullying 

prevention efforts in schools over time. The department shall make its findings available to the school 

official. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 37P. School resource officers. 

The department of elementary and secondary education shall collect and publish disaggregated data 

regarding school-based arrests, citations and court referrals of students to the department and shall make 

such report available for public review. 

 
REGULATIONS 

 
603 CMR 53.01. Purpose and scope. 

(2) 603 CMR 53.00 sets forth, for all public preschool, elementary, and secondary schools and programs 

in Massachusetts, including charter and virtual schools: 

(c) requirements pertaining to school discipline data reporting and analysis. 
 
603 CMR 53.14. Student suspension and expulsion data collection and reporting. 

(1) Every school district, charter school, and virtual school shall collect and annually report data to the 

Department regarding in-school suspensions, short- and long-term suspensions, expulsions, emergency 

removals under 603 CMR 53.07, access to education services under 603 CMR 53.13, and such other 

information as may be required by the Department. Such data shall be reported in a manner and form 

directed by the Department. 

(2) The principal of each school shall periodically review discipline data by selected student populations, 

including but not limited to race and ethnicity, gender, socioeconomic status, English language learner 

status, and student with a disability status. In reviewing the data, the principal shall assess the extent of 

in-school suspensions, short- and long-term suspensions, expulsions, and emergency removals under 

603 CMR 53.07, and the impact of such disciplinary action on selected student populations. The principal 

shall further determine whether it is necessary or appropriate to modify disciplinary practices due to over- 

reliance on expulsion, or in-school school or out-of-school suspension, or emergency removals, or the 

impact of such suspensions, removals, and expulsions on selected student populations compared with 

other students. 

(3) In the fall of each year, the Department shall publish an analysis and report of student discipline data 

disaggregated by district and school, and by selected student populations, included but not limited to race 

and ethnicity, gender, socioeconomic status, English language learner status, and student with a disability 

status. The data shall be reported in a manner that protects the identity of each student and shall be 

made available to the public online in a machine readable format. 

(4) The Department shall annually determine the schools with the highest percentage of students 

expelled or placed on long-term suspension for more than ten cumulative days in a school year. After 

review of the discipline data described in 603 CMR 53.14(3) and other relevant school and district 

information, including but not limited to student demographics, student performance, promotion, 

attendance, attrition, graduation, and dropout rates, the Commissioner shall identify schools that need 

assistance to reduce over-reliance on long-term suspension or expulsion as a consequence for student 

misconduct. The Department shall identify models that such schools may use to incorporate intermediate 

steps before long-term suspension and expulsion and to foster positive school climate. 

Through use of statistical analysis, the Commissioner shall identify schools and districts with data that 

reflect significant disparities in the rate of suspension and expulsion by race and ethnicity, or disability. 

Such schools and districts shall develop and implement a plan approved by the Department to address 

such significant disparities. 
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Partnerships between Schools and Law Enforcement 
 

Referrals to Law Enforcement 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 71, § 37L. Notification to school personnel of reporting requirements for child abuse 

and neglect and fires; reports of students possessing or using dangerous weapons on school 

premises; transferred students’ school records. 

In addition, any school department personnel shall report in writing to their immediate supervisor an 

incident involving a student's possession or use of a dangerous weapon on school premises at any time. 

Supervisors who receive such a weapon report shall file it with the superintendent of said school, who 

shall file copies of said weapon report with the local chief of police, the department of children and 

families, the office of student services or its equivalent in any school district, and the local school 

committee. Said superintendent, police chief, and representative from the department of children and 

families, together with a representative from the office of student services or its equivalent, shall arrange 

an assessment of the student involved in said weapon report. Said student shall be referred to a 

counseling program; provided, however, that said counseling shall be in accordance with acceptable 

standards as set forth by the board of education. Upon completion of a counseling session, a follow-up 

assessment shall be made of said student by those involved in the initial assessment. 

 

ALM GL ch. 71, § 37O. School bullying prohibited; bullying prevention and intervention plans; 

reporting of bullying incident date. 

(g) A member of a school staff, including, but not limited to, an educator, administrator, school nurse, 

cafeteria worker, custodian, bus driver, athletic coach, advisor to an extracurricular activity or 

paraprofessional, shall immediately report any instance of bullying or retaliation the staff member has 

witnessed or become aware of to the principal or to the school official identified in the plan as responsible 

for receiving such reports or both. Upon receipt of such a report, the school principal or a designee shall 

promptly conduct an investigation. If the school principal or a designee determines that bullying or 

retaliation has occurred, the school principal or designee shall (i) notify the local law enforcement agency 

if the school principal or designee believes that criminal charges may be pursued against a perpetrator; 

(ii) take appropriate disciplinary action; (iii) notify the parents or guardians of a perpetrator; (iv) notify the 

parents or guardians of the victim, and to the extent consistent with state and federal law, notify them of 

the action taken to prevent any further acts of bullying or retaliation; and (v) inform the parents or 

guardians of the victim about the department's problem resolution system and the process for seeking 

assistance or filing a claim through the problem resolution system. [...] 

(h) If an incident of bullying or retaliation involves students from more than one school district, charter 

school, non-public school, approved private day or residential school or collaborative school, the school 

district or school first informed of the bullying or retaliation shall, consistent with state and federal law, 

promptly notify the appropriate administrator of the other school district or school so that both may take 

appropriate action. If an incident of bullying or retaliation occurs on school grounds and involves a former 

student under the age of 21 who is no longer enrolled in a local school district, charter school, non-public 

school, approved private day or residential school or collaborative school, the school district or school 

informed of the bullying or retaliation shall contact law enforcement consistent with the provisions of 

clause (viii) of the second paragraph of subsection (d). 
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ALM GL ch. 269, § 18. Failure to report hazing. 

Whoever knows that another person is the victim of hazing as defined in section seventeen and is at the 

scene of such crime shall, to the extent that such person can do so without danger or peril to himself or 

others, report such crime to an appropriate law enforcement official as soon as reasonably practicable. 

Whoever fails to report such crime shall be punished by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars. 

 
REGULATIONS 

 
603 CMR 46.03. Use of restraint. 

(4) Referral to Law Enforcement or Other State Agencies. Nothing in 603 CMR 46.00 prohibits: 

(a) The right of any individual to report to appropriate authorities a crime committed by a student or 

other individual; 

(b) Law enforcement, judicial authorities or school security personnel from exercising their 

responsibilities, including the physical detainment of a student or other person alleged to have 

committed a crime or posing a security risk; or 

(c) The exercise of an individual's responsibilities as a mandated reporter pursuant to M.G.L. c. 119, § 

51A. 603 CMR 46.00 shall not be used to deter any individual from reporting neglect or abuse to the 

appropriate state agency. 

 

603 CMR 49.02. Scope and purpose. 

603 CMR 49.00 governs the requirements related to the duty of the principal or leader of a public school, 

approved private day or residential school, collaborative school, or charter school to notify the parents or 

guardians of a target and an aggressor when there is an incident of bullying or retaliation, and to notify 

the local law enforcement agency when criminal charges may be pursued against the aggressor. 603 

CMR 49.00 also address confidentiality of student record information related to notification of bullying and 

retaliation. 

 

603 CMR 49.04. Bullying and retaliation prohibited. 

(3) Each school district and school shall have procedures for receiving reports of bullying or retaliation; 

promptly responding to and investigating such reports, and determining whether bullying or retaliation has 

occurred; responding to incidents of bullying or retaliation; and reporting to parents and law enforcement 

as set forth in 603 CMR 49.05 and 49.06. 

 

603 CMR 49.06. Notice to law enforcement agency. 

(1) Before the first day of each school year, the superintendent or designee of a school district and the 

school leader or designee of an approved private day or residential school, collaborative school, or 

charter school shall communicate with the chief of police or designee of the local police department about 

the implementation of 603 CMR 49.06. Such communication may include agreeing on a method for 

notification, a process for informal communication, updates of prior written agreements, or any other 

subject appropriate to the implementation of 603 CMR 49.06. 

(2) At any point after receipt of a report of bullying or retaliation, including after an investigation, the 

principal shall notify the local law enforcement agency if the principal has a reasonable basis to believe 

that criminal charges may be pursued against the aggressor. Notice shall be consistent with the 

requirements of 603 CMR 49.00 and established agreements with the local law enforcement agency. The 

principal shall document the reasons for his or her decision to notify law enforcement. Nothing in 603 

CMR 49.06 shall be interpreted to require reporting to a law enforcement agency in situations in which 

bullying and retaliation can be handled appropriately within the school district or school. 
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(a) In making the determination whether notification to law enforcement is appropriate, the principal may 

consult with the school resource officer and any other individuals the principal deems appropriate. 

(b) Nothing in 603 CMR 49.06 shall prevent the principal from taking appropriate disciplinary or other 

action pursuant to school district or school policy and state law, provided that disciplinary actions 

balance the need for accountability with the need to teach appropriate behavior. 

(c) The principal shall respond to the incident as set forth in relevant provisions of the local plan 

consistent with 603 CMR 49.06. 

(3) If an incident of bullying or retaliation occurs on school grounds and involves a former student under 

the age of 21 who is no longer enrolled in the school district or school, the principal of the school informed 

of the bullying or retaliation shall notify the local law enforcement agency if the principal has a reasonable 

basis to believe that criminal charges may be pursued against the aggressor. 

(4) Each school district and school shall include the requirements and procedures for communicating with 

the local law enforcement agency in the local plan. 

 

School Resource Officer (SRO) or School Security Officer (SSO) 

Training or Certification 

LAWS 
 
ALM GL ch. 71, § 37P. School resource officers. 

In assigning a school resource officer, the chief of police shall assign an officer that the chief believes 

would strive to foster an optimal learning environment and educational community that promotes a strong 

partnership between school and police personnel. The chief of police shall give preference to candidates 

who demonstrate the requisite personality and character to work effectively with children, youth and 

educators in a school environment with a demonstrated ability to work successfully with a population that 

has a similar racial and ethnic background as those prevalent in the student body, and who have received 

specialized training relating to working with adolescents and children, including cognitive development, 

de-escalation tactics, as defined in section 1 of chapter 6E and alternatives to arrest and diversion 

strategies. The appointment shall not be based solely on seniority. The performance of a school resource 

officer shall be reviewed annually by the superintendent and the chief of police. 

 
REGULATIONS 

No relevant regulations found. 

 

Authorizations, Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs), and/or Funding 
 
LAWS 

 
ALM GL ch. 71, § 37P. School resource officers. 

(a) As used in this section the following words shall, unless the context clearly requires otherwise, have 

the following meanings: 

"Chief of police", the chief of police or the board or officer having control of the police department in a city 

or town. 

"Commission", the model school resource officer memorandum of understanding review commission 

established in subsection (b). 
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"Model memorandum of understanding", the model school resource officer memorandum of 

understanding developed by the commission. 

"School resource officer", a duly sworn municipal police officer with all necessary training, up-to-date 

certificates, including special school resource officer certification as required by subsection (b) of section 

3 of chapter 6E or a special officer appointed by the chief of police charged with: (i) providing law 

enforcement; (ii) promoting school safety and security services to elementary and secondary public 

schools; and (iii) maintaining a positive school climate for all students, families and staff. For the purpose 

of this section, a school resource officer shall be exempt pursuant to subsection (j) of section 10 of 

chapter 269, while serving in the officer's official capacity. 

(b) There shall be a model school resource officer memorandum of understanding review commission to 

develop and review the model memorandum of understanding and make recommendations for changes 

to the model memorandum of understanding as the commission deems appropriate. 

The commission shall include: the commissioner of elementary and secondary education and the 

secretary of the executive office of public safety and security, who shall serve as co-chairs; the attorney 

general or a designee; the child advocate or a designee; the chief justice of the juvenile court or a 

designee; the secretary of health and human services or a designee; the executive director of the 

Massachusetts Association of School Superintendents, Inc. or a designee ; the president of the 

Massachusetts Chiefs of Police Association Incorporated or a designee; the president of the 

Massachusetts Major City Chiefs, Inc. or a designee; the executive director of the municipal police 

training committee established in section 116 of chapter 6 or a designee; the certification director of the 

division of police certification established in section 4 of chapter 6E or a designee; the executive director 

of the mental health legal advisors committee established in section 34E of chapter 221 or a designee; 

the executive director of Citizens for Juvenile Justice, Inc. or a designee; the executive director of the 

Children's League of Massachusetts, Inc. or a designee; a Massachusetts public school superintendent, 

to be appointed by the senate president; a Massachusetts public school teacher, to appointed by the 

speaker of the house of representatives; a Massachusetts public school social worker, to be appointed by 

the minority leader of the senate; a parent or guardian of a child in a Massachusetts public school, to be 

appointed by the minority leader of the house of representatives; and 4 members to be appointed by the 

governor: 1 of whom shall be a representative of the Massachusetts Association of School Committees, 

Inc., 1 of whom shall be a representative of Massachusetts School Counselors Association, Inc. and 2 of 

whom shall be representatives from Massachusetts youth organizations with proven records of supporting 

services and programs for high numbers of youths in order to ensure healthy development and social 

responsibility. 

The model memorandum of understanding shall be developed for schools and police departments as the 

minimum requirement for schools to formalize and clarify implementation of the partnership between the 

school and the school resource officer. In conducting such development and review, the commission shall 

determine the necessary provisions to achieve the district's educational and school safety goals and to 

help maintain a positive school environment for all students. 

The model memorandum of understanding shall, at minimum, describe: (i) the mission statement, goals 

and objectives of the school resource officer program; (ii) the roles and responsibilities of the school 

resource officer, the police department and the school; (iii) the process for selecting school resource 

officers; (iv) the mechanisms to incorporate school resource officers into the school environment, 

including school safety meetings; (v) information sharing between school resource officers, school staff 

and other partners; (vi) the organizational structure of the school resource officer program, including 

supervision of school resource officers and the lines of communication between the school district and 

police department; (vii) training for school resource officers, including, but not limited to, continuing 

professional development in child and adolescent development, conflict resolution and diversion 
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strategies, de-escalation tactics and any other training required by the municipal police training committee 

established in section 116 of chapter 6; and (viii) the manner and division of responsibility for collecting 

and reporting the school-based arrests, citations and court referrals of students to the department of 

elementary and secondary education in accordance with regulations promulgated by the department. 

The model memorandum of understanding shall expressly state that school resource officers shall not: (i) 

serve as school disciplinarians, enforcers of school regulations or in place of licensed school 

psychologists, psychiatrists or counselors; and (ii) use police powers to address traditional school 

discipline issues, including non-violent disruptive behavior. 

In carrying out its duties under this section, the commissioner of elementary and secondary education 

shall work with the executive office of public safety and security to provide the commission with any data 

and information they consider relevant to the commission's duties. 

The commission shall meet every 5 years for the purpose of developing and reviewing the model 

memorandum of understanding. The model memorandum of understanding shall be subject to final 

approval by the co-chairs of the commission and shall be made publicly available by the department of 

elementary and secondary education, distributed to school districts and filed with the clerks of the house 

of representatives and senate. 

Members shall not receive compensation for their services but may receive reimbursement for the 

reasonable expenses incurred in carrying out their responsibilities as members of the commission. The 

commissioner of elementary and secondary education shall furnish reasonable staff and other support for 

the work of the commission. Prior to issuing its recommendations, the commission shall provide the 

opportunity to seek public input across regions of the commonwealth. It shall not constitute a violation of 

chapter 268A for a person employed by a school district to serve on the commission or to participate in 

commission deliberations that may have a financial impact on the district or municipality employing that 

person. The commission may establish procedures to ensure that no such person participates in 

commission deliberations that may directly affect the school districts employing those persons. 

(c) The executive office of public safety and security, in consultation with the department of elementary 

and secondary education, shall make available to all communities the model memorandum of 

understanding, statements of operating procedures and advisories on how to establish said documents. 

(d) For the purpose of fostering a safe and healthy environment for all students through strategic and 

appropriate use of law enforcement resources and to achieve positive outcomes for youth and public 

safety, a chief of police, at the request of the superintendent and subject to appropriation, shall assign at 

least 1 school resource officer to serve the city, town, commonwealth charter school, regional school 

district or county agricultural school. In the case of a regional school district, commonwealth charter 

school or county agriculture school, the chief of police of the city or town in which the school is located 

shall, at the request of the superintendent, assign the school resource officer who may be the same 

officer for all schools in the city or town. Annually, not later than August 1, the superintendent shall report 

to the department of elementary and secondary education and publicly present to the relevant school 

committee: (i) the cost to the school district of assigning a school resource officer; (ii) a description of the 

proposed budget for mental, social or emotional health support personnel for the school; and (iii) the 

number of school-based arrests, citations and court referrals made in the previous year disaggregated as 

required by the department of elementary and secondary education. 

In assigning a school resource officer, the chief of police shall assign an officer that the chief believes 

would strive to foster an optimal learning environment and educational community that promotes a strong 

partnership between school and police personnel. The chief of police shall give preference to candidates 

who demonstrate the requisite personality and character to work effectively with children, youth and 

educators in a school environment with a demonstrated ability to work successfully with a population that 

has a similar racial and ethnic background as those prevalent in the student body, and who have received 
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specialized training relating to working with adolescents and children, including cognitive development, 

de-escalation tactics, as defined in section 1 of chapter 6E and alternatives to arrest and diversion 

strategies. The appointment shall not be based solely on seniority. The performance of a school resource 

officer shall be reviewed annually by the superintendent and the chief of police. 

The superintendent and the chief of police shall adopt, at minimum, the model memorandum of 

understanding developed by the commission pursuant to subsection (b) and may add further provisions 

as they mutually deem fit; provided, however, that no further provision included in the memorandum of 

understanding adopted by said superintendent and said chief of police shall conflict with or omit any 

provisions of this section. The final memorandum of understanding adopted by the superintendent and 

the chief of police shall be made public and placed on file annually with the department of elementary and 

secondary education and in the offices of the school superintendent and the chief of police. 

The chief of police, in consultation with the school superintendent, shall establish operating procedures to 

provide guidance to school resource officers about daily operations, policies and procedures. At a 

minimum, the operating procedures as established by the chief of police, shall describe the following for 

the school resource officer: 

(i) the school resource officer uniform; 

(ii) use of police force, arrest, citation and court referral on school property; 

(iii) a statement and description of students' legal rights, including the process for searching and 

questioning students and circumstances requiring notification to and presence of parents and 

administrators; 

(iv) chain of command, including delineating to whom the school resource officer reports and how 

school administrators and the school resource officer work together; 

(v) performance evaluation standards, which shall incorporate monitoring compliance with the 

memorandum of understanding and use of arrest, citation and police force in school; 

(vi) protocols for diverting and referring at-risk students to school and community-based supports and 

providers; and 

(vii) information sharing between the school resource officer, school staff and parents or guardians. 

(e) Each school shall annually file its final memorandum of understanding and operating procedures with 

the department of elementary and secondary education. The department of elementary and secondary 

education shall collect data on the number of mental and social emotional health support personnel and 

the number of school resource officers employed by each local education agency and shall publish a 

report of the data on its website. The department shall promulgate rules or regulations necessary to carry 

out this section. 

(f) Notwithstanding subsection (d), if the chief of police, in consultation with the superintendent, 

determines that there are not sufficient resources to assign a school resource officer to serve the city, 

town, regional school district or county agricultural school, the chief of police shall consult with the 

department of state police to ensure that a school resource officer is assigned, subject to appropriation, 

pursuant to the requirements of this section; provided, further, that if a state police officer is assigned to a 

city, town, regional school district or county agricultural school, said assignment shall not be based solely 

on seniority and a candidate shall be considered who would strive to foster an optimal learning 

environment and educational community; provided, further, that there shall be placed on file in the office 

of the superintendent and the department of state police the final memorandum of understanding clearly 

defining the roles and duties of the school resource officer. 

(g) No public employer shall be liable for injury, loss of property, personal injury or death caused by an act 

or omission of a public employee while acting in the scope of the public employee's employment and 
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arising out of the implementation of this section. This section shall not be construed as creating or 

imposing a specific duty of care. 

The department of elementary and secondary education shall collect and publish disaggregated data 

regarding school-based arrests, citations and court referrals of students to the department and shall make 

such report available for public review. 

 
REGULATIONS 

No relevant regulations found. 

 

Threat Assessment Protocols 
 
LAWS 

No relevant laws found. 

 
REGULATIONS 

No relevant regulations found. 
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State-Sponsored, Publicly Available Websites or Other Resources on 

School Discipline 

Safe, supportive learning environments use disciplinary policies and practices that help students stay out 

of the justice system, while ensuring academic engagement and success for all students. The following 

resources provided by Massachusetts provide additional context to state policy and regulations and, in 

some cases, may support the readers’ efforts to provide a positive disciplinary school climate. 
 

Title Description Website address (if applicable) 

Website 

Bullying Prevention and 

Intervention Resources, 

Massachusetts Department of 

Elementary and Secondary 

Education 

Presents information on bullying 

prevention and intervention 

resources and includes links to the 

model bullying prevention and 

intervention plan, laws and 

regulations, social emotional 

learning, and resources from state 

agencies. 

http://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/bull 

ying/ 

Legal Office, Massachusetts 

Department of Elementary 

and Secondary Education 

Presents relevant amendments and 

newly passed laws and regulations 

relating to education and schools. 

http://www.doe.mass.edu/lawsre 

gs/ 

Rethinking Discipline 

Initiative, Massachusetts 

Department of Elementary 

and Secondary Education 

Provides brief overview and 

information on the Rethinking 

Discipline Initiative including yearly 

updated resources for school 

leaders and educators. 

https://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/di 

scipline/?section=massachusetts 

Safe & Supportive Schools, 

Massachusetts Department of 

Elementary and Secondary 

Education 

Provides an overview on safe and 

supportive schools and links to 

related resources that can help 

school districts and communities 

build safe and supportive learning 

environments. 

http://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/saf 

ety/ 

Social and Emotional 

Learning in Massachusetts 

(SEL), Massachusetts 

Department of Elementary 

and Secondary Education 

Introduces SEL and provides 

additional resources for learning 

and implementation for school 

leaders and educators. 

https://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/se 

l/ 

Student Attendance and 

Chronic Absenteeism, 

Massachusetts Department of 

Elementary and Secondary 

Education 

Provides an overview on initiatives 

to encourage attendance and 

prevent chronic absenteeism 

including definitions, description of 

initiatives, and additional resources. 

 

https://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/att 

endance/ 

http://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/bullying/
http://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/bullying/
http://www.doe.mass.edu/lawsregs/
http://www.doe.mass.edu/lawsregs/
https://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/discipline/?section=massachusetts
https://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/discipline/?section=massachusetts
http://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/safety/
http://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/safety/
https://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/sel/
https://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/sel/
https://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/attendance/
https://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/attendance/
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Title Description Website address (if applicable) 

Student Discipline Resources 

and Information, 

Massachusetts Department of 

Elementary and Secondary 

Education 

Provides links to statewide 

resources and information 

regarding student discipline and 

alternative approaches to 

addressing school climate. 

http://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/dis 

cipline/ 

Documents 

Advisory on Student 

Discipline under Chapter 222 

of the Acts of 2012 

An Act Relative to Student 

Access to Educational 

Services and Exclusion from 

School, Massachusetts 

Department of Elementary 

and Secondary Education 

Provides basic information on the 

state laws and regulations 

pertaining to student discipline to 

support district implementation. 

https://www.doe.mass.edu/lawsr 

egs/advisory/discipline/StudentDi 

scipline.html 

Checklist - Required Content 

of Bullying Prevention and 

Intervention Plans under G.L. 

c. 71 § 37O, Massachusetts 

Department of Elementary 

and Secondary Education 

Checklist for optional use when 

schools and districts create or 

review plans for inclusion of all 

elements required by the 

Massachusetts General Laws, 

Chapter 71, section 370. 

http://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/bull 

ying/ 

Model Bullying Prevention 

and Intervention Plan (June 

2014), Massachusetts 

Department of Elementary 

and Secondary Education 

Model plan addressing bullying 

prevention and intervention in 

Massachusetts schools. 

http://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/bull 

ying/#1 

Other Resources 

Education Laws and 

Regulations Student 

Discipline Laws and 

Regulations: Question and 

Answers; Student Discipline 

Laws and Regulations, 

Massachusetts Department of 

Elementary and Secondary 

Education 

Guidance document for interpreting 

and enforcing school discipline laws 

and regulations in Massachusetts 

schools.  

http://www.doe.mass.edu/lawsre 

gs/advisory/discipline/QA.html 

http://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/discipline/
http://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/discipline/
https://www.doe.mass.edu/lawsregs/advisory/discipline/StudentDiscipline.html
https://www.doe.mass.edu/lawsregs/advisory/discipline/StudentDiscipline.html
https://www.doe.mass.edu/lawsregs/advisory/discipline/StudentDiscipline.html
http://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/bullying/
http://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/bullying/
http://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/bullying/#1
http://www.doe.mass.edu/sfs/bullying/#1
http://www.doe.mass.edu/lawsregs/advisory/discipline/QA.html
http://www.doe.mass.edu/lawsregs/advisory/discipline/QA.html
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Title Description Website address (if applicable) 

Student Discipline Data 

Report All Offenses (2020-

2021), Massachusetts 

Department of Elementary 

and Secondary Education 

Summarizes disciplinary actions 

taken in response to offenses 

committed by students, as reported 

by school districts in the School 

Safety Discipline Report (SSDR). 

https://profiles.doe.mass.edu/stat

ereport/ssdr.aspx    

 
 

 

https://profiles.doe.mass.edu/statereport/ssdr.aspx
https://profiles.doe.mass.edu/statereport/ssdr.aspx

